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AGENDA
MONDAY, JANUARY 07, 2019
SPECIAL CITY COUNCIL MEETING
6:00 PM STUDY SESSION
Hillsborough Town Hall

SPECIAL MEETING (6:00 pm – Council Chambers)
I.

CALL TO ORDER

II.

ROLL CALL

III.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

IV.

PUBLIC COMMENT:
Under Government Code 54954.3, members of the public have the right to address the City Council on any matter within the Council's
jurisdiction. However, the Council may not take action on any non-agenda item (except in emergency circumstances). Before addressing
the Council, speakers are requested to complete a yellow speaker's card and submit it to the City Clerk. Please come to the lectern, state
your name and address, limit remarks to 3 minutes, and do not repeat comments by other speakers.

V.

STUDY SESSION
Review and discussion of draft revised processes and aesthetic design standards for wireless
communications facilities (WCF)

VI.

ADJOURNMENT

SPECIAL ACCOMMODATIONS:
If you need a disability-related modification or accommodation, including auxiliary aids or services, to participate in the City Council meeting, or if
you need an agenda in an alternate form, please contact the City Clerk’s Office at 375-7412 at least 24 hours before the scheduled City Council
meeting.

ATTACHMENTS:
Any items listed as “Attachments” to the agenda are available on the Town’s website or at the City Clerk’s office.
Any writings or documents provided to a majority of the City Council regarding any item on this agenda, except as exempt from public disclosure
under applicable law, will be made available for public inspection in the City Clerk’s Office located at 1600 Floribunda Avenue, Hillsborough, CA
94010, during normal business hours.
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AUDIO / VISUAL ADVISORY:
Those persons who wish to use PowerPoint, DVDs or other mediums when presenting to the City Council, will be required to submit media items to
the City Clerk by 12:00 p.m. on the day of City Council meetings. Media items can be emailed to myokoyama@hillsborough.net or brought in on
disc or flash drives to the City Clerk’s Office located at 1600 Floribunda Avenue, Hillsborough, CA 94010.

TOWN OF HILLSBOROUGH
SAN MATEO COUNTY

MEMORANDUM

Date:

January 4, 2019

To:

City Council

Subject:

JANUARY 7, 2019 CITY COUNCIL STUDY SESSION – REVIEW AND
DISCUSSION OF DRAFT REVISED PROCESSES AND AESTHETIC
DESIGN STANDARDS FOR WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS
FACILITIES (WCF)

On September 26, 2018, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) approved
new “small wireless facility” rules. In addition to new requirements relating to the timing
of application processing and fee limitations, the new ruling requires that aesthetic
criteria be objective, reasonable, no more burdensome than those applied to other
infrastructure deployments, and published in advance. The new rules will go into effect
on January 14, 2019, with the exception of rules relating to aesthetic standards which
become effective on April 15, 2019.
The Hillsborough City Council is scheduled to consider adoption and introduction of an
urgency ordinance and ordinance amending Hillsborough Municipal Code Chapters 12
and 15 regarding wireless communications facilities, along with a resolution adopting
aesthetic design standards in response to this new federal law. In addition to the
ordinances, a resolution is being proposed so that aesthetic standards and standard
conditions of approval can be moved from the municipal code into a resolution to most
efficiently facilitate potential future changes. (While resolutions may become effective
immediately upon adoption, an ordinance may take up to 90 days to become effective.)
A Study Session to review the issues and draft documents is scheduled for January 7,
2019, prior to consideration of formal adoption.
Aesthetic standards under the federal ruling may include requirements related to factors
such as location, camouflaging, height, size and spacing. In order to develop objective

aesthetic criteria for WCF representative of the community’s perspectives to the extent
feasible under the ruling, the Town hosted two interactive community engagement
meetings. Additionally, the Town has hosted joint and individual meetings with the
Wireless Communications Advisory Committee (WCAC) and Citizens Communication
Advisory Committee (CCAC).
Guiding principles confirmed through the community engagement process include:





Minimizing potential adverse impacts on the community
Limiting wireless site visibility and impacts to Town aesthetics
Promoting sufficient cell coverage for emergency needs
Ensuring that Town standards reflect local values while
to state and federal law
 Continuing to engage the community through this process

conforming

From the guiding principles, more specific public input included the following common
themes:
1. Location preferences (in order of preference) were confirmed as:
a) Town owned property
b) Existing support structure or wireless towers on nonresidential private
property
c) Existing utility poles or other support structure or wireless towers where
collocation has been pre-approved
d) New concealed WCF in the rights of way or on private property
2. Maximize undergrounding
3. Minimize visibility from residences
4. Limit height to be consistent with single family residences
5. Limit noise
6. Place WCFs on new poles only
7. Place WCFs on street signs or light poles
8. Consider pre-approved design options
9. Screen/camouflage WCFs
10. Place WCFs where other poles already exist
11. Keep WCFs at least 750 feet/1,000 feet from schools

12. Place WCFs near institutional uses and freeways
13. Keep WCFs away from historic resources
14. Keep WCFs as low impact as possible
From the guiding principles and common themes of public input, the draft ordinance and
resolution were prepared for purposes of publishing aesthetic standards.
On January 3, 2019, the Wireless Communications Advisory Committee (WCAC) met to
review the drafts. A summary of their comments will be provided at the January 7,
2019 City Council Study Session.
Staff welcomes the City Council’s guidance on preparation of final documents for
consideration of introduction and adoption.

ATTACHMENTS:
Draft redline ordinance and current ordinance
Draft resolution
Community meeting reports
Public comments

Chapter 12.04 - IMPROVEMENTS, EXCAVATIONS, AND OBSTACLES*
Sections:

12.04.010 - Outdoor fixtures in the right-of-way.
Outdoor fixtures (as defined in Section 12.12.010) located in the right-of-way are subject to the
provisions of Chapter 12.12 and not this chapter.

(Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
12.04.020 - Permit—Required.
A.

Unless an encroachment permit has first been obtained as provided in this chapter, it is unlawful for
any individual or entity to do any of the following within any portion of any public street in the town or
(except for subsection (A)(4) of this section) right-of-way in the town:
1.

Construct, alter, repair or replace any driveway approach;

2.

Construct, alter, repair or replace any improvement in the public street or right-of-way, including,
but not limited to, pavement, sidewalk/parking strip, retaining wall eighteen inches or less in
height, curb, gutter, culvert, wiring, conduit, sewer system, water system or storm drain system;

3.

Cut into the public street pavement or right-of-way surface or excavate in the public street or
right-of-way for the installation of any improvement referred to in subsection (A)(1) or (A)(2) of
this section or for any other purpose, hereinafter sometimes "excavations" or "excavation";

4.

Leave standing in any portion of any public street for more than forty-eight continuous hours any
structure, lumber, gravel, foreign substance, machinery or vehicle of any kind, collectively
"obstacle."

Subsections (A)(1) through (A)(4) of this section are referred to collectively as "right-of-way activities"
or "ROW activities" and individually as "right-of-way activity" or "ROW activity." For purposes of this
section, beginning any ROW activity shall constitute the performance of such ROW activity.
B.

ROW activities and/or work done in conjunction with ROW activities may also require building or
other permits as applicable.

(Ord. 661 § 1, 2005; Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
12.04.030 - Excavation notification.
Prior to beginning any excavation and upon the request of the director of public works or the
director's designee, a permittee shall provide at least seventy-two hours advance written notice to the
Central County Fire, Police and Public Works Departments of the town and to immediate neighbors and
any other appropriate party, as identified by the director of public works or the director's designee.

(Ord. 661 § 9 (part), 2005; Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
12.04.040 - Permit—Application and payment of fees and deposit.
A.

All applications under this chapter shall be made in writing to the director of public works or the
director's designee, on the form provided, describing the proposed ROW activity and setting forth its
precise location, together with a general explanation of what sewers, pipes, drains, conduits,
culverts, gutters, curbs, pavements and sidewalk/parking strips will be involved and how they will be
affected. Upon request, the applicant shall also furnish plans and specifications for the ROW activity.
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B.

At the time of filing the permit application, the applicant shall pay a permit fee in an amount
established from time to time by resolution of the city council to cover the town's administrative costs
(including, without limitation, the costs of inspection under Section 12.04.070).

C.

Prior to receiving the encroachment permit for the ROW activity, the applicant shall pay the
performance deposit (as defined in Section 12.04.060), if applicable.

D.

A copy of the encroachment permit shall be kept at the site of the ROW activity.

(Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
12.04.050 - Permit—Penalty fee.
Any individual or entity who begins any ROW activity without first obtaining the encroachment permit
required under this chapter shall pay, in addition to other applicable fees, a penalty fee of one hundred
percent of the permit fee.

(Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
12.04.060 - Performance deposit.
The director of the public works department or the director's designee may, prior to granting the
encroachment permit pursuant to this chapter, require the applicant to deposit a bond or sum of money
("performance deposit") in an amount which, in the good faith judgment of the director of the public works
department or the director's designee, will cover the estimated cost of the ROW activity. In the event and
to the extent that the ROW activity is not properly and timely completed in accordance with the permit
application and applicable law or if a potential or actual hazardous or injurious (to persons or property)
condition results from the ROW activity and town staff is required to remedy the problem, the director of
the public works department or the director's designee may cause the ROW activity to be completed or
rectified using all or part of the performance deposit, as needed. Otherwise or to the extent that the
performance deposit is not needed to complete or rectify the ROW activity, the performance deposit shall
be returned to the applicant upon completion of the ROW activity in accordance with the permit
application and applicable law (which shall be deemed to include having the site returned to a clean and
tidy condition).

(Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
12.04.070 - Inspection.
Any ROW activity may be inspected as needed by the director of the public works department or the
director's designee. Additional inspections may be required by other departments of the town.

(Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
12.04.080 - Appeal—Filing and fee.
A.

Any action taken or decision made by the director of public works or the director's designee under
this chapter may be appealed to the city council by the party affected by filing a written appeal with
the city clerk within twenty days after notice of such action or decision is mailed (or, if not mailed,
otherwise communicated) to such party. The written appeal shall explain the reasons for the appeal
and shall be accompanied by payment of the appeal fee in the amount established from time to time
by resolution of the city council.
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B.

The city clerk shall set the appeal for public hearing before the next regular council meeting
occurring more than fifteen days after city clerk receives the written appeal and payment of the
appeal fee. The city clerk shall give notice of the hearing under the Type B notice procedure set forth
in Chapter 1.20. The city council's decision shall be final.

(Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
12.04.090 - Construction standards.
All ROW activities shall be performed under the direction of the director of public works or the
director's designee and in accordance with the permit application, town standards and applicable law.

(Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
12.04.100 - Violation—Misdemeanor.
Failure to comply with any provision of this chapter is misdemeanor.

(Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
12.04.110 - Traffic controls.
Every permittee hereunder shall implement appropriate traffic controls for the permittee's ROW
activity in compliance with the current "Manual of Traffic Controls for Construction and Maintenance Work
Zones" issued by the State of California, Business, Transportation and Housing, Department of
Transportation (Caltrans). The requirements of this section shall also apply to all obstacles (as defined in
Section 12.04.020(A)(4)) left in any portion of any public street for any period of time (even less than
forty-eight hours).

(Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
12.04.120 - Frontage improvements—Duty to construct, repair, maintain.
A.

Whenever the director of public works or the director's designee determines (or the city council
directs) that construction of a culvert or gutter, or repair of an existing culvert or gutter, or
replacement of an existing culvert with a gutter is necessary in order to handle effectively the
customary drainage along the side of a street fronting upon any parcel of real property in town, it
shall be the duty of the owner of the property to have the construction done. The gutter or culvert
involved shall be of a capacity sufficient to handle all drainage that may customarily flow through it.
The determination of the city council as to the necessity for construction shall be conclusive.

B.

Before the start of construction of a new residence on any lot in the town, the director of public works
or the director's designee shall determine the adequacy of any existing system of gutters, curbs or
culverts along the street in front of the lot. The director of public works or the director's designee may
require as a condition of the improvement of the lot, that the owner or developer (1) install curbs,
gutters or culverts sufficient to complete the line of any curbs, gutters or improvements on adjoining
real property, or to protect the real property in question, or (2) complete or install any related facilities
(including, but not limited to, water pipes, water valves, fire hydrants, sewer clean-outs and flap
gates, and storm drain inlets) usually required along the street frontage. All of the improvements
listed in this paragraph and paragraph A of this section may be referred to as "Frontage
improvements."
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C.

The director of public works or the director's designee shall notify in writing any property owner
required to construct or repair frontage improvements under the provisions of subsection A or B of
this section. Such notice shall be mailed by U.S. mail to the address of the owner of the property as
listed in the records of the San Mateo County Assessor. If there is no response within two weeks
from the date of mailing, a second notice shall be mailed by U.S. mail to the same address and to
the address (if different) to which water bills for such property are sent, certified mail, return receipt
requested.

D.

In the event that a property owner fails to respond to the second notice within thirty days from the
date of mailing (or such shorter time as set forth in subsection E of this section) or fails to have the
required construction, repair or replacement completed by the deadline set forth in the notice(s)
(which shall take into account the nature of the work needed, the urgency of the work, and the
availability of workers to perform the work), the director of public works or the director's designee
shall cause the construction or repair to be done. In such event, the cost thereof, including, but not
limited to, all permit and any other administrative fees that would be been charged to the property
owner or the owner's representative had the owner caused the construction or repair to be done,
shall be assessed against the owner and referred to collection or recoverable in a civil action in any
court of competent jurisdiction, and the judgment of the court shall include costs and a reasonable
attorney's fee to be fixed by the court.

E.

The time periods in subsections C and D of this section may be shortened as necessary by the
director of public works or the director's designee if a hazardous condition exists which requires
prompt or immediate abatement in order to protect the public health, safety or welfare. Any
shortened time period shall be set forth in the notice(s).

F.

Except as temporarily necessary to complete construction, repair or replacement required under this
section, every owner or occupant of real property in the town shall keep any culvert or gutter located
on such property clean and free at all times from all obstructions to the free passage of water.

G.

1. No person shall paint or cause to be affixed address numbers or related symbol, legend or
marking upon the streets, gutters or curbs located within the town without the prior written approval
of the owner of the property (a) served by the address number or related symbol, legend or marking
so painted or affixed, or (b) adjoining the streets, gutters or curbs so painted or marked. Such written
approval shall not create nor imply an obligation to pay for work performed unless such obligation is
specifically set forth therein, in which case the amount to be paid or donated for the service shall be
specifically listed on the written approval.
2.

Persons engaged in the painting of address numbers, symbols, legends or markings for profit or
for charity shall, before advertising, soliciting or performing such work, comply with the
provisions of all resolutions and ordinances of the town pertaining to such work.

3.

Painted address numbers, symbols, legends or markings shall be painted with black paint, four
inches in height, stenciled and centered on a reflective, white painted, rectangular background
not to exceed fifteen inches in length by six inches in height. The paint used shall be standard,
highway traffic quality, quick-drying paint meeting U.S. Department of Transportation standards.
The address number shall be identical to the number assigned by the city engineer.

4.

The provisions of this subsection G shall not apply to employees or contractors of the town or
employees of public utilities or cable television corporations (as those terms are defined under
the California Public Utilities Code) when such are engaged in marking the locations of the
underground utilities, valve covers, above-ground valves, or the painting of restricted parking
designations or other official traffic control devices as provided under the Hillsborough Municipal
Code. The provisions of this subsection G shall also not apply to construction markings on
streets, curbs and gutters (for example, markings indicating the location of gas, electricity, water
and sewer lines, markings indicating survey data, and similar markings) necessary to and made
in connection with private construction projects.

(Ord. 654 § 14, 2004; Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000: Ord. 611 § 6, 2000: Ord. 466, 1989: prior code §
50.28.20(j))
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12.04.130 - Street preservation.
A.

Any public street, or portion thereof, which has been constructed, reconstructed, or paved by town
staff, under contract with the town or under permit, shall not be excavated or cut into if it has been
overlaid with at least one inch of asphaltic concrete at any time during the five years prior to the
request to excavate or cut into or has been overlaid with a slurry seal at any time during the two
years prior to the request to excavate or cut into.

B.

The city engineer may grant exemptions to the foregoing prohibition in order to facilitate
development on adjacent properties, or to provide emergency repairs to subsurface facilities. When
granting an exemption, conditions to mitigate the damage to the roadways and to ensure safe and
structurally sound excavation shall be imposed by the town which may include surface grinding, subbase repairs, asphaltic concrete overlays or slurry seals on full width and full block increments. The
town reserves the right to specify additional conditions to ensure that the appearance of the work
when completed shall not degrade from the appearance of the street on which the work is conducted
and the surrounding area. All costs, not limited to plan review, construction inspection, material
testing, bonding, and other town expenses incurred in connection therewith, shall be the
responsibility of the party receiving the exemption. Receipt of the exemption shall not relieve the
recipient from complying with the permit requirements of this chapter.

C.

Should excavation work be planned within a public roadway section not covered by subsection A.
above, the permittee shall be required to pay the Town a slurry seal in-lieu fee to cover the cost of a
full roadway width slurry seal on that portion of the street affected by the permittee's excavation. This
fee shall be updated yearly, approved by the city council and included in the schedule of fees and
charges as included in the town's annual budget.

(Ord. No. 706, § 1, 2-11-2013)
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Chapter 12.08 - VISIBILITY*
Sections:

12.08.010 - Visibility.
A.

Whenever any outdoor fixture (as defined in Section 12.12.010), hedge, shrubbery or tree, located
on or growing in any street right-of-way or upon any private property significantly obstructs the view
of any intersection or of any traffic upon the streets approaching such intersection and, in the good
faith judgment of the director of public works or the director's designee, creates a safety hazard, the
director of public works or the director's designee may require the owner of the outdoor fixture,
hedge, shrubbery or tree promptly to modify the same to the extent necessary to remove the
obstruction to the view.

B.

For street intersections having a ninety degree angle or less (or any larger angle where nonetheless,
in the good faith judgment of the director of public works or the director's designee, certain outdoor
fixtures or vegetation would constitute a traffic hazard), no vegetation which can exceed two and
one-half feet in height, at maturity, above existing grade at the property line or pavement grade of the
street, whichever is higher, shall be planted or maintained in the triangular area, defined below
(provided, however, that this restriction shall not apply to certain types of trees of a certain size and
spacing as set forth in a policy established by the director of public works or the director's designee
setting forth the height, trunk diameter, spacing, type, and other specifications of trees which do not
obstruct the view), and no outdoor fixture taller than two and one-half feet above existing grade at
the property line or pavement grade of the street, whichever is higher, shall be located in the
triangular area (provided, however, that the director of public works or the director's designee may
except any specific outdoor fixture which does not, in fact, obstruct the view). The triangular area is
that area bounded on two sides by forty feet of the property lines abutting the street, as measured
from the intersection of the property lines, and on the third side by a line connecting the property
lines at points forty feet from their intersection, as illustrated in the following diagram:

C.

Subject to the provisions of subsection B of this section, which shall control in the event of a conflict
between that paragraph and this one, no hedge shall be maintained at a height greater than four feet
if the hedge is twenty-five feet or less from the center line of the street; provided, however, that any
hedge so located which was higher than four feet as of December 1998 may be maintained at its
existing height until such time, if ever, as the hedge is reduced to below four feet, in which case the
hedge shall thereafter be limited to a maximum height of four feet.

D.

Whenever, in the good faith judgment of the director of public works or the director's designee, any
material, plantings, shrubs, fences, walls, hedges, trees, vines, clippings, trimmings, or similar items
(which are attached to, installed, constructed, planted, grown, stored, stacked or piled around, near,
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in front of or adjacent to any public fire hydrant, directional sign, regulatory or warning sign, catch
basin, spillway, culvert or other public object) obstruct the view or clear visibility of or interfere in any
manner with the primary purpose of such public fire hydrant, directional sign, regulatory or warning
sign, catch basin, spillway, culvert or other public object, the director of public works or the director's
designee may require the owner of the material, plantings, shrubs, fences, walls, hedges, trees,
vines, clippings, trimmings, or similar items promptly to modify the same to the extent necessary to
remove the obstruction or interference.

(Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
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Chapter 12.12 - OUTDOOR FIXTURES (FENCES, WALLS, GATES, ETC.)*
Sections:

12.12.010 - Definitions.
A.

As used in this chapter, the following terms are defined in this section:
1.

"Modifying" an outdoor fixture shall not include repairing an existing outdoor fixture so as to
return it to its original specifications; provided that the outdoor fixture conformed to the
provisions of this code applicable at the time the outdoor fixture was originally installed. (This
definition shall be applicable to any form of the verb "to modify.")

2.

"Outdoor fixture" means any wall (excluding any retaining wall eighteen inches or less in height),
utility box, fence, gate, column, pillar, post, flag pole, light post or similar lighting fixture
(excluding any standard mail box, as defined in this section), either freestanding or incorporated
into a fence or wall. "Outdoor fixtures" is the plural of "outdoor fixture."

3.

"Right-of-way" means, for purposes of this chapter, any portion of a dedicated right-of-way that
is not covered by a traveled street.

4.

"Right-of-way fixture approval" means approval or conditional approval by the city council of the
installation or modification of an outdoor fixture in the right-of-way as set forth in Section
12.12.030 of this chapter.

5.

"Standard mail box" means a mail box whose maximum dimensions are twenty-four inches
wide, twenty-four inches deep, and sixty inches high and which is located five feet or more
behind the back of the curb or rolled gutter. "Standard mail boxes" is the plural of "standard mail
box."

6.

"Utility box" means, for purposes of this chapter, any transformer, switch box, telephone, cable
television box, service panel, meter or similar device.

(Ord. 661 §§ 2—4, 2005; Ord. 639 § 6 (part), 2003; Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
(Ord. No. 715, § 6, 6-9-2014)
12.12.020 - Procedure.
A.

B.

Except as set forth in Section 12.12.050(G), prior to installing or modifying any outdoor fixture, any
individual or entity seeking to do so shall:
1.

Obtain a right-of-way fixture approval from the city council, as set forth in Section 12.12.030, if
any portion of the planned outdoor fixture is or will be located within the right-of-way;

2.

Complete design review as set forth in Section 12.12.040;

3.

Comply with the requirements of Section 12.12.050 and any other applicable requirements; and

4.

Obtain the necessary permits (for example, building permit, electrical permit, encroachment
permit) from the town's building department. (No building permit shall be required for an outdoor
fixture not within the right-of-way and of a height of three feet or less.)

No outdoor fixture shall be installed or modified without complying with the provisions of this chapter.

(Ord. 639 § 6 (part), 2003; Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
12.12.030 - Right-of-way fixture approval.
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A.

Except as authorized by the city council pursuant to this section, no portion of any outdoor fixture
shall be located within the right-of-way.

B.

Any individual or entity wishing to construct or modify any outdoor fixture that will or does encroach
in any fashion upon the right-of-way shall first file with the city engineer on the prescribed form an
application for a right-of-way fixture approval. The application shall be accompanied by a fee in such
amount as shall be set from time to time by the city council by resolution.

C.

The city engineer or the city engineer's designee shall set the application for public hearing before
the city council and shall give notice of the hearing under the Type B notice procedure set forth in
Chapter 1.20. The city council shall approve, conditionally approve or deny the application based on
public health, safety and welfare needs and taking into account in that regard, the number and
location of any other outdoor fixtures located within the right-of-way in the vicinity of the proposed
outdoor fixture, the likelihood of the town's need for access to the affected portion of the right-of-way,
the effect that allowing the outdoor fixture within the right-of-way would have on parking and on traffic
safety (traffic meaning motor vehicles, self-propelled vehicles and pedestrians), and any other
factors that the council deems relevant to a determination of the public health, safety, and welfare
needs.

D.

In the event that the city council approves or conditionally approves the application, the applicant
shall execute and record an agreement regarding revocable permit (if one has not previously been
recorded for the outdoor fixture) setting forth the circumstances under which the applicant shall be
required to remove the outdoor fixture from the right-of-way.

(Ord. 639 § 6 (part), 2003; Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
12.12.040 - Design review.
Except for utility boxes, which do not require design review (but are subject to the provisions of
Section 12.12.050 of this chapter), the following outdoor fixtures (whether new or existing/to be modified)
are subject to the design review process set forth in Section 2.12.070 of this code:
A.

Any outdoor fixture located or to be located within the right-of-way;

B.

Any outdoor fixture located or to be located within a setback which abuts a public street;

C.

Any outdoor fixture over six feet in height (except flag poles) regardless of location.

(Ord. 661 § 5, 2005; Ord. 639 § 6 (part), 2003; Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
12.12.050 - Other requirements.
A.

In addition to complying with the provisions of this chapter, all outdoor fixtures are also subject to the
provisions of Chapter 12.08 of this code regarding visibility at street intersections, Section
17.24.010(B)(3) of this code regarding certain outdoor fixtures within setback areas, and to the
administrative guidelines prepared by the planning office pursuant to the authority of Section
2.12.060(C) of this code.

B.

The maximum height limit of any outdoor fixture (whether new or existing/to be modified) located
within the right-of-way or within the setback area which abuts a public street is eight feet above
existing grade at the property line or the pavement grade of the street, whichever is higher; provided,
however, that (1) the maximum allowable retaining wall height, measured from finished grade at the
base of the wall to the top of the wall (exposed face surface), shall be six feet, or, if located in the
interior setback area, four and one-half feet, as set forth in Section 17.24.010(B)(1) of this code and
(2) the vertical distance of any fence measured from finished grade at the base of the fence to the
highest point of the fence shall be eight feet on either side of the fence. For purposes of this
subsection, a pillar, post or column shall include a light post or similar lighting fixture, whether
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freestanding or incorporated into a wall or fence, and the height of such pillar, post, column, light
post or similar lighting fixture shall be determined by including the light fixture itself.
C.

Nothing in this section shall be deemed to abrogate the provisions of Section 8.16.030(H) of this
code establishing that certain barbed wire fences and similar fences and walls are public nuisances
affecting the peace and safety and subject to abatement.

D.

In order to allow a vehicle to pull safely off the street in front of a gate, driveway gates shall be set
back at least fifteen feet from the edge of the pavement of the street, or set back at such lesser
distance as approved by the city engineer based on the circumstances of the particular case.

E.

The minimum distance between gate posts, light posts, other posts, pillars, columns, walls or fences
located on either side of a driveway shall be fourteen feet, unless otherwise approved by the Central
County Fire for emergency vehicle access and other safety-related purposes.

F.

Any standard mail box, although not constituting an outdoor fixture and therefore not subject to the
rules of this chapter applicable to outdoor fixtures, requires an encroachment permit, if the standard
mail box is to be located within the right-of-way, and requires a building permit, and is subject to any
other related requirements of the city engineer.

G.

Any outdoor fixture constructed by the town or by another governmental entity on public property
shall not be required to meet the requirements of this chapter but shall be designed, constructed and
located as the director of public works or the director's designee, in consultation with the town's
planning, engineering, public works and public safety staff, determines is appropriate in order to
safeguard the health, safety and welfare of the residents of the town.

H.

A flag pole shall be no higher than twelve feet and shall not be located within any setback area. The
maximum size of a flag flown from a flag pole shall be three feet by five feet. Permitted flags shall be
flags of national, state, or local governments or nationally recognized religious, fraternal, or public
service agencies or other flags as allowed by overriding state or federal law. Every person or entity
desiring to erect a flag pole shall first obtain approval from the building department of the engineering
plans for the footing of the flagpole and shall obtain a building permit for the flagpole from the
building department.

I.

Utility boxes are subject to location and screening requirements as specified and approved by the
chief building official, in consultation with the town's planning, engineering, public works and public
safety staff, in order to safeguard the health, safety and welfare of the residents of the town.

(Ord. 661 §§ 6, 9 (part), 2005; Ord. 639 § 6 (part), 2003; Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
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Chapter 15.32 - WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS FACILITIES[3]
Editor's note— Ord. No. 720, § 1, adopted March 9, 2015, amended chapter 15.32 in its entirety to read
as herein set out. Former chapter 15.32, §§ 15.32.010—15.32.190, pertained to similar subject matter.
See the Code Comparative Table for complete derivation.

15.32.010 - Purpose, intent, and application.
A.

The purpose of this chapter is to reasonably regulate, to the extent permitted under California and
federal law, the installations, operations, collocations, modifications, replacements and removals of
various wireless communications facilities ("WCFs") in the town recognizing the benefits of wireless
communications while reasonably respecting other important town needs, including the protection of
public health, safety, and welfare, aesthetics and local values.

B.

The overarching intent of this chapter is to make wireless communications reasonably available
while preserving the essential rural character of the town. This will be realized by:
1.

Minimizing the visual and physical effects of WCFs through appropriate design, siting, screening
techniques and location standards;

2.

Encouraging the installation of WCFs at locations where other such facilities already exist; and

3.

Encouraging the installation of such facilities where and in a manner such that potential adverse
impacts to the town are minimized.

C.

To allow the town to better preserve the established rural character of the town, it is the intent to limit
the duration of WCF permits, in most cases, to terms of ten years, and to reevaluate existing WCFs
at the end of each term.

D.

It is not the purpose or intent of this chapter to:
1.

Prohibit or to have the effect of prohibiting wireless communications services; or

2.

Unreasonably discriminate among providers of functionally equivalent wireless communications
services; or

3.

Regulate the placement, construction or modification of WCFs on the basis of the environmental
effects of radio frequency ("RF") emissions where it is demonstrated that the WCF does or will
comply with the applicable FCC regulations; or

4.

Prohibit or effectively prohibit collocations or modifications that the town must approve under
state or federal law.

E.

The provisions in this chapter shall apply to all permit applications to install, operate or change,
including, without limitation, to collocate, modify, replace or remove, any new or existing wireless
tower or base station within the town. This chapter does not apply to WCFs owned by or exclusively
operated for government agencies, amateur radio stations, satellite dish or other television antennas
or other OTARD Antennas, or towers as defined and governed by Chapter 15.36, except to the
extent that such towers may be used to support WCFs.

F.

Nothing in this chapter is intended to allow the town to preempt any state or federal law or regulation
applicable to a WCF.

G.

The provisions of this chapter are in addition to, and do not replace, any obligations a WCF permit
holder may have under any franchises, licenses, or other permits issued by the town.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.020 - Definitions.
For the purposes of this chapter, certain terms shall have meanings as follows:
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"Section 6409(a)" means Section 6409(a) of the Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of
2012, codified as 47 U.S.C. section 1455(a), as may be amended or interpreted in judicial or
administrative decisions.
"Antenna" means a device used to transmit and/or receive radio or electromagnetic waves such as
but not limited to panel antennas, reflecting discs, panels, microwave dishes, whip antennas, directional
and non-directional antennas consisting of one or more elements, multiple antenna configurations, or
other similar devices and configurations.
"Antenna array" shall mean two or more antennas having active elements extending in one or more
directions, and directional antennas mounted upon and rotated through a vertical mast or tower
interconnecting the beam and antenna support, all of which elements are deemed to be part of the
antenna.
"Base station" means the same as defined by the FCC in 47 C.F.R. § 1.40001(b)(1), as may be
amended, which defines that term as follows:
"A structure or equipment at a fixed location that enables [FCC]-licensed or authorized wireless
communications between user equipment and a communications network. The term does not encompass
a tower as defined in [47 C.F.R. § 1.40001(b)(9)] or any equipment associated with a tower."
(i)

The term includes, but is not limited to, equipment associated with wireless communications
services such as private, broadcast, and public safety services, as well as unlicensed wireless
services and fixed wireless services such as microwave backhaul.

(ii)

The term includes, but is not limited to, radio transceivers, antennas, coaxial or fiber-optic
cable, regular and backup power supplies, and comparable equipment, regardless of
technological configuration (including distributed antenna systems and small-cell networks).

(iii)

The term includes any structure other than a tower that, at the time the relevant application is
filed with the state or local government under this section, supports or houses equipment
described in paragraphs (b)(1)(i) through (ii) of this section that has been reviewed and
approved under the applicable zoning or siting process, or under another state or local
regulatory review process, even if the structure was not built for the sole or primary purpose of
providing such support.

(iv)

The term does not include any structure that, at the time the relevant application is filed with
the state or local government under this section, does not support or house equipment
described in paragraphs (b)(1)(i)-(ii) of this section.

As an illustration and not a limitation, the FCC's definition refers to any structure that actually
supports wireless equipment even though it was not originally intended for that purpose. Examples
include, but are not limited to, wireless facilities mounted on buildings, utility poles and transmission
towers, light standards or traffic signals. A structure without wireless equipment replaced with a new one
designed to bear the additional weight from wireless equipment constitutes a base station.
"Building and planning director" means the Town of Hillsborough's director of the building and
planning department or his or her designee.
"Camouflaged or concealed WCF" means a wireless communications facility that (i) is integrated as
an architectural feature of an existing structure such as (but not limited to) a cupola, or (ii) is integrated in
an outdoor fixture such as (but not limited to) a flagpole; or (iii) uses a design which mimics and is
consistent with nearby natural, or architectural features, or is incorporated into or replaces existing
permitted facilities (including but not limited to stop signs or other traffic signs or freestanding light
standards) so that the presence of the WCF is not readily apparent.
"City council" means the city council of the Town of Hillsborough, California.
"City manager" shall mean the city manager of the Town of Hillsborough, California, or his or her
designee.
"Code" means the Hillsborough Municipal Code.
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"Collocation" means, (a) for the purposes of any Section 6409(a) modification, the same as defined
by the FCC in 47 C.F.R. § 1.40001(b)(2), as may be amended, which defines that term as "[t]he mounting
or installation of transmission equipment on an eligible support structure for the purpose of transmitting
and/or receiving radio frequency signals for communications purposes." As an illustration and not a
limitation, the FCC's definition means to add transmission equipment to an existing facility and does not
necessarily refer to two or more different facility operators in the same location; and (b) for all other
purposes, the same as defined in 47 CFR 1.6002(g)(1) and (2), as may be amended, which defines that
term as (1) Mounting or installing an antenna facility on a pre-existing structure, and/or (2) Modifying a
structure for the purpose of mounting or installing an antenna facility on that structure.
"CPUC" means the California Public Utilities Commission.
"Distributed antenna system" or "DAS," means a network of one or more antennas and related fiber
optic nodes typically mounted to streetlight poles, or utility poles, which provide access and signal transfer
for wireless service providers. A DAS also includes the equipment location, sometimes called a "hub" or
"hotel" where the DAS network is interconnected with one or more wireless service provider's facilities to
provide the signal transfer services.
"FCC" means the Federal Communications Commission.
"Lattice tower" means an open framework structure used to support one or more antennas, typically
with three or four support legs.
"Minor WCF" means a new WCF of a type or in an area approved by the city council for streamlined
processing (a) where granting the application would not violate any of the terms or conditions of an
existing permit and (b) where:
1.

Granting the application would not create a safety hazard, whether from wind loading, stress on
the support structure or wireless tower, or in any other manner;

2.

Granting the application would not intrude upon or additionally burden any environmentally
sensitive area, or incommode the public in its use of any rights-of-way;

3.

The application would not alter the visible size of any structure or outdoor fixture to which the
transmission equipment is attached;

4.

The application would not result in any visible transmission equipment from any publicly
accessible spaces; and

5.

The application would not result in an alteration of a structure or support structure otherwise
inconsistent with the Code.

"Monopole" means a single freestanding pole used to act as or support an externally mounted
antenna or antenna arrays.
"OTARD antennas" means antennas covered by the "over-the-air reception devices" rule in 47
C.F.R. sections 1.4000 et seq. as may be amended or replaced from time to time.
"Outdoor fixture" has the same meaning as "outdoor fixture" under Section 12.12.010 of this Code.
"Public property" means property owned or under the control of the town and specifically excludes
the town's rights-of-way. By way of example and not limitation, public property includes structures and
outdoor fixtures owned by the town.
"Public works director" means the director of public works of the town or his or her designee.
"Radome" means a visually-opaque, radio frequency transparent enclosure which may contain
transmission equipment.
"Rights-of-way" refers to public streets and rights-of-way, as those terms are defined in Section
1.04.010(K) and Section 17.08.220 of this Code.
"Section 6409(a) modification" means a collocation or modification of transmission equipment at an
existing wireless tower or base station that does not result in a substantial change in the physical
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dimensions of the existing wireless tower or base station. For the purposes of a Section 6409(a)
modification, the term "substantial change" means:
1.

2.

3.

For wireless towers outside the public right-of-way, a substantial change occurs when:
a.

The proposed collocation or modification increases the overall height more than ten
percent or the height of one additional antenna array not to exceed twenty feet (whichever
is greater); or

b.

The proposed collocation or modification increases the width more than twenty feet from
the edge of the wireless tower or the width of the wireless tower at the level of the
appurtenance (whichever is greater); or

c.

The proposed collocation or modification involves the installation of more than the standard
number of equipment cabinets for the technology involved, not to exceed four; or

d.

The proposed collocation or modification involves excavation outside the current
boundaries of the leased or owned property surrounding the wireless tower, including any
access or utility easements currently related to the site.

For wireless towers within the public right-of-way and for all base stations, a substantial change
occurs when:
a.

The proposed collocation or modification increases the overall height more than ten
percent or ten feet (whichever is greater); or

b.

the proposed collocation or modification increases the width more than six feet from the
edge of the wireless tower or base station; or

c.

The proposed collocation or modification involves the installation of more than the standard
number of equipment cabinets for the technology involved, not to exceed four; or

d.

The proposed collocation or modification involves the installation of any new equipment
cabinets on the ground when there are no existing ground-mounted equipment cabinets; or

e.

The proposed collocation or modification involves the installation of any new groundmounted equipment cabinets that are ten percent larger in height or volume than any
existing ground-mounted equipment cabinets; or

f.

The proposed collocation or modification involves excavation outside the area in proximity
to the structure and other transmission equipment already deployed on the ground.

For all proposed collocations and modifications, a substantial change occurs when:
a.

The proposed collocation or modification involves more than the standard number of new
equipment cabinets for the technology involved, but not to exceed four equipment cabinets;

b.

The proposed collocation or modification would defeat the concealment elements of the
support structure; or

c.

The proposed collocation or modification violates a prior condition of approval, provided
however that the collocation need not comply with any prior condition of approval that is
inconsistent with the thresholds for a substantial change described in this section.

The thresholds and conditions for a "substantial change" described in this section are disjunctive—the
violation of any individual threshold or condition results in a substantial change. The height and width
thresholds for a substantial change described in this section are cumulative for each individual wireless
tower or base station. The cumulative limit is measured from the physical dimensions of the original
structure for base stations and all sites in the public rights-of-way, and from the smallest physical
dimensions that existed on or after February 22, 2012, for wireless towers on private property.
“Small WCFs” means the same as defined by the FCC in 47 C.F.R. 1.6002(l) as may be amended,
which are personal wireless services facilities that meet the following conditions that, solely for
convenience, have been set forth below:
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(1) The facilities—
(i) are mounted on structures 50 feet or less in height, including antennas, as defined in 47 C.F.R.
Section 1.1320(d), or
(ii) are mounted on structures no more than 10 percent taller than other adjacent structures, or
(iii) do not extend existing structures on which they are located to a height of more than 50 feet or by
more than 10 percent, whichever is greater;
(2) Each antenna associated with the deployment, excluding associated antenna equipment (as
defined in the definition of antenna in 47 C.F.R. Section 1.1320(d)), is no more than three cubic feet in
volume;
(3) All other wireless equipment associated with the structure, including the wireless equipment
associated with the antenna and any pre-existing associated equipment on the structure, is no more than
28 cubic feet in volume;
(4) The facility does not require antenna structure registration under 47 C.F.R. Part 17;
(5) The facility is not located on Tribal lands, as defined under 36 C.F.R. Section 800.16(x); and
(6) The facility does not result in human exposure to radiofrequency radiation in excess of the
applicable safety standards specified in 47 C.F.R. Section 1.1307(b).
"Structure" has the same meaning as "structure" under Section 17.08.270 of this Code but for
purposes of this chapter does not include utility poles or towers as defined in Chapter 15.36.
"Support equipment" means the physical, electrical and/or electronic equipment included within a
wireless communications facility used to house, power, and/or process signals from or to the antenna or
antennas but specifically excluding the base station.
"Support structure(s)" means a structure, outdoor fixture, tower as defined in Chapter 15.36, or utility
pole capable of safely supporting a WCF, but does not necessarily include a wireless tower or base
station.
"Town" means the Town of Hillsborough, California.
"Transmission equipment" means the same as defined by the FCC in 47 C.F.R. § 1.40001(b)(8), as
may be amended, which defines that terms as "[e]quipment that facilitates transmission for any [FCC]licensed or authorized wireless communication service, including, but not limited to, radio transceivers,
antennas, coaxial or fiber-optic cable, and regular and backup power supply. The term includes
equipment associated with wireless communications services included, but not limited to, private,
broadcast, and public safety services, as well as unlicensed wireless services and fixed wireless services
such as microwave backhaul."
"Unipole" means a uniform width pole with one or more antennas and associated equipment and
cables contained within the interior of the pole, and with a radome at the top of the pole being the same
width as the pole.
"Utility pole" means a steel or wood pole or structure located in the rights-of-way and dedicated to
use by multiple utilities and providers of communications franchised by the state or town. A wireless tower
is not a utility pole.
"Whip antenna" means an omni-directional antenna.
"Wireless" means any FCC licensed or authorized communication service transmitted over
frequencies in the electromagnetic spectrum.
"Wireless communications facility" or "WCF" means a facility used to "provide personal wireless
services" as defined at 47 U.S.C. section 332(c)(7)(C); or wireless information services provided to the
public or to such classes of users as to be effectively available directly to the public via licensed or
unlicensed frequencies; or wireless utility monitoring and control services; or any other FCC licensed or
authorized service. A WCF does not include a facility entirely enclosed within a permitted building outside
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of the rights-of-way where the installation does not require a modification of the exterior of the building;
nor does it include a device attached to a building, used for serving that building only and that is
otherwise permitted under other provisions of the Code. A WCF consists of an antenna or antennas,
including, but not limited to, directional, omni-directional and parabolic antennas, base station, support
equipment, and (if applicable) a wireless tower. It does not include the support structure to which the
WCF or its components is attached. The term does not include mobile transmitting devices used by
wireless service subscribers, such as vehicle or hand held radios/telephones and their associated
transmitting antennas, nor does it include other facilities specifically excluded from the coverage of this
chapter.
"Wireless tower" means the same as defined by the FCC in 47 C.F.R. § 1.40001(b)(9), as may be
amended, which defines that terms as "[a]ny structure built for the sole or primary purpose of supporting
[FCC]-licensed or authorized antennas and their associated facilities, including structures that are
constructed for wireless communications services including, but not limited to, private, broadcast, and
public safety services, as well as unlicensed wireless services and fixed wireless services such as
microwave backhaul, and the associated site." Examples include, but are not limited to, monopoles,
mono-trees and lattice towers. This does not include structures that were installed to replace or collocate
upon existing power poles, light poles, energy transmission towers, or buildings. A support structure
which is modified or replaced to allow for the installation of transmission equipment retains its prior use as
its primary use, and the wireless use is only a secondary use thereof, even if the transmission equipment
is the only attachment to the support structure.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 723, §§ 1, 2, 4-13-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.030 - Permitted use.
Subject to compliance with this chapter and other applicable provisions of this Code and other law,
WCFs are a permitted use in the residence district ("RD") which includes the rights-of-way.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.040 - Permit required; estimated deposits; pre-application meetings.
A.

A WCF may not be installed, collocated or modified without a permit, except as provided herein.
Complete removal of a WCF does not require a permit under this chapter, but removal must be
performed in strict compliance with this chapter.

B.

A permit shall not be issued:

C.

1.

Unless the applicant shows that it has the necessary permission to place the WCF as proposed
on private property or public property that it proposes to occupy (including the authority to make
modifications to any support structure or wireless tower associated with the installation or
modification); and

2.

In the case of a WCF in the rights-of-way unless the applicant holds a franchise, license or
similar authorization from the town or the state that entitles it to occupy the rights-of-way to
install or modify a WCF.

A permit shall not be effective and shall not authorize installation, collocation or modification of any
WCF or installation or modification of a support structure or wireless tower unless the conditions of
this paragraph are satisfied. A permit may be revoked prior to its effective date.
1.

Applicant must obtain all other required permits, authorizations, approvals or declarations that
may be required for installation or modification of the WCF or for installation or modification of
the support structure under federal, state or local law, including but not limited to building
permits, CEQA declarations, or FCC approvals. A WCF permit is not in lieu of any other permit
required under the Code, except as specifically provided herein, nor is it a franchise, license or
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other authorization to occupy the rights-of-way, or a license, lease or agreement authorizing
occupancy of any other private or public property. It does not create a vested right in occupying
any particular location, and a permittee may be required to move and remove facilities at its
expense consistent with other provisions of applicable law.
2.

Applicant must provide proof to the town that it has obtained all insurance and/or security
required by the Code, and must pay any fees owed to the town.

D.

A permit issued in error, based on incomplete or false information submitted by an applicant or that
conflicts with the provisions of this chapter is not valid.

E.

The applicant shall submit an application as specified in Section 15.32.050 together with a deposit,
estimated by the city manager, to cover the town's application processing costs.

F.

Where the tendered deposit has been consumed in the processing of the application, the city
manager may require the applicant to promptly tender additional deposit(s).

G.

The applicant shall also deposit with the town the amount estimated to pay for any compliance
report required under Section 15.32.100 of this chapter.

H.

If required by the city manager the applicant shall deposit with the town funds sufficient to reimburse
the town for third-party review of an application, and any supplemental deposit required by the city
manager for the completion of the third-party review of the application and/or the third-party reviewer
providing testimony before the town regarding the application.

I.

Upon the approval, denial, or termination of the application any unexpended portion of the deposits
shall be returned to the applicant. If the deposits did not cover the town's costs, the town will charge
the applicant therefore, and in the event of an approval of the WCF the town shall not issue the
permit until such charge is fully paid.

J.

Two pre-application meetings with town staff are recommended for WCFs. The first meeting should
take place at the earliest stage of site location research and should include a service area map and
description of the type of WCF sought. The second meeting should take place after the site is
selected and should include a preliminary site plan and visual impact drawings. These meetings are
voluntary.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.050 - Application required; contents of permit application.
A.

In all cases an applicant for a WCF permit shall utilize the form of application required by the town.
The city manager is authorized to prepare forms of application, and may develop forms of application
that distinguish between different types of installations and modifications in order to streamline
processing of applications, and to comply with legal requirements. The city manager may also from
time to time require additional application materials and/or information in any publicly-stated format.

B.

An applicant shall tender a WCF permit application and any revisions thereto by appointment only.
Applicants may submit one application per appointment but may schedule successive appointments
for multiple applications whenever feasible as determined by the town. The town shall ensure that
applicant's appointments are scheduled no later than five business days following the applicant's
request.

C.

Pending development of the form of application by the city manager,At a minimum, an applicationnts
may apply for a WCF permit by must submitting include the following information:
1.

The name and contact information of the entity or entities that will own, and be responsible for
the installation and maintenance of the WCF and any support structure installed as part of the
installation of the WCF;
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2.

A written narrative that states whether and why applicant believes that the WCF is subject to the
provisions of 47 U.S.C. section 332(c)(7), and if so, who the entity is that will be providing
personal wireless services;

3.

A written narrative that states whether and why the applicant believes that the WCF is subject to
47 U.S.C. section 1455(a) or Cal. Gov. Code section 65850.6. A complete written narrative
analysis will state the applicable standard and all the facts that allow the city to conclude the
standard has been met; bare conclusions not factually supported do not constitute a complete
written analysis. As part of the this written statement the applicant must also include:
(i)

Whether and why the support structure qualifies as an existing tower or existing base
station; and

(ii)

Whether and why the proposed collocation or modification does not cause a substantial
change in height, width, excavation, equipment cabinets, concealment or permit
compliance;

4.

For any application for a Section 6409(a) modification, evidence that the applicant holds all
current licenses and registrations from the FCC and any other applicable regulatory bodies
where such license(s) or registration(s) are necessary to provide wireless services utilizing
the proposed wireless facility. For any prior conditional approval(s) associated with the
wireless facility, the applicant must submit copies of all conditions of approval and attach
copies of the approved site plan(s) that correspond with each approval. Alternatively, a
written justification that sets forth reasons why prior regulatory approvals were not required
for the wireless facility at the time it was constructed or modified;

5.

Scaled site plans and elevations, including structural safety information, and clearly
identifying the components and location of the proposed WCF (including any utility boxes
within the meaning of Chapter 12.12 of this Code), the support structure, if any, that will be
utilized, specifications that show the height, width, depth and weight for all proposed
equipment, any existing wireless facilities with all existing transmission equipment and
other improvements, the proposed facility with all proposed transmission equipment and
other improvements and the legal boundaries of the leased or owned area which the facility
is occupying and any associated access or utility easements. The site plans must also
include photographs and photo simulations that show the proposed facility in context of the
site from reasonable line-of-sight locations from public streets or other adjacent viewpoints,
together with a map that shows the photo location of each view angle. At least one photo
simulation must clearly show the impact of the proposed modification on the concealment
elements of the support structure, if any;

26.

A written and technically accurate and reliable narrative explaining the nature of the
permit sought (new installation, modification of existing installation, minor WCF, small
WCF, Section 6409(a) modification or other modification); the authorizations required for
the installation, collocation or modification, and steps that applicant has taken to comply
with the Code;

7.

For new installations, collocations or modifications other than minor WCFs or Section
6409(a) modifications, the purpose and need for the WCF or for the modification of the
WCF, whether applicant contends that the WCF or modification of the WCF is required to
close a significant gap in service coverage;

8.

For new installations, collocations or modifications other than minor WCFs or Section
6409(a) modifications, signal coverage maps if applicant contends that the WCF or
modification of the WCF is required to close a significant gap in service coverage;

9.

For new installations, collocations or modifications other than minor WCFs or Section
6409(a) modifications, the alternatives considered with a map that identifies existing
wireless communication facilities within a two mile radius of the proposed location of the
new wireless communication facility, and an explanation of why collocation on these
existing facilities, if any, is not feasible. This explanation must include such technical
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information and other factual justifications as are necessary to document the reasons why
collocation is not a viable option. The applicant must provide a list of all existing structures
considered as alternatives to the proposed location, together with a general description of
the site design considered at each location. The applicant must also provide a written
explanation for why the alternatives considered were unacceptable or infeasible,
unavailable, or not as aesthetically desirable as the proposed location. This explanation
must include such technical information and other factual justification as are necessary to
document the reasons why each alternative is unacceptable, infeasible, unavailable, or not
as aesthetically desirable as the proposed location. If an existing wireless communication
facility is listed among the alternatives, the applicant must specifically address why the
modification of such wireless communication facility is not a viable option. The written
explanation must also state the radio frequency coverage and capacity needs and
objectives of the applicant, and must include maps of existing coverage and predicted new
coverage with the proposed facility;
310.

Documentation of all current and proposed radio frequency emissions from the WCF shall be
provided on the form found in Appendix A of the FCC publication, "A Local Government
Official's Guide to Transmitting Antenna RF Emission Safety: Rules, Procedures, and Practical
Guidance" dated June 2, 2000 (the "Guidance"), or on a form that contains all of the same
information as in Appendix A of the Guidance, or on a form or in a manner promulgated by the
FCC;

411.

Information regarding the ownership of the property and support structure or wireless tower
on which the WCF will be located, showing applicant has authorization from the owner(s) of the
property and/or support structure or wireless tower to pursue the WCF application;

512.

Any CEQA-related determinations with respect to the proposed collocation, modification or
installation;

613.

For installations in the rights-of-way, written evidence of a franchise, license or similar
authorization from the town or the state that entitles the applicant to occupy the rights-of-way;

7.

Materials needed for the town to provide notice of the application to all owners of real property
any part of which is located within five hundred feet of the real property, or if the WCF is to be
located in the town's rights-of-way within five hundred feet of the proposed WCF location as
provided in Section 15.32.060; and

814.

Any other information or materials that the city manager may from time-to-time require in any
publicly stated format.

D.

Where a WCF is part of a network of WCFs that will be installed contemporaneously or sequentially,
such as a distributed antenna system or DAS, the applications for each of the facilities in the
proposed network shall be submitted simultaneously.

E.

To promote efficient review and timely decisions, an application will be automatically deemed
withdrawn when an applicant fails to tender a substantive response within sixty days after the town
deems the application incomplete as set forth in a written notice to the applicant. The city manager
may in the city manager's discretion grant a written extension for up to an additional thirty days upon
a written request for an extension received prior to the sixtieth day. The city manager may grant
further written extensions only for good cause, which includes circumstances outside the applicant's
reasonable control.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.060 - Review of permit application; noticing.
A.

The city manager shall review all WCF permit applications for completeness and compliance with the
provisions of this chapter and other applicable laws and regulations. Generally, the city manager will
designate the public works director to be lead reviewer for applications for placement and/or
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modification of WCFs in the rights-of-way, and will designate the building and planning director to be
lead reviewer for applications for placement and/or modification of WCFs on private property and
public property.
B.

Once the WCF permit application has been submitted to the city managerdeemed complete, a type
A notice (as described in Chapter 1.20 of this Code) of the WCF shall be provided by the town to all
owners of real property any part of which is located within five hundred feet of the real property, or if
the WCF is to be located in the town's rights-of-way within five hundred feet of the proposed WCF
location.

C.

Notwithstanding the above, for a minor WCF, a Section 6409(a) modification, or for modifications of
facilities in the rights-of-way, a type B notice (as described in Chapter 1.20 of this Code) shall be
provided to all owners of real property any part of which is located adjacent to the real property upon
which the WCF is located, or if the WCF is to be located in the town's rights-of-way to owners of real
property any part of which is located adjacent to the WCF location.

D.

No more than thirty days before the applicable timeframe for review expires (ninety days for
collocations and one hundred fifty days for all other applications), the applicant must provide notice
to all persons entitled to notice in accordance with Code section 15.32.060, as modified in this
subsection D. The provisions in this subsection do not apply to Section 6409(a) modifications or
small WCF applications.
1.

The notice must contain the following statement: "California Government Code section 65964.1
may deem the application approved in 30 days unless the Town approves or disapproves the
application, or the Town and applicant reach a mutual tolling agreement."

2.

In addition to all persons entitled to notice in accordance with this Code section 15.32.060, the
applicant must deliver written notice to the city manager, which contains the same statement
required in subsection D.1., above, and a mailing list for public notices sent out under this
subsection (B). The applicant may tender such notice in person or by certified United States
mail.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.070 - Design standards.
A.

The purpose of this section is to identify preferences and requirements for the location and design of
WCFs, to provide guidance to prospective applicants as they seek appropriate WCF locations within
the town, and to provide guidance to the city manager in determining whether to grant, grant with
conditions, or to deny a WCF application.

B.

This section applies to all new WCFs and to all collocations and modifications to existing WCFs,
except collocations and modifications to existing WCFs that qualify as a Section 6409(a)
modification.

C.

The location for a WCF should take into consideration the following preference order (with (1) being
the highest preference):

D.

1.

Public property;

2.

Existing utility poles (with poles without electric distribution lines being favored over poles
supporting electric distribution lines); or other support structures or wireless towers where
collocation has been pre-approved (where the application is consistent with the pre-approval);

3.

Existing support structures or wireless towers on nonresidential private property; and

4.

New concealed WCF in the rights-of-way or on private property.

The city council shall adopt design and development standards for WCFs, consistent with the
requirements of this section.WCFs should be collocated with existing WCFs, if within one thousand
five hundred feet of an existing visible WCF, unless the town determines that the particular design
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proposed would not create excessive visual clutter or would otherwise create harms the town may
ameliorate.
E.

F.

G.

H.

A WCF located in the rights-of-way:
1.

Shall, with respect to its pole-mounted components, be located on an existing utility pole serving
another utility;

2.

Shall be located in a concealed WCF consistent with other existing natural or manmade
features in the rights-of-way near the location where the WCF is to be located; or

3.

Shall, with respect to its pole-mounted components, be located on a new utility pole where other
telephone distribution lines are aerial, if there are no reasonable alternatives, and the applicant
is authorized to construct new utility poles.

The pole-mounted components of a WCF on a utility pole shall whether in or outside of the rights-ofway:
1.

Comply with CPUC General Order 95 and General Order 128 as they may be amended or
replaced;

2.

Be consistent with the size and shape of pole-mounted equipment installed by communications
companies on utility poles near the WCF.

The ground-mounted components of a WCF shall, whether in or outside of the rights-of-way:
1.

To the extent the structures are utility boxes within the meaning of this Code, be reviewed and
subject to the same approvals as utility boxes installed by other communications companies;
and

2.

Shall be located flush to grade where necessary to avoid incommoding the public, or creating a
hazard;

3.

To the extent permitted aboveground, shall otherwise be appropriately screened, landscaped
and camouflaged to blend in with the surroundings, and non-reflective paints shall be used.

Unless it is determined that there is no less intrusive alternative available to close a significant gap in
the service provided by a WCF; or it is determined that the town is legally required to approve an
application, the city manager may not approve an application for a WCF whose highest point would
be more than thirty-five feet above surrounding ground level except as follows:
1.

The support structure or wireless tower to which the WCF would be attached is an existing
support structure or wireless tower, was taller than thirty-five feet above the immediate
surrounding ground level on January 1, 2014, and the WCF will not be higher than ten feet
above the highest point of the support structure or wireless tower and attachments thereto in
existence on January 1, 2014;

2.

The WCF will be a concealed WCF, whose height and design is consistent with the surrounding
features it mimics.

I.

Unless it is determined by the town that there is no less intrusive alternative available to close a
significant gap in the service provided by a WCF; or it is determined that the town is legally required
to approve an application, the city manager may not approve an application for a WCF where the
application proposes a design that would require extensions from any support structure inconsistent
in size with the extensions otherwise permitted under the Code.

J.

A WCF shall be designed and located to minimize the impact on the surrounding neighborhood, and
to maintain the character and appearance of the town, consistent with other provisions of the Code.
To that end, WCFs should:
1.

Employ the least intrusive design for the proposed location in terms of size, mass, visual and
physical impact, and effects on properties from which the WCF is visible;

2.

Accommodate collocation consistent with the other design requirements of this chapter; and
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3.

Be consistent with the general plan.

K.

Without limiting the foregoing, all portions of a WCF affixed to a support structure shall be designed
to blend in or be screened from view in a manner consistent with the support structure's architectural
style, color and materials, when viewed from any part of the town. WCFs shall be painted and
textured or otherwise camouflaged to match the color and texture of the support structure on which
they are mounted. Where the support structure is a building, the WCF, including without limitation
base station cabinets, remote transmitters and receivers, and antenna amplifiers, shall be placed
within the building or mounted behind a parapet screened from public view unless that is not
feasible. If the director determines that such in-building placement is not feasible, the equipment
shall be roof-mounted in an enclosure or otherwise screened from public view as approved by the
director.

L.

WCFs shall not be lighted except with the authorization of the city manager. The city manager may
permit lighting at the lowest intensity necessary:
1.

For proximity-triggered and/or timer-controlled security lighting;

2.

To comply with regulations for the illumination of the any flag attached to a WCF; or

3.

Where such lighting is required by the city manager to protect public health or welfare, or as part
of the camouflage for a particular design.

M.

No advertising signage shall be displayed on any WCF except for government required signs shown
in the WCF permit application. Additionally site identification, address, warning and similar
information plates may be permitted where approved by the city manager.

N.

The WCF shall comply with all requirements of the Americans With Disabilities Act of 1990 ("ADA")
as may be amended or replaced.

O.

The WCF shall not incommode the public (including without limitation, persons with disabilities) in its
use of any structure, or any portion of the rights-of-way.

P.

All wireless towers and base stations shall be concealed. The installation of an uncamouflaged
wireless tower or base station is prohibited.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.080 - Approval or disapproval of an application.
A.

B.

C.

The city manager may approve or conditionally approve an application only after:
1.

The application is deemed complete;

2.

At least fFifteen days has elapsed from the postmark date required under Section 15.32.060.B.
or C. of this chapter (if applicable); and

3.

Any action required under Section 2.12.070 has been taken.

The city manager may disapprove an application in any of the following instances:
1.

The applicant has not shown that the application conforms to the requirements of this chapter;
or

2.

The applicant has failed to submit any additional information requested by the city manager by
the due date specified by the city manager; or

3.

The applicant has not provided to the town all of the required information required by this
chapter to permit the city manager to approve, approve with conditions, or deny the application
taking into account legal deadlines affecting the town's consideration of the application.

It is the applicant's burden to show that a permit should be granted. In reviewing an application, the
city manager may consider the WCF as proposed, and as it may be modified as a matter of right
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should the application be granted. In determining whether to grant, deny or condition an application,
the city manager may consider the following and such other matters as the city manager may be
entitled or required to consider as a matter of law:
1.

Except as to Section 6409(a) modifications, whether the WCF and support structure additions
and modifications proposed are consistent with the general plan and will not adversely affect the
policies and goals set forth therein or alter the rural character of the community;

2.

Except as to minor WCFs, Section 6409(a) modifications or where the town is prohibited from
considering it by law, whether the applicant has shown that denial of the proposed WCF is
necessary to close a significant gap in coverage and has further shown that its proposal is the
least intrusive means of closing that significant gapwould result in an effective prohibition of
personal wireless services or telecommunications services;

3.

Except as to Section 6409(a) modifications, whether the WCF and support structure
modifications and additions proposed, comply with the design standards herein, and other
applicable provisions of the Code and in applicable city council resolutions;

4.

Whether the WCF and support structure modifications and additions proposed comply with
applicable safety codes and laws (including without limitation the ADA);

5.

Except as to Section 6409(a) modifications, whether the WCF and support structure
modifications and additions interfere with the public's use of rights-of-way, or create undue risks
to persons or property;

6.

Whether the applicant has made the required affirmation regarding compliance with the FCC's
RF regulations, as the same may be amended;

7.

Whether the applicant is authorized to file the application;

8.

Whether the applicant has or will have necessary local, state or federal regulatory approvals
required in connection with the WCF (including but not limited to necessary CEQA approvals, if
any; and approvals for utility box design under this Code, or for structures on private property
under Section 2.12); and

9.

Except as to Section 6409(a) modifications, whether alternative designs or locations would be
more consistent with the general plan and otherwise minimize the impact of the WCF and
support structure modifications and additions required.

D.

If the city manager determines that an application should be approved, denied, or should be
conditionally approved, he or she shall make written findings referencing substantial evidence in the
town's written administrative record in support of the action. The applicant and each person
submitting comments on the application shall receive a copy of the town's written decision and
findings with respect to the decision. Such copy shall also plainly state the process and deadline for
filing an appeal to the city council. Unless timely appealed, the decision will be final except as
provided in Sections 15.32.040.C. and 15.32.080.E. herein.

E.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter to the contrary, the city manager may
recommend to the city council that, notwithstanding the evidence supporting denial, an application be
approved if he or she makes a finding that the applicant has demonstrated that the refusal to grant
such an exception and approve the application would prohibit or have the effect of prohibiting the
provision of personal wireless services within the meaning of 47 U.S.C. section 332(c)(7), or finds
that the town authority to deny the application is otherwise preempted or prohibited by state or
federal law. If a recommendation is made under this provision, the recommendation will be promptly
submitted to the city council for final determination.

F.

A WCF located on private property shall also be subject to the provisions of Chapter 2.12 of this
code to the extent that it involves a modification to a support structure which is also subject to review
under the provisions of Chapter 2.12.

G.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the following provisions shall apply to Section 6409(a) modifications:
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1.

H.

Pursuant to 47 U.S.C. Section 1455(a), the city manager may not deny a Section 6409(a)
modification except when:
a.

The collocation or modification would result in a substantial change (see "Section 6409(a)
modification," defined in Section 15.32.020, pg. 316) to the existing wireless tower or base
station;

b.

The collocation or modification would violate any applicable building code, electrical code,
structural code, fire code or any other law, regulation, rule or prior condition of approval
based on objective factors and reasonably related to public health and safety;

c.

The collocation or modification involves the replacement of the wireless tower or other
support structure; or

d.

47 U.S.C. Section 1455(a) does not apply to the collocation or modification for any lawful
reason.

2.

Any denial of a Section 6409(a) modification shall be without prejudice. Subject to subsection
G.3. below, the applicant may submit the same or substantially the same permit application,
together with all required fees and deposits, for either a WCF permit or a Section 6409(a)
modification permit.

3.

The town shall be entitled to recover the reasonable costs for its review of any Section 6409(a)
modification permit application, whether approved, deemed granted or denied without prejudice.
In the event that the city manager denies a Section 6409(a) permit, the town shall return any
unused deposit fees within sixty days after a written request from the applicant. If the fees in the
deposit account do not cover the reasonable cost for the town's review, an applicant shall not
be allowed to submit an application for the same or substantially the same change unless all
fees for the prior-denied permit application are paid in full.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the following provisions shall apply to small WCFs:
1.

The city manager shall approve an application if, on the basis of the application and other
materials or evidence provided in review thereof, it finds the following:

(i)

The facility is not detrimental to the public health, safety, and welfare;

(ii)
The facility complies with this chapter and all applicable design and development
standards;
(iii)

The facility meets applicable requirements and standards of state and federal law; and

(iv) [OTHERS– may be others depending on standards e.g. if setting a higher review standard
for new poles]

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.090 - Appeal to city council.
A.

Within fifteen calendar days following the date of the city manager's written decision on the WCF
application or within two business days for WCF applications for small WCFs or EFRs, any person or
entity may appeal the decision to the city council.

B.

Where an appeal is timely filed, the city manager shall prepare a staff report regarding the original
decision and shall submit the report to the city council along with the written notice of appeal
submitted by the appellant, and shall make the written record available to the city council.

C.

The appeal before the city council shall be a public hearing and shall be noticed as set forth in
Section 1.20.010.A. of this Code; provided, however, that the mailing list of persons to whom the
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permit application is sent shall be governed by Section 15.32.060.B. or C. of this chapter instead of
the type A or type B notice mailing list described in Section 1.20.010 of this Code and provided
further that the appellant shall be deemed the person requesting the public hearing for purposes of
Section 1.20.010.A.3. of this Code. The appellant shall bear all costs for the appeal. In all other
cases not described herein, a type B notice of the appeal shall be mailed consistent with this section.
D.

The city council shall hear the appeal at the next regular city council meeting after allowing for
sufficient time for the city manager to prepare the written report and compile the written record. To
prevent applicants from withholding information or otherwise abusing the appeal process, the city
council has the discretion but is not required to hear additional evidence, and may decide the matter
solely on the record that was before the city manager.

E.

The city council may accept or reject, wholly or in part, or may modify, the decision or any
recommendations made by the city manager. If the decision of the city council regarding the WCF
appeal is to deny the WCF or conditionally approve the WCF, the city council shall direct the
manager to prepare written finding(s) referencing substantial evidence in the town's written
administrative record and such writing finding shall be provided to the city council for adoption. The
applicant and any appellant on the application shall receive a copy of the final written decision
approved by the city council.

F.

The city council may also remand the application to the building and planning director or public
works director for further consideration with such instructions as the city council deems appropriate.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.100 - Compliance report.
A.

Within thirty days after installation of a WCF, the applicant shall deliver to the city manager a written
report that demonstrates that its WCF as constructed and normally-operating fully complies with the
conditions of the permit, including height restrictions, and applicable safety codes, including
structural engineering codes. The demonstration shall be provided in writing to the city manager
containing all technical details to demonstrate such compliance, and certified as true and accurate by
qualified professional engineers, or, in the case of height or size restrictions, by qualified surveyors.
This report shall be prepared by the applicant and reviewed by the town at the sole expense of the
applicant, which shall promptly reimburse the town for its review expenses. The city manager may
require additional proofs of RF emission compliance as part of the application process and on an
ongoing basis to the extent the town may do so consistent with federal law.

B.

If the initial report required by this section shows that the WCF does not so comply, the permit shall
be deemed suspended, and all rights thereunder of no force and effect, until the applicant
demonstrates to the town's satisfaction that the WCF is compliant. Applicant shall promptly
reimburse the town for its compliance review expenses.

C.

If the initial report required by this section is not submitted within the time required, the city manager
or its selected and qualified professionals may, but is not required to, undertake such investigations
as are necessary to prepare the report described in paragraph A. Applicant shall within five days
after receiving written notice from the city manager that the town is undertaking the review, shall
deposit such additional funds with the city manager to cover the estimated cost of the town obtaining
the report. Once said report is obtained by the town, the town shall then timely refund any
unexpended portion of the applicant's deposit. The report shall be provided to the applicant. If the
report shows that the applicant is non-compliant, the town may suspend the permit until the applicant
demonstrates to the town's satisfaction that the WCF is compliant. During the suspension period, the
applicant shall be allowed to activate the WCF for short periods, not to exceed one hundred twenty
minutes during any twenty-four hour period for the purpose of testing and adjusting the site to come
into compliance.

D.

If the WCF is not brought into compliance promptly, the town may revoke the permit and require
removal of the WCF.
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(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.110 - Standard conditions.
All WCF permits, whether approved in accordance with this Code or deemed-approved or deemed
granted by the operation of law, shall be subject to the standard conditions of approval provided in this
section. Tthe citytown council may resolution which may add, remove or modify any conditions of
approval as necessary or appropriate to protect and promote the public health, safety and welfare.
A.

Any validly-issued WCF permit granted hereunder shall be effective for a period of exactly ten
years from the date of issuance, except where a shorter term is authorized by Cal. Gov. Code
Section 65964(b) as may be amended or replaced. Any renewal application must be tendered
to the city manager between three hundred sixty-five days and one hundred eighty days prior to
the expiration of the current WCF permit, and shall be accompanied by all required application
materials, fees and deposits for a new WCF application as then in effect.

B.

As a condition of every permit issued pursuant to this chapter, the city manager may establish a
reasonable construction build-out period for a WCF.

C.

The WCF permit holder shall also comply with Chapter 12.04 and all other requirements of this
Code.

D.

The WCF permit holder shall obtain and maintain all other applicable permits, approvals, and
agreements necessary to install and operate the WCF in conformance with federal, state, and
local laws, rules and regulations.

E.

The town may inspect permitted facilities and property and may enter onto a site to inspect
facilities upon reasonable notice to the WCF permit holder. In case of an emergency or risk of
imminent harm to persons or property within the vicinity of permitted facilities, the town reserves
the right to enter upon the site of the WCF and to support, disable, or remove those elements of
the WCF posing an immediate threat to public health and safety.

F.

The WCF permit holder shall maintain on file with the town and onsite at the WCF contact
information of all parties responsible for maintenance of the WCF.

G.

The WCF permit holder and, if applicable, the private property owner shall defend, indemnify
and hold harmless the town, its agents, officers, officials, and employees:
(i)

From any and all damages, liabilities, injuries, losses, costs and expenses and from any
and all claims, demands, lawsuits, writs of mandamus, and other actions or proceedings
brought against the town or its agents, officers, officials, or employees to challenge, attack,
seek to modify, set aside, void or annul the town's approval of the WCF permit; and

(ii)

From any and all damages, liabilities, injuries, losses, costs and expenses and any and all
claims, demands, lawsuits, or causes of action and other actions or proceedings of any
kind or form, whether for personal injury, death or property damage, arising out of or in
connection with the activities or performance of the WCF permit holder or, if applicable, the
private property owner or any of each one's agents, employees, licensees, contractors,
subcontractors, or independent contractors ((i) and (ii) collectively are "actions"). Further,
WCF permit holders shall be strictly liable for interference caused by their WCFs with the
town's communications systems. The WCF permit holder shall be responsible for costs of
determining the source of the interference, all costs associated with eliminating the
interference, and all costs arising from third party claims against the town attributable to the
interference ("claims"). In the event the town becomes aware of any such actions or claims
the town shall promptly notify the WCF permit holder and the private property owner and
shall reasonably cooperate in the defense. It is expressly agreed that the town shall have
the right to approve, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld, the legal counsel
providing the town's defense, and the property owner and/or WCF permit holder (as
applicable) shall reimburse town for any costs and expenses directly and necessarily
incurred by the town in the course of the defense.
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H.

A permit may be terminated if the town determines that the permit was granted based on false,
misleading or incomplete information; if a material provision of the permit is no longer
enforceable; or if the permit holder violates a condition of the permit, or modifies the WCF or
support structures without permission.

I.

The WCF permit holder shall file with the town, and shall maintain in good standing throughout
the term of the WCF permit, a performance bond or other surety or another form of security for
the removal of the WCF in the event that the use is abandoned or the permit expires, or is
revoked, or is otherwise terminated. The security shall be in the amount equal to one hundred
fifteen percent of the cost of physically removing the WCF and all related facilities and
equipment on the site. The WCF permit holder shall reimburse the town for staff time associated
with the processing and tracking of the bond, based on established hourly rates.
Reimbursement shall be paid when the security is posted.

J.

The WCF permit holder shall make a good faith effort to minimize project-related disruptions to
adjacent properties. Site improvement and construction work, including set-up, loading or
unloading of materials or equipment, performed as part of this project is subject to the
provisions of Section 8.32.040. Emergency maintenance and repairs are exempt from the
restricted hours. Violation of this condition may result in issuance of a stop work order or
administrative citations.

K.

In addition to all other standard conditions of approval required under this Section 15.32.120,
and to all conditions of approval permitted under state and federal law that the city manager
may deem appropriate for a specific WCF, all Section 6409(a) modifications, whether granted
by the city manager under the federal directive in 47 U.S.C. section 1455(a) or deemed granted
by the operation of law, shall automatically include all the conditions of approval as follows:
1.

Grant, deemed grant or acceptance of a Section 6409(a) modification permit shall not
renew or extend the permit term for the underlying WCF;

2.

In the event that a court of competent jurisdiction invalidates or limits, in part or in whole,
47 U.S.C. section 1455(a), such that such statute would not mandate approval for the
collocation or modification granted or deemed granted under a Section 6409(a)
modification permit, such permit shall automatically expire twelve months from the date of
that opinion;

3.

Grant, deemed grant or acceptance of Section 6409(a) modification permit shall not waive
and shall not be construed or deemed to waive the town's standing in a court of competent
jurisdiction to challenge 47 U.S.C. Section 1455(a) or any Section 6409(a) modification
permit issued pursuant to 47 U.S.C. section 1455(a) or this Code.

L.

The site and the facility, including but not limited to all landscaping, fencing and related
transmission equipment, must be maintained in a neat and clean manner in accordance with all
approved plans and conditions of approval.

M.

All facilities must comply with all standards and regulations relating to RF exposure issued by
the FCC or any other federal or state authority authorized to issue such standards and
regulations.

N.

All graffiti on facilities must be removed at the sole expense of the permittee within forty-eight
hours after notification from the town.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.120 - Operational regulations.
A.

All WCFs within the town shall be designed, maintained, and shall be operated at all times to comply
with the provisions of this chapter and the following other requirements:
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B.

1.

Conditions in any permit or license issued by a local, state, or federal agency, which has
jurisdiction over the WCF;

2.

Rules, regulations, and standards of the state and federal governments and the town, including
without limitation the FCC, the CPUC; and the Code;

3.

Easements, covenants, conditions, and/or restrictions on or applicable to the underlying real
property;

4.

Rules, regulations, and standards of the town governing underground utility districts;

5.

All other laws, codes, and regulations applicable to a WCF, including the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).

Without limiting the foregoing, all WCFs shall be maintained in good working condition and to the
visual standards established at the time of approval over the life of the WCF permit. The WCF and
surrounding area shall remain free from trash, debris, litter, graffiti, and other forms of vandalism.
Any damage shall be repaired as soon as is practicable, and in no instance more than ten calendar
days from the time of notification by the town or after discovery by the WCF permit holder. If
landscaping was required, the landscaping must be maintained by the permittee.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.130 - Modification of a WCF permit.
A.

The town may modify a permit before its termination date where necessary to protect public health
and safety, or where the permit as issued is no longer enforceable in accordance with its terms.

B.

A permit holder may modify a permit by seeking either a Section 6409(a) modification or other
modification. Modifications other than Section 6409(a) modifications shall be treated the same as
requests for a new WCF.

C.

Requests for modifications will be reviewed in accordance with the provisions of the Code at the
time modification is sought, and not at the time the permit initially issued.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.140 - Revocation of a WCF permit.
A.

A WCF permit may be revoked if permittee is not in compliance with permit conditions, if the permit
conditions are not enforceable, or for a failure to comply with any provision of the Code relating to
the permit, or relating to the WCF associated with the permit ("default event"). By way of example
and not limitation, a refusal to timely remove facilities located in the rights-of-way where required in
connection with a public works project would be a default event.

B.

The city manager may revoke a WCF permit only after:

C.

1.

Written notice of the default event has been provided to the WCF permit holder;

2.

The WCF permit holder has been afforded a reasonable opportunity to cure and comply with its
permit, or demonstrate that no default event occurred.

If the WCF permit holder fails to cure, the city council or the city council through a designee shall
conduct a noticed public hearing where the WCF permit holder shall be afforded an opportunity to
speak and be heard and to provide written material prior to the hearing. If the city council, after the
public hearing, finds that the WCF or the WCF permit holder has violated any law regulating the
WCF or has failed to comply with the requirements of this chapter, the WCF permit, any applicable
agreement or any condition of approval the city council may revoke the permit.
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D.

Upon revocation, the city council may require the removal of the WCF or take any other legally
permissible action or combination of actions necessary to protect the health and welfare of the town.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.150 - Abandonment, removal or relocation of facilities.
A.

Any WCF permit holder who abandons or discontinues use of a WCF for a continuous period of
ninety days shall so notify the city manager by certified mail within thirty days after the ninety day
period.

B.

If the city manager believes a WCF has been abandoned or discontinued for a continuous period of
ninety days, the city manager shall send a notice of abandonment or discontinuation to the WCF
permit holder stating why the town believes the WCF to be abandoned or discontinued. Failure of the
WCF permit holder to reply to the city manager in writing within thirty days after receiving, rejecting,
or returning the town's certified letter shall entitle the city manager to make a determination that the
WCF is, in fact, abandoned or discontinued.

C.

Upon declaration of the city manager that the WCF is abandoned or discontinued, as to private
property, the WCF permit holder or owner of the affected real property shall have ninety days from
the date of the declaration or a further reasonable time as may be approved by the city manager,
within which to complete one of the following actions:

D.

1.

Reactivate use of the WCF;

2.

Transfer the rights to use the WCF to another entity (who shall be subject to all the provisions of
this chapter) and the entity immediately commences use of the WCF; or

3.

Remove the WCF and any supporting structures installed solely in connection with the WCF,
and restore the site to be consistent with the then-existing surrounding area.

If after the ninety day time period set forth in subsection C. of this section none of the required
actions in subsections C.1. through C.3. of this section has occurred, the city council at a noticed
public hearing may declare that the WCF is deemed abandoned. The city manager shall provide
notice of such finding to the WCF permit holder and to the telecom carrier last known to use the
WCF and, if applicable, to the owner of the affected private real property, providing thirty days from
the date of the notice within which to complete one of the following actions:
1.

Reactivate use of the WCF, subject to the terms and conditions of the applicable WCF permit;

2.

Transfer the rights to use the WCF to another operator (who shall be subject to all the
provisions of this chapter); or

3.

Remove the WCF and any supporting structures installed solely in connection with the WCF,
and restore the site to be consistent with the then-existing surrounding area.

E.

If there is no reactivation, transfer or removal as set forth in subsection D. of this section, the town
may thereafter remove the abandoned WCF, repair any and all damages to the premises caused by
such removal, and otherwise restore the premises as is appropriate to be in compliance with
applicable codes. If the town removes the WCF, the town may, but shall not be required to, store the
removed WCF or any part thereof, and may use it, sell it or dispose of it in any manner deemed by
the town to be appropriate. The entity that abandoned the WCF, or its successor in interest, and if on
private property, the private property owner shall be jointly liable for the entire cost of such removal,
repair, restoration and storage and shall remit payment to the town promptly after demand therefor is
made. In addition, the city council, at its option, may utilize any financial security required in
conjunction with granting the WCF permit to recover such costs.

F.

Until the cost of removal, repair, restoration and storage is paid in full, a lien shall be placed on the
WCF and any related personal property and any private real property on which the WCF was located
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for the full amount of the cost of removal, repair, restoration and storage. The city clerk shall cause
the lien to be recorded with the San Mateo County recorder.
G.

After adequate written notice to the WCF permit holder, the city council may require the relocation,
at the WCF permit holder's expense and according to the then-existing standards for WCFs, of any
WCF located in the rights-of-way, as necessary for maintenance or reconfiguration of the town's
rights-of-way or for other public projects, or take any other action or combination of actions
necessary to protect the health and welfare of the town.

H.

If an existing utility pole that hosts a WCF must be replaced, the WCF permit holder shall within thirty
days after the installation of the replacement pole either relocate its WCF in the same configuration
on the replacement pole, or remove the prior-existing WCF rather than relocate it, and notify the city
manager of the removal, and surrender its WCF permit for cancellation by the city manager.

I.

If the WCF permit holder fails to relocate or remove the WCF as required by this subsection, the town
may elect to treat the WCF as a nuisance to be abated as set forth in Section 8.16.035 of this code.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.160 - Transfer of an interest.
A WCF permit holder shall not assign or transfer any interest in its permits for WCFs without
advance written notice to the town. The notice shall specify the identity of the assignee or transferee of
the permit, as well as the assignee or transferee's address, telephone number, name of primary contact
person(s), and other applicable contact information, such as an e-mail address or facsimile number. The
new assignee or transferee shall comply with all of the WCF's terms and conditions of approval, and shall
submit to the town a written acceptance of the WCF permit's terms and conditions and a written
assumption of the obligations thereafter accruing under such permit prior to the date that such
assignment or transfer is intended to take effect.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.170 - Exemption for municipal facilities.
WCFs installed or operated at the direction of the town for the sole use of the town, regardless of
where located in the town, shall be exempt from this chapter, but as a matter of policy, shall be designed
and located consistent with the design requirements of this chapter.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.180 - Violations are infractions.
It is unlawful for any person to violate any provision or to fail to comply with any of the requirements
of this chapter. Any person, firm, partnership, or corporation violating any provision of this chapter or
failing to comply with any of its requirements will be deemed guilty of an infraction and upon conviction
thereof will be punished by fine not exceeding one thousand dollars. Each such person, firm, partnership,
or corporation will be deemed guilty of a separate offense for each and every day or any portion thereof
during which any violation of any of the provisions of this chapter is committed, continued or permitted by
such person, firm, partnership, or corporation, and will be deemed punishable therefor as provided in this
chapter.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.190 - Controlling provisions.
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In the event of any inconsistency between the provisions of this chapter and any other provision of
the code, the more specific provision shall control. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, WCFs
shall be governed by the procedures set forth in this chapter and not by the procedures set forth in
Section 12.12 of this Code, except as provided in Section 15.32.070 F.1.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
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Chapter 12.04 - IMPROVEMENTS, EXCAVATIONS, AND OBSTACLES*
Sections:

12.04.010 - Outdoor fixtures in the right-of-way.
Outdoor fixtures (as defined in Section 12.12.010) located in the right-of-way are subject to the
provisions of Chapter 12.12 and not this chapter.

(Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
12.04.020 - Permit—Required.
A.

Unless an encroachment permit has first been obtained as provided in this chapter, it is unlawful for
any individual or entity to do any of the following within any portion of any public street in the town or
(except for subsection (A)(4) of this section) right-of-way in the town:
1.

Construct, alter, repair or replace any driveway approach;

2.

Construct, alter, repair or replace any improvement in the public street or right-of-way, including,
but not limited to, pavement, sidewalk/parking strip, retaining wall eighteen inches or less in
height, curb, gutter, culvert, wiring, conduit, sewer system, water system or storm drain system;

3.

Cut into the public street pavement or right-of-way surface or excavate in the public street or
right-of-way for the installation of any improvement referred to in subsection (A)(1) or (A)(2) of
this section or for any other purpose, hereinafter sometimes "excavations" or "excavation";

4.

Leave standing in any portion of any public street for more than forty-eight continuous hours any
structure, lumber, gravel, foreign substance, machinery or vehicle of any kind, collectively
"obstacle."

Subsections (A)(1) through (A)(4) of this section are referred to collectively as "right-of-way activities"
or "ROW activities" and individually as "right-of-way activity" or "ROW activity." For purposes of this
section, beginning any ROW activity shall constitute the performance of such ROW activity.
B.

ROW activities and/or work done in conjunction with ROW activities may also require building or
other permits as applicable.

(Ord. 661 § 1, 2005; Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
12.04.030 - Excavation notification.
Prior to beginning any excavation and upon the request of the director of public works or the
director's designee, a permittee shall provide at least seventy-two hours advance written notice to the
Central County Fire, Police and Public Works Departments of the town and to immediate neighbors and
any other appropriate party, as identified by the director of public works or the director's designee.

(Ord. 661 § 9 (part), 2005; Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
12.04.040 - Permit—Application and payment of fees and deposit.
A.

All applications under this chapter shall be made in writing to the director of public works or the
director's designee, on the form provided, describing the proposed ROW activity and setting forth its
precise location, together with a general explanation of what sewers, pipes, drains, conduits,
culverts, gutters, curbs, pavements and sidewalk/parking strips will be involved and how they will be
affected. Upon request, the applicant shall also furnish plans and specifications for the ROW activity.
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B.

At the time of filing the permit application, the applicant shall pay a permit fee in an amount
established from time to time by resolution of the city council to cover the town's administrative costs
(including, without limitation, the costs of inspection under Section 12.04.070).

C.

Prior to receiving the encroachment permit for the ROW activity, the applicant shall pay the
performance deposit (as defined in Section 12.04.060), if applicable.

D.

A copy of the encroachment permit shall be kept at the site of the ROW activity.

(Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
12.04.050 - Permit—Penalty fee.
Any individual or entity who begins any ROW activity without first obtaining the encroachment permit
required under this chapter shall pay, in addition to other applicable fees, a penalty fee of one hundred
percent of the permit fee.

(Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
12.04.060 - Performance deposit.
The director of the public works department or the director's designee may, prior to granting the
encroachment permit pursuant to this chapter, require the applicant to deposit a bond or sum of money
("performance deposit") in an amount which, in the good faith judgment of the director of the public works
department or the director's designee, will cover the estimated cost of the ROW activity. In the event and
to the extent that the ROW activity is not properly and timely completed in accordance with the permit
application and applicable law or if a potential or actual hazardous or injurious (to persons or property)
condition results from the ROW activity and town staff is required to remedy the problem, the director of
the public works department or the director's designee may cause the ROW activity to be completed or
rectified using all or part of the performance deposit, as needed. Otherwise or to the extent that the
performance deposit is not needed to complete or rectify the ROW activity, the performance deposit shall
be returned to the applicant upon completion of the ROW activity in accordance with the permit
application and applicable law (which shall be deemed to include having the site returned to a clean and
tidy condition).

(Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
12.04.070 - Inspection.
Any ROW activity may be inspected as needed by the director of the public works department or the
director's designee. Additional inspections may be required by other departments of the town.

(Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
12.04.080 - Appeal—Filing and fee.
A.

Any action taken or decision made by the director of public works or the director's designee under
this chapter may be appealed to the city council by the party affected by filing a written appeal with
the city clerk within twenty days after notice of such action or decision is mailed (or, if not mailed,
otherwise communicated) to such party. The written appeal shall explain the reasons for the appeal
and shall be accompanied by payment of the appeal fee in the amount established from time to time
by resolution of the city council.
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B.

The city clerk shall set the appeal for public hearing before the next regular council meeting
occurring more than fifteen days after city clerk receives the written appeal and payment of the
appeal fee. The city clerk shall give notice of the hearing under the Type B notice procedure set forth
in Chapter 1.20. The city council's decision shall be final.

(Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
12.04.090 - Construction standards.
All ROW activities shall be performed under the direction of the director of public works or the
director's designee and in accordance with the permit application, town standards and applicable law.

(Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
12.04.100 - Violation—Misdemeanor.
Failure to comply with any provision of this chapter is misdemeanor.

(Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
12.04.110 - Traffic controls.
Every permittee hereunder shall implement appropriate traffic controls for the permittee's ROW
activity in compliance with the current "Manual of Traffic Controls for Construction and Maintenance Work
Zones" issued by the State of California, Business, Transportation and Housing, Department of
Transportation (Caltrans). The requirements of this section shall also apply to all obstacles (as defined in
Section 12.04.020(A)(4)) left in any portion of any public street for any period of time (even less than
forty-eight hours).

(Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
12.04.120 - Frontage improvements—Duty to construct, repair, maintain.
A.

Whenever the director of public works or the director's designee determines (or the city council
directs) that construction of a culvert or gutter, or repair of an existing culvert or gutter, or
replacement of an existing culvert with a gutter is necessary in order to handle effectively the
customary drainage along the side of a street fronting upon any parcel of real property in town, it
shall be the duty of the owner of the property to have the construction done. The gutter or culvert
involved shall be of a capacity sufficient to handle all drainage that may customarily flow through it.
The determination of the city council as to the necessity for construction shall be conclusive.

B.

Before the start of construction of a new residence on any lot in the town, the director of public works
or the director's designee shall determine the adequacy of any existing system of gutters, curbs or
culverts along the street in front of the lot. The director of public works or the director's designee may
require as a condition of the improvement of the lot, that the owner or developer (1) install curbs,
gutters or culverts sufficient to complete the line of any curbs, gutters or improvements on adjoining
real property, or to protect the real property in question, or (2) complete or install any related facilities
(including, but not limited to, water pipes, water valves, fire hydrants, sewer clean-outs and flap
gates, and storm drain inlets) usually required along the street frontage. All of the improvements
listed in this paragraph and paragraph A of this section may be referred to as "Frontage
improvements."
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C.

The director of public works or the director's designee shall notify in writing any property owner
required to construct or repair frontage improvements under the provisions of subsection A or B of
this section. Such notice shall be mailed by U.S. mail to the address of the owner of the property as
listed in the records of the San Mateo County Assessor. If there is no response within two weeks
from the date of mailing, a second notice shall be mailed by U.S. mail to the same address and to
the address (if different) to which water bills for such property are sent, certified mail, return receipt
requested.

D.

In the event that a property owner fails to respond to the second notice within thirty days from the
date of mailing (or such shorter time as set forth in subsection E of this section) or fails to have the
required construction, repair or replacement completed by the deadline set forth in the notice(s)
(which shall take into account the nature of the work needed, the urgency of the work, and the
availability of workers to perform the work), the director of public works or the director's designee
shall cause the construction or repair to be done. In such event, the cost thereof, including, but not
limited to, all permit and any other administrative fees that would be been charged to the property
owner or the owner's representative had the owner caused the construction or repair to be done,
shall be assessed against the owner and referred to collection or recoverable in a civil action in any
court of competent jurisdiction, and the judgment of the court shall include costs and a reasonable
attorney's fee to be fixed by the court.

E.

The time periods in subsections C and D of this section may be shortened as necessary by the
director of public works or the director's designee if a hazardous condition exists which requires
prompt or immediate abatement in order to protect the public health, safety or welfare. Any
shortened time period shall be set forth in the notice(s).

F.

Except as temporarily necessary to complete construction, repair or replacement required under this
section, every owner or occupant of real property in the town shall keep any culvert or gutter located
on such property clean and free at all times from all obstructions to the free passage of water.

G.

1. No person shall paint or cause to be affixed address numbers or related symbol, legend or
marking upon the streets, gutters or curbs located within the town without the prior written approval
of the owner of the property (a) served by the address number or related symbol, legend or marking
so painted or affixed, or (b) adjoining the streets, gutters or curbs so painted or marked. Such written
approval shall not create nor imply an obligation to pay for work performed unless such obligation is
specifically set forth therein, in which case the amount to be paid or donated for the service shall be
specifically listed on the written approval.
2.

Persons engaged in the painting of address numbers, symbols, legends or markings for profit or
for charity shall, before advertising, soliciting or performing such work, comply with the
provisions of all resolutions and ordinances of the town pertaining to such work.

3.

Painted address numbers, symbols, legends or markings shall be painted with black paint, four
inches in height, stenciled and centered on a reflective, white painted, rectangular background
not to exceed fifteen inches in length by six inches in height. The paint used shall be standard,
highway traffic quality, quick-drying paint meeting U.S. Department of Transportation standards.
The address number shall be identical to the number assigned by the city engineer.

4.

The provisions of this subsection G shall not apply to employees or contractors of the town or
employees of public utilities or cable television corporations (as those terms are defined under
the California Public Utilities Code) when such are engaged in marking the locations of the
underground utilities, valve covers, above-ground valves, or the painting of restricted parking
designations or other official traffic control devices as provided under the Hillsborough Municipal
Code. The provisions of this subsection G shall also not apply to construction markings on
streets, curbs and gutters (for example, markings indicating the location of gas, electricity, water
and sewer lines, markings indicating survey data, and similar markings) necessary to and made
in connection with private construction projects.

(Ord. 654 § 14, 2004; Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000: Ord. 611 § 6, 2000: Ord. 466, 1989: prior code §
50.28.20(j))
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12.04.130 - Street preservation.
A.

Any public street, or portion thereof, which has been constructed, reconstructed, or paved by town
staff, under contract with the town or under permit, shall not be excavated or cut into if it has been
overlaid with at least one inch of asphaltic concrete at any time during the five years prior to the
request to excavate or cut into or has been overlaid with a slurry seal at any time during the two
years prior to the request to excavate or cut into.

B.

The city engineer may grant exemptions to the foregoing prohibition in order to facilitate
development on adjacent properties, or to provide emergency repairs to subsurface facilities. When
granting an exemption, conditions to mitigate the damage to the roadways and to ensure safe and
structurally sound excavation shall be imposed by the town which may include surface grinding, subbase repairs, asphaltic concrete overlays or slurry seals on full width and full block increments. The
town reserves the right to specify additional conditions to ensure that the appearance of the work
when completed shall not degrade from the appearance of the street on which the work is conducted
and the surrounding area. All costs, not limited to plan review, construction inspection, material
testing, bonding, and other town expenses incurred in connection therewith, shall be the
responsibility of the party receiving the exemption. Receipt of the exemption shall not relieve the
recipient from complying with the permit requirements of this chapter.

C.

Should excavation work be planned within a public roadway section not covered by subsection A.
above, the permittee shall be required to pay the Town a slurry seal in-lieu fee to cover the cost of a
full roadway width slurry seal on that portion of the street affected by the permittee's excavation. This
fee shall be updated yearly, approved by the city council and included in the schedule of fees and
charges as included in the town's annual budget.

(Ord. No. 706, § 1, 2-11-2013)
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Chapter 12.08 - VISIBILITY*
Sections:

12.08.010 - Visibility.
A.

Whenever any outdoor fixture (as defined in Section 12.12.010), hedge, shrubbery or tree, located
on or growing in any street right-of-way or upon any private property significantly obstructs the view
of any intersection or of any traffic upon the streets approaching such intersection and, in the good
faith judgment of the director of public works or the director's designee, creates a safety hazard, the
director of public works or the director's designee may require the owner of the outdoor fixture,
hedge, shrubbery or tree promptly to modify the same to the extent necessary to remove the
obstruction to the view.

B.

For street intersections having a ninety degree angle or less (or any larger angle where nonetheless,
in the good faith judgment of the director of public works or the director's designee, certain outdoor
fixtures or vegetation would constitute a traffic hazard), no vegetation which can exceed two and
one-half feet in height, at maturity, above existing grade at the property line or pavement grade of the
street, whichever is higher, shall be planted or maintained in the triangular area, defined below
(provided, however, that this restriction shall not apply to certain types of trees of a certain size and
spacing as set forth in a policy established by the director of public works or the director's designee
setting forth the height, trunk diameter, spacing, type, and other specifications of trees which do not
obstruct the view), and no outdoor fixture taller than two and one-half feet above existing grade at
the property line or pavement grade of the street, whichever is higher, shall be located in the
triangular area (provided, however, that the director of public works or the director's designee may
except any specific outdoor fixture which does not, in fact, obstruct the view). The triangular area is
that area bounded on two sides by forty feet of the property lines abutting the street, as measured
from the intersection of the property lines, and on the third side by a line connecting the property
lines at points forty feet from their intersection, as illustrated in the following diagram:

C.

Subject to the provisions of subsection B of this section, which shall control in the event of a conflict
between that paragraph and this one, no hedge shall be maintained at a height greater than four feet
if the hedge is twenty-five feet or less from the center line of the street; provided, however, that any
hedge so located which was higher than four feet as of December 1998 may be maintained at its
existing height until such time, if ever, as the hedge is reduced to below four feet, in which case the
hedge shall thereafter be limited to a maximum height of four feet.

D.

Whenever, in the good faith judgment of the director of public works or the director's designee, any
material, plantings, shrubs, fences, walls, hedges, trees, vines, clippings, trimmings, or similar items
(which are attached to, installed, constructed, planted, grown, stored, stacked or piled around, near,
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in front of or adjacent to any public fire hydrant, directional sign, regulatory or warning sign, catch
basin, spillway, culvert or other public object) obstruct the view or clear visibility of or interfere in any
manner with the primary purpose of such public fire hydrant, directional sign, regulatory or warning
sign, catch basin, spillway, culvert or other public object, the director of public works or the director's
designee may require the owner of the material, plantings, shrubs, fences, walls, hedges, trees,
vines, clippings, trimmings, or similar items promptly to modify the same to the extent necessary to
remove the obstruction or interference.

(Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
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Chapter 12.12 - OUTDOOR FIXTURES (FENCES, WALLS, GATES, ETC.)*
Sections:

12.12.010 - Definitions.
A.

As used in this chapter, the following terms are defined in this section:
1.

"Modifying" an outdoor fixture shall not include repairing an existing outdoor fixture so as to
return it to its original specifications; provided that the outdoor fixture conformed to the
provisions of this code applicable at the time the outdoor fixture was originally installed. (This
definition shall be applicable to any form of the verb "to modify.")

2.

"Outdoor fixture" means any wall (excluding any retaining wall eighteen inches or less in height),
utility box, fence, gate, column, pillar, post, flag pole, light post or similar lighting fixture
(excluding any standard mail box, as defined in this section), either freestanding or incorporated
into a fence or wall. "Outdoor fixtures" is the plural of "outdoor fixture."

3.

"Right-of-way" means, for purposes of this chapter, any portion of a dedicated right-of-way that
is not covered by a traveled street.

4.

"Right-of-way fixture approval" means approval or conditional approval by the city council of the
installation or modification of an outdoor fixture in the right-of-way as set forth in Section
12.12.030 of this chapter.

5.

"Standard mail box" means a mail box whose maximum dimensions are twenty-four inches
wide, twenty-four inches deep, and sixty inches high and which is located five feet or more
behind the back of the curb or rolled gutter. "Standard mail boxes" is the plural of "standard mail
box."

6.

"Utility box" means, for purposes of this chapter, any transformer, switch box, telephone, cable
television box, service panel, meter or similar device.

(Ord. 661 §§ 2—4, 2005; Ord. 639 § 6 (part), 2003; Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
(Ord. No. 715, § 6, 6-9-2014)
12.12.020 - Procedure.
A.

B.

Except as set forth in Section 12.12.050(G), prior to installing or modifying any outdoor fixture, any
individual or entity seeking to do so shall:
1.

Obtain a right-of-way fixture approval from the city council, as set forth in Section 12.12.030, if
any portion of the planned outdoor fixture is or will be located within the right-of-way;

2.

Complete design review as set forth in Section 12.12.040;

3.

Comply with the requirements of Section 12.12.050 and any other applicable requirements; and

4.

Obtain the necessary permits (for example, building permit, electrical permit, encroachment
permit) from the town's building department. (No building permit shall be required for an outdoor
fixture not within the right-of-way and of a height of three feet or less.)

No outdoor fixture shall be installed or modified without complying with the provisions of this chapter.

(Ord. 639 § 6 (part), 2003; Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
12.12.030 - Right-of-way fixture approval.
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A.

Except as authorized by the city council pursuant to this section, no portion of any outdoor fixture
shall be located within the right-of-way.

B.

Any individual or entity wishing to construct or modify any outdoor fixture that will or does encroach
in any fashion upon the right-of-way shall first file with the city engineer on the prescribed form an
application for a right-of-way fixture approval. The application shall be accompanied by a fee in such
amount as shall be set from time to time by the city council by resolution.

C.

The city engineer or the city engineer's designee shall set the application for public hearing before
the city council and shall give notice of the hearing under the Type B notice procedure set forth in
Chapter 1.20. The city council shall approve, conditionally approve or deny the application based on
public health, safety and welfare needs and taking into account in that regard, the number and
location of any other outdoor fixtures located within the right-of-way in the vicinity of the proposed
outdoor fixture, the likelihood of the town's need for access to the affected portion of the right-of-way,
the effect that allowing the outdoor fixture within the right-of-way would have on parking and on traffic
safety (traffic meaning motor vehicles, self-propelled vehicles and pedestrians), and any other
factors that the council deems relevant to a determination of the public health, safety, and welfare
needs.

D.

In the event that the city council approves or conditionally approves the application, the applicant
shall execute and record an agreement regarding revocable permit (if one has not previously been
recorded for the outdoor fixture) setting forth the circumstances under which the applicant shall be
required to remove the outdoor fixture from the right-of-way.

(Ord. 639 § 6 (part), 2003; Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
12.12.040 - Design review.
Except for utility boxes, which do not require design review (but are subject to the provisions of
Section 12.12.050 of this chapter), the following outdoor fixtures (whether new or existing/to be modified)
are subject to the design review process set forth in Section 2.12.070 of this code:
A.

Any outdoor fixture located or to be located within the right-of-way;

B.

Any outdoor fixture located or to be located within a setback which abuts a public street;

C.

Any outdoor fixture over six feet in height (except flag poles) regardless of location.

(Ord. 661 § 5, 2005; Ord. 639 § 6 (part), 2003; Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
12.12.050 - Other requirements.
A.

In addition to complying with the provisions of this chapter, all outdoor fixtures are also subject to the
provisions of Chapter 12.08 of this code regarding visibility at street intersections, Section
17.24.010(B)(3) of this code regarding certain outdoor fixtures within setback areas, and to the
administrative guidelines prepared by the planning office pursuant to the authority of Section
2.12.060(C) of this code.

B.

The maximum height limit of any outdoor fixture (whether new or existing/to be modified) located
within the right-of-way or within the setback area which abuts a public street is eight feet above
existing grade at the property line or the pavement grade of the street, whichever is higher; provided,
however, that (1) the maximum allowable retaining wall height, measured from finished grade at the
base of the wall to the top of the wall (exposed face surface), shall be six feet, or, if located in the
interior setback area, four and one-half feet, as set forth in Section 17.24.010(B)(1) of this code and
(2) the vertical distance of any fence measured from finished grade at the base of the fence to the
highest point of the fence shall be eight feet on either side of the fence. For purposes of this
subsection, a pillar, post or column shall include a light post or similar lighting fixture, whether
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freestanding or incorporated into a wall or fence, and the height of such pillar, post, column, light
post or similar lighting fixture shall be determined by including the light fixture itself.
C.

Nothing in this section shall be deemed to abrogate the provisions of Section 8.16.030(H) of this
code establishing that certain barbed wire fences and similar fences and walls are public nuisances
affecting the peace and safety and subject to abatement.

D.

In order to allow a vehicle to pull safely off the street in front of a gate, driveway gates shall be set
back at least fifteen feet from the edge of the pavement of the street, or set back at such lesser
distance as approved by the city engineer based on the circumstances of the particular case.

E.

The minimum distance between gate posts, light posts, other posts, pillars, columns, walls or fences
located on either side of a driveway shall be fourteen feet, unless otherwise approved by the Central
County Fire for emergency vehicle access and other safety-related purposes.

F.

Any standard mail box, although not constituting an outdoor fixture and therefore not subject to the
rules of this chapter applicable to outdoor fixtures, requires an encroachment permit, if the standard
mail box is to be located within the right-of-way, and requires a building permit, and is subject to any
other related requirements of the city engineer.

G.

Any outdoor fixture constructed by the town or by another governmental entity on public property
shall not be required to meet the requirements of this chapter but shall be designed, constructed and
located as the director of public works or the director's designee, in consultation with the town's
planning, engineering, public works and public safety staff, determines is appropriate in order to
safeguard the health, safety and welfare of the residents of the town.

H.

A flag pole shall be no higher than twelve feet and shall not be located within any setback area. The
maximum size of a flag flown from a flag pole shall be three feet by five feet. Permitted flags shall be
flags of national, state, or local governments or nationally recognized religious, fraternal, or public
service agencies or other flags as allowed by overriding state or federal law. Every person or entity
desiring to erect a flag pole shall first obtain approval from the building department of the engineering
plans for the footing of the flagpole and shall obtain a building permit for the flagpole from the
building department.

I.

Utility boxes are subject to location and screening requirements as specified and approved by the
chief building official, in consultation with the town's planning, engineering, public works and public
safety staff, in order to safeguard the health, safety and welfare of the residents of the town.

(Ord. 661 §§ 6, 9 (part), 2005; Ord. 639 § 6 (part), 2003; Ord. 614 § 4 (part), 2000)
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Chapter 15.32 - WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS FACILITIES[3]
Editor's note— Ord. No. 720, § 1, adopted March 9, 2015, amended chapter 15.32 in its entirety to read
as herein set out. Former chapter 15.32, §§ 15.32.010—15.32.190, pertained to similar subject matter.
See the Code Comparative Table for complete derivation.

15.32.010 - Purpose, intent, and application.
A.

The purpose of this chapter is to reasonably regulate, to the extent permitted under California and
federal law, the installations, operations, collocations, modifications, replacements and removals of
various wireless communications facilities ("WCFs") in the town recognizing the benefits of wireless
communications while reasonably respecting other important town needs, including the protection of
public health, safety, and welfare, aesthetics and local values.

B.

The overarching intent of this chapter is to make wireless communications reasonably available
while preserving the essential rural character of the town. This will be realized by:
1.

Minimizing the visual and physical effects of WCFs through appropriate design, siting, screening
techniques and location standards;

2.

Encouraging the installation of WCFs at locations where other such facilities already exist; and

3.

Encouraging the installation of such facilities where and in a manner such that potential adverse
impacts to the town are minimized.

C.

To allow the town to better preserve the established rural character of the town, it is the intent to limit
the duration of WCF permits, in most cases, to terms of ten years, and to reevaluate existing WCFs
at the end of each term.

D.

It is not the purpose or intent of this chapter to:
1.

Prohibit or to have the effect of prohibiting wireless communications services; or

2.

Unreasonably discriminate among providers of functionally equivalent wireless communications
services; or

3.

Regulate the placement, construction or modification of WCFs on the basis of the environmental
effects of radio frequency ("RF") emissions where it is demonstrated that the WCF does or will
comply with the applicable FCC regulations; or

4.

Prohibit or effectively prohibit collocations or modifications that the town must approve under
state or federal law.

E.

The provisions in this chapter shall apply to all permit applications to install, operate or change,
including, without limitation, to collocate, modify, replace or remove, any new or existing wireless
tower or base station within the town. This chapter does not apply to WCFs owned by or exclusively
operated for government agencies, amateur radio stations, satellite dish or other television antennas
or other OTARD Antennas, or towers as defined and governed by Chapter 15.36, except to the
extent that such towers may be used to support WCFs.

F.

Nothing in this chapter is intended to allow the town to preempt any state or federal law or regulation
applicable to a WCF.

G.

The provisions of this chapter are in addition to, and do not replace, any obligations a WCF permit
holder may have under any franchises, licenses, or other permits issued by the town.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.020 - Definitions.
For the purposes of this chapter, certain terms shall have meanings as follows:
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"Section 6409(a)" means Section 6409(a) of the Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of
2012, codified as 47 U.S.C. section 1455(a), as may be amended or interpreted in judicial or
administrative decisions.
"Antenna" means a device used to transmit and/or receive radio or electromagnetic waves such as
but not limited to panel antennas, reflecting discs, panels, microwave dishes, whip antennas, directional
and non-directional antennas consisting of one or more elements, multiple antenna configurations, or
other similar devices and configurations.
"Antenna array" shall mean two or more antennas having active elements extending in one or more
directions, and directional antennas mounted upon and rotated through a vertical mast or tower
interconnecting the beam and antenna support, all of which elements are deemed to be part of the
antenna.
"Base station" means the same as defined by the FCC in 47 C.F.R. § 1.40001(b)(1), as may be
amended, which defines that term as follows:
"A structure or equipment at a fixed location that enables [FCC]-licensed or authorized wireless
communications between user equipment and a communications network. The term does not encompass
a tower as defined in [47 C.F.R. § 1.40001(b)(9)] or any equipment associated with a tower."
(i)

The term includes, but is not limited to, equipment associated with wireless communications
services such as private, broadcast, and public safety services, as well as unlicensed wireless
services and fixed wireless services such as microwave backhaul.

(ii)

The term includes, but is not limited to, radio transceivers, antennas, coaxial or fiber-optic
cable, regular and backup power supplies, and comparable equipment, regardless of
technological configuration (including distributed antenna systems and small-cell networks).

(iii)

The term includes any structure other than a tower that, at the time the relevant application is
filed with the state or local government under this section, supports or houses equipment
described in paragraphs (b)(1)(i) through (ii) of this section that has been reviewed and
approved under the applicable zoning or siting process, or under another state or local
regulatory review process, even if the structure was not built for the sole or primary purpose of
providing such support.

(iv)

The term does not include any structure that, at the time the relevant application is filed with
the state or local government under this section, does not support or house equipment
described in paragraphs (b)(1)(i)-(ii) of this section.

As an illustration and not a limitation, the FCC's definition refers to any structure that actually
supports wireless equipment even though it was not originally intended for that purpose. Examples
include, but are not limited to, wireless facilities mounted on buildings, utility poles and transmission
towers, light standards or traffic signals. A structure without wireless equipment replaced with a new one
designed to bear the additional weight from wireless equipment constitutes a base station.
"Building and planning director" means the Town of Hillsborough's director of the building and
planning department or his or her designee.
"Camouflaged or concealed WCF" means a wireless communications facility that (i) is integrated as
an architectural feature of an existing structure such as (but not limited to) a cupola, or (ii) is integrated in
an outdoor fixture such as (but not limited to) a flagpole; or (iii) uses a design which mimics and is
consistent with nearby natural, or architectural features, or is incorporated into or replaces existing
permitted facilities (including but not limited to stop signs or other traffic signs or freestanding light
standards) so that the presence of the WCF is not readily apparent.
"City council" means the city council of the Town of Hillsborough, California.
"City manager" shall mean the city manager of the Town of Hillsborough, California, or his or her
designee.
"Code" means the Hillsborough Municipal Code.
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"Collocation" means, (a) for the purposes of any Section 6409(a) modification, the same as defined
by the FCC in 47 C.F.R. § 1.40001(b)(2), as may be amended, which defines that term as "[t]he mounting
or installation of transmission equipment on an eligible support structure for the purpose of transmitting
and/or receiving radio frequency signals for communications purposes." As an illustration and not a
limitation, the FCC's definition means to add transmission equipment to an existing facility and does not
necessarily refer to two or more different facility operators in the same location; and (b) for all other
purposes, the same as defined in 47 CFR 1.6002(g)(1) and (2), as may be amended, which defines that
term as (1) Mounting or installing an antenna facility on a pre-existing structure, and/or (2) Modifying a
structure for the purpose of mounting or installing an antenna facility on that structure.
"CPUC" means the California Public Utilities Commission.
"Distributed antenna system" or "DAS," means a network of one or more antennas and related fiber
optic nodes typically mounted to streetlight poles, or utility poles, which provide access and signal transfer
for wireless service providers. A DAS also includes the equipment location, sometimes called a "hub" or
"hotel" where the DAS network is interconnected with one or more wireless service provider's facilities to
provide the signal transfer services.
"FCC" means the Federal Communications Commission.
"Lattice tower" means an open framework structure used to support one or more antennas, typically
with three or four support legs.
"Minor WCF" means a new WCF of a type or in an area approved by the city council for streamlined
processing (a) where granting the application would not violate any of the terms or conditions of an
existing permit and (b) where:
1.

Granting the application would not create a safety hazard, whether from wind loading, stress on
the support structure or wireless tower, or in any other manner;

2.

Granting the application would not intrude upon or additionally burden any environmentally
sensitive area, or incommode the public in its use of any rights-of-way;

3.

The application would not alter the visible size of any structure or outdoor fixture to which the
transmission equipment is attached;

4.

The application would not result in any visible transmission equipment from any publicly
accessible spaces; and

5.

The application would not result in an alteration of a structure or support structure otherwise
inconsistent with the Code.

"Monopole" means a single freestanding pole used to act as or support an externally mounted
antenna or antenna arrays.
"OTARD antennas" means antennas covered by the "over-the-air reception devices" rule in 47
C.F.R. sections 1.4000 et seq. as may be amended or replaced from time to time.
"Outdoor fixture" has the same meaning as "outdoor fixture" under Section 12.12.010 of this Code.
"Public property" means property owned or under the control of the town and specifically excludes
the town's rights-of-way. By way of example and not limitation, public property includes structures and
outdoor fixtures owned by the town.
"Public works director" means the director of public works of the town or his or her designee.
"Radome" means a visually-opaque, radio frequency transparent enclosure which may contain
transmission equipment.
"Rights-of-way" refers to public streets and rights-of-way, as those terms are defined in Section
1.04.010(K) and Section 17.08.220 of this Code.
"Section 6409(a) modification" means a collocation or modification of transmission equipment at an
existing wireless tower or base station that does not result in a substantial change in the physical
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dimensions of the existing wireless tower or base station. For the purposes of a Section 6409(a)
modification, the term "substantial change" means:
1.

2.

3.

For wireless towers outside the public right-of-way, a substantial change occurs when:
a.

The proposed collocation or modification increases the overall height more than ten
percent or the height of one additional antenna array not to exceed twenty feet (whichever
is greater); or

b.

The proposed collocation or modification increases the width more than twenty feet from
the edge of the wireless tower or the width of the wireless tower at the level of the
appurtenance (whichever is greater); or

c.

The proposed collocation or modification involves the installation of more than the standard
number of equipment cabinets for the technology involved, not to exceed four; or

d.

The proposed collocation or modification involves excavation outside the current
boundaries of the leased or owned property surrounding the wireless tower, including any
access or utility easements currently related to the site.

For wireless towers within the public right-of-way and for all base stations, a substantial change
occurs when:
a.

The proposed collocation or modification increases the overall height more than ten
percent or ten feet (whichever is greater); or

b.

the proposed collocation or modification increases the width more than six feet from the
edge of the wireless tower or base station; or

c.

The proposed collocation or modification involves the installation of more than the standard
number of equipment cabinets for the technology involved, not to exceed four; or

d.

The proposed collocation or modification involves the installation of any new equipment
cabinets on the ground when there are no existing ground-mounted equipment cabinets; or

e.

The proposed collocation or modification involves the installation of any new groundmounted equipment cabinets that are ten percent larger in height or volume than any
existing ground-mounted equipment cabinets; or

f.

The proposed collocation or modification involves excavation outside the area in proximity
to the structure and other transmission equipment already deployed on the ground.

For all proposed collocations and modifications, a substantial change occurs when:
a.

The proposed collocation or modification involves more than the standard number of new
equipment cabinets for the technology involved, but not to exceed four equipment cabinets;

b.

The proposed collocation or modification would defeat the concealment elements of the
support structure; or

c.

The proposed collocation or modification violates a prior condition of approval, provided
however that the collocation need not comply with any prior condition of approval that is
inconsistent with the thresholds for a substantial change described in this section.

The thresholds and conditions for a "substantial change" described in this section are disjunctive—the
violation of any individual threshold or condition results in a substantial change. The height and width
thresholds for a substantial change described in this section are cumulative for each individual wireless
tower or base station. The cumulative limit is measured from the physical dimensions of the original
structure for base stations and all sites in the public rights-of-way, and from the smallest physical
dimensions that existed on or after February 22, 2012, for wireless towers on private property.
“Small WCFs” means the same as defined by the FCC in 47 C.F.R. 1.6002(l) as may be amended,
which are personal wireless services facilities that meet the following conditions that, solely for
convenience, have been set forth below:
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(1) The facilities—
(i) are mounted on structures 50 feet or less in height, including antennas, as defined in 47 C.F.R.
Section 1.1320(d), or
(ii) are mounted on structures no more than 10 percent taller than other adjacent structures, or
(iii) do not extend existing structures on which they are located to a height of more than 50 feet or by
more than 10 percent, whichever is greater;
(2) Each antenna associated with the deployment, excluding associated antenna equipment (as
defined in the definition of antenna in 47 C.F.R. Section 1.1320(d)), is no more than three cubic feet in
volume;
(3) All other wireless equipment associated with the structure, including the wireless equipment
associated with the antenna and any pre-existing associated equipment on the structure, is no more than
28 cubic feet in volume;
(4) The facility does not require antenna structure registration under 47 C.F.R. Part 17;
(5) The facility is not located on Tribal lands, as defined under 36 C.F.R. Section 800.16(x); and
(6) The facility does not result in human exposure to radiofrequency radiation in excess of the
applicable safety standards specified in 47 C.F.R. Section 1.1307(b).
"Structure" has the same meaning as "structure" under Section 17.08.270 of this Code but for
purposes of this chapter does not include utility poles or towers as defined in Chapter 15.36.
"Support equipment" means the physical, electrical and/or electronic equipment included within a
wireless communications facility used to house, power, and/or process signals from or to the antenna or
antennas but specifically excluding the base station.
"Support structure(s)" means a structure, outdoor fixture, tower as defined in Chapter 15.36, or utility
pole capable of safely supporting a WCF, but does not necessarily include a wireless tower or base
station.
"Town" means the Town of Hillsborough, California.
"Transmission equipment" means the same as defined by the FCC in 47 C.F.R. § 1.40001(b)(8), as
may be amended, which defines that terms as "[e]quipment that facilitates transmission for any [FCC]licensed or authorized wireless communication service, including, but not limited to, radio transceivers,
antennas, coaxial or fiber-optic cable, and regular and backup power supply. The term includes
equipment associated with wireless communications services included, but not limited to, private,
broadcast, and public safety services, as well as unlicensed wireless services and fixed wireless services
such as microwave backhaul."

"Utility pole" means a steel or wood pole or structure located in the rights-of-way and dedicated to
use by multiple utilities and providers of communications franchised by the state or town. A wireless tower
is not a utility pole.
"Whip antenna" means an omni-directional antenna.
"Wireless" means any FCC licensed or authorized communication service transmitted over
frequencies in the electromagnetic spectrum.
"Wireless communications facility" or "WCF" means a facility used to "provide personal wireless
services" as defined at 47 U.S.C. section 332(c)(7)(C); or wireless information services provided to the
public or to such classes of users as to be effectively available directly to the public via licensed or
unlicensed frequencies; or wireless utility monitoring and control services; or any other FCC licensed or
authorized service. A WCF does not include a facility entirely enclosed within a permitted building outside
of the rights-of-way where the installation does not require a modification of the exterior of the building;
nor does it include a device attached to a building, used for serving that building only and that is
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otherwise permitted under other provisions of the Code. A WCF consists of an antenna or antennas,
including, but not limited to, directional, omni-directional and parabolic antennas, base station, support
equipment, and (if applicable) a wireless tower. It does not include the support structure to which the
WCF or its components is attached. The term does not include mobile transmitting devices used by
wireless service subscribers, such as vehicle or hand held radios/telephones and their associated
transmitting antennas, nor does it include other facilities specifically excluded from the coverage of this
chapter.
"Wireless tower" means the same as defined by the FCC in 47 C.F.R. § 1.40001(b)(9), as may be
amended, which defines that terms as "[a]ny structure built for the sole or primary purpose of supporting
[FCC]-licensed or authorized antennas and their associated facilities, including structures that are
constructed for wireless communications services including, but not limited to, private, broadcast, and
public safety services, as well as unlicensed wireless services and fixed wireless services such as
microwave backhaul, and the associated site." Examples include, but are not limited to, monopoles,
mono-trees and lattice towers. This does not include structures that were installed to replace or collocate
upon existing power poles, light poles, energy transmission towers, or buildings. A support structure
which is modified or replaced to allow for the installation of transmission equipment retains its prior use as
its primary use, and the wireless use is only a secondary use thereof, even if the transmission equipment
is the only attachment to the support structure.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 723, §§ 1, 2, 4-13-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.030 - Permitted use.
Subject to compliance with this chapter and other applicable provisions of this Code and other law,
WCFs are a permitted use in the residence district ("RD") which includes the rights-of-way.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.040 - Permit required; estimated deposits; pre-application meetings.
A.

A WCF may not be installed, collocated or modified without a permit, except as provided herein.
Complete removal of a WCF does not require a permit under this chapter, but removal must be
performed in strict compliance with this chapter.

B.

A permit shall not be issued:

C.

1.

Unless the applicant shows that it has the necessary permission to place the WCF as proposed
on private property or public property that it proposes to occupy (including the authority to make
modifications to any support structure or wireless tower associated with the installation or
modification); and

2.

In the case of a WCF in the rights-of-way unless the applicant holds a franchise, license or
similar authorization from the town or the state that entitles it to occupy the rights-of-way to
install or modify a WCF.

A permit shall not be effective and shall not authorize installation, collocation or modification of any
WCF or installation or modification of a support structure or wireless tower unless the conditions of
this paragraph are satisfied. A permit may be revoked prior to its effective date.
1.

Applicant must obtain all other required permits, authorizations, approvals or declarations that
may be required for installation or modification of the WCF or for installation or modification of
the support structure under federal, state or local law, including but not limited to building
permits, CEQA declarations, or FCC approvals. A WCF permit is not in lieu of any other permit
required under the Code, except as specifically provided herein, nor is it a franchise, license or
other authorization to occupy the rights-of-way, or a license, lease or agreement authorizing
occupancy of any other private or public property. It does not create a vested right in occupying
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any particular location, and a permittee may be required to move and remove facilities at its
expense consistent with other provisions of applicable law.
2.

Applicant must provide proof to the town that it has obtained all insurance and/or security
required by the Code, and must pay any fees owed to the town.

D.

A permit issued in error, based on incomplete or false information submitted by an applicant or that
conflicts with the provisions of this chapter is not valid.

E.

The applicant shall submit an application as specified in Section 15.32.050 together with a deposit,
estimated by the city manager, to cover the town's application processing costs.

F.

Where the tendered deposit has been consumed in the processing of the application, the city
manager may require the applicant to promptly tender additional deposit(s).

G.

The applicant shall also deposit with the town the amount estimated to pay for any compliance
report required under Section 15.32.100 of this chapter.

H.

If required by the city manager the applicant shall deposit with the town funds sufficient to reimburse
the town for third-party review of an application, and any supplemental deposit required by the city
manager for the completion of the third-party review of the application and/or the third-party reviewer
providing testimony before the town regarding the application.

I.

Upon the approval, denial, or termination of the application any unexpended portion of the deposits
shall be returned to the applicant. If the deposits did not cover the town's costs, the town will charge
the applicant therefore, and in the event of an approval of the WCF the town shall not issue the
permit until such charge is fully paid.

J.

Two pre-application meetings with town staff are recommended for WCFs. The first meeting should
take place at the earliest stage of site location research and should include a service area map and
description of the type of WCF sought. The second meeting should take place after the site is
selected and should include a preliminary site plan and visual impact drawings. These meetings are
voluntary.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.050 - Application required; contents of permit application.
A.

In all cases an applicant for a WCF permit shall utilize the form of application required by the town.
The city manager is authorized to prepare forms of application, and may develop forms of application
that distinguish between different types of installations and modifications in order to streamline
processing of applications, and to comply with legal requirements. The city manager may also from
time to time require additional application materials and/or information in any publicly-stated format.

B.

An applicant shall tender a WCF permit application and any revisions thereto by appointment only.
Applicants may submit one application per appointment but may schedule successive appointments
for multiple applications whenever feasible as determined by the town. The town shall ensure that
applicant's appointments are scheduled no later than five business days following the applicant's
request.

C.

At a minimum, an application for a WCF permit must include the following information:
1.

The name and contact information of the entity or entities that will own, and be responsible for
the installation and maintenance of the WCF and any support structure installed as part of the
installation of the WCF;
2.

A written and technically accurate and reliable narrative explaining the nature of the permit
sought (new installation, modification of existing installation, minor WCF, small WCF,
Section 6409(a) modification or other modification); the authorizations required for the
installation, collocation or modification, and steps that applicant has taken to comply with
the Code;
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3.

Documentation of all current and proposed radio frequency emissions from the WCF shall be
provided on the form found in Appendix A of the FCC publication, "A Local Government
Official's Guide to Transmitting Antenna RF Emission Safety: Rules, Procedures, and Practical
Guidance" dated June 2, 2000 (the "Guidance"), or on a form that contains all of the same
information as in Appendix A of the Guidance, or on a form or in a manner promulgated by the
FCC;

4.

Information regarding the ownership of the property and support structure or wireless tower on
which the WCF will be located, showing applicant has authorization from the owner(s) of the
property and/or support structure or wireless tower to pursue the WCF application;

5.

Any CEQA-related determinations with respect to the proposed collocation, modification or
installation;

6.

For installations in the rights-of-way, written evidence of a franchise, license or similar
authorization from the town or the state that entitles the applicant to occupy the rights-of-way;

7.

Materials needed for the town to provide notice of the application to all owners of real property
any part of which is located within five hundred feet of the real property, or if the WCF is to be
located in the town's rights-of-way within five hundred feet of the proposed WCF location as
provided in Section 15.32.060; and

8.

Any other information or materials that the city manager may from time-to-time require in any
publicly stated format.

D.

Where a WCF is part of a network of WCFs that will be installed contemporaneously or sequentially,
such as a distributed antenna system or DAS, the applications for each of the facilities in the
proposed network shall be submitted simultaneously.

E.

To promote efficient review and timely decisions, an application will be automatically deemed
withdrawn when an applicant fails to tender a substantive response within sixty days after the town
deems the application incomplete as set forth in a written notice to the applicant. The city manager
may in the city manager's discretion grant a written extension for up to an additional thirty days upon
a written request for an extension received prior to the sixtieth day. The city manager may grant
further written extensions only for good cause, which includes circumstances outside the applicant's
reasonable control.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.060 - Review of permit application; noticing.
A.

The city manager shall review all WCF permit applications for completeness and compliance with the
provisions of this chapter and other applicable laws and regulations. Generally, the city manager will
designate the public works director to be lead reviewer for applications for placement and/or
modification of WCFs in the rights-of-way, and will designate the building and planning director to be
lead reviewer for applications for placement and/or modification of WCFs on private property and
public property.

B.

Once the WCF permit application has been submitted to the city manager, a type A notice (as
described in Chapter 1.20 of this Code) of the WCF shall be provided by the town to all owners of
real property any part of which is located within five hundred feet of the real property, or if the WCF is
to be located in the town's rights-of-way within five hundred feet of the proposed WCF location.

C.

Notwithstanding the above, for a minor WCF, a Section 6409(a) modification, or for modifications of
facilities in the rights-of-way, a type B notice (as described in Chapter 1.20 of this Code) shall be
provided to all owners of real property any part of which is located adjacent to the real property upon
which the WCF is located, or if the WCF is to be located in the town's rights-of-way to owners of real
property any part of which is located adjacent to the WCF location.
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D.

No more than thirty days before the applicable timeframe for review expires, the applicant must
provide notice to all persons entitled to notice in accordance with Code section 15.32.060, as
modified in this subsection D. The provisions in this subsection do not apply to Section 6409(a)
modifications or small WCF applications.
1.

The notice must contain the following statement: "California Government Code section 65964.1
may deem the application approved in 30 days unless the Town approves or disapproves the
application, or the Town and applicant reach a mutual tolling agreement."

2.

In addition to all persons entitled to notice in accordance with this Code section 15.32.060, the
applicant must deliver written notice to the city manager, which contains the same statement
required in subsection D.1., above, and a mailing list for public notices sent out under this
subsection (B). The applicant may tender such notice in person or by certified United States
mail.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.070 - Design standards.
A.

The purpose of this section is to identify preferences and requirements for the location and design of
WCFs, to provide guidance to prospective applicants as they seek appropriate WCF locations within
the town, and to provide guidance to the city manager in determining whether to grant, grant with
conditions, or to deny a WCF application.

B.

This section applies to all new WCFs and to all collocations and modifications to existing WCFs,
except collocations and modifications to existing WCFs that qualify as a Section 6409(a)
modification.

C.

The location for a WCF should take into consideration the following preference order (with (1) being
the highest preference):

D.

1.

Public property;

2.

Existing utility poles (with poles without electric distribution lines being favored over poles
supporting electric distribution lines); or other support structures or wireless towers where
collocation has been pre-approved (where the application is consistent with the pre-approval);

3.

Existing support structures or wireless towers on nonresidential private property; and

4.

New concealed WCF in the rights-of-way or on private property.

The city council shall adopt design and development standards for WCFs, consistent with the
requirements of this section.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.080 - Approval or disapproval of an application.
A.

B.

The city manager may approve or conditionally approve an application only after:
1.

The application is deemed complete;

2.

At least fifteen days has elapsed from the postmark date required under Section 15.32.060.B. or
C. of this chapter (if applicable); and

3.

Any action required under Section 2.12.070 has been taken.

The city manager may disapprove an application in any of the following instances:
1.

The applicant has not shown that the application conforms to the requirements of this chapter;
or
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C.

2.

The applicant has failed to submit any additional information requested by the city manager by
the due date specified by the city manager; or

3.

The applicant has not provided to the town all of the required information required by this
chapter to permit the city manager to approve, approve with conditions, or deny the application
taking into account legal deadlines affecting the town's consideration of the application.

It is the applicant's burden to show that a permit should be granted. In reviewing an application, the
city manager may consider the WCF as proposed, and as it may be modified as a matter of right
should the application be granted. In determining whether to grant, deny or condition an application,
the city manager may consider the following and such other matters as the city manager may be
entitled or required to consider as a matter of law:
1.

Except as to Section 6409(a) modifications, whether the WCF and support structure additions
and modifications proposed are consistent with the general plan and will not adversely affect the
policies and goals set forth therein or alter the rural character of the community;

2.

Except as to minor WCFs, Section 6409(a) modifications or where the town is prohibited from
considering it by law, whether the applicant has shown that denial of the proposed WCF would
result in an effective prohibition of personal wireless services or telecommunications services;

3.

Except as to Section 6409(a) modifications, whether the WCF and support structure
modifications and additions proposed, comply with the design standards herein, and other
applicable provisions of the Code and in applicable city council resolutions;

4.

Whether the WCF and support structure modifications and additions proposed comply with
applicable safety codes and laws (including without limitation the ADA);

5.

Except as to Section 6409(a) modifications, whether the WCF and support structure
modifications and additions interfere with the public's use of rights-of-way, or create undue risks
to persons or property;

6.

Whether the applicant has made the required affirmation regarding compliance with the FCC's
RF regulations, as the same may be amended;

7.

Whether the applicant is authorized to file the application;

8.

Whether the applicant has or will have necessary local, state or federal regulatory approvals
required in connection with the WCF (including but not limited to necessary CEQA approvals, if
any; and approvals for utility box design under this Code, or for structures on private property
under Section 2.12); and

9.

Except as to Section 6409(a) modifications, whether alternative designs or locations would be
more consistent with the general plan and otherwise minimize the impact of the WCF and
support structure modifications and additions required.

D.

If the city manager determines that an application should be approved, denied, or should be
conditionally approved, he or she shall make written findings referencing substantial evidence in the
town's written administrative record in support of the action. The applicant and each person
submitting comments on the application shall receive a copy of the town's written decision and
findings with respect to the decision. Such copy shall also plainly state the process and deadline for
filing an appeal to the city council. Unless timely appealed, the decision will be final except as
provided in Sections 15.32.040.C. and 15.32.080.E. herein.

E.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter to the contrary, the city manager may
recommend to the city council that, notwithstanding the evidence supporting denial, an application be
approved if he or she makes a finding that the applicant has demonstrated that the refusal to grant
such an exception and approve the application would prohibit or have the effect of prohibiting the
provision of personal wireless services within the meaning of 47 U.S.C. section 332(c)(7), or finds
that the town authority to deny the application is otherwise preempted or prohibited by state or
federal law. If a recommendation is made under this provision, the recommendation will be promptly
submitted to the city council for final determination.
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F.

A WCF located on private property shall also be subject to the provisions of Chapter 2.12 of this
code to the extent that it involves a modification to a support structure which is also subject to review
under the provisions of Chapter 2.12.

G.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the following provisions shall apply to Section 6409(a) modifications:
1.

H.

Pursuant to 47 U.S.C. Section 1455(a), the city manager may not deny a Section 6409(a)
modification except when:
a.

The collocation or modification would result in a substantial change (see "Section 6409(a)
modification," defined in Section 15.32.020, pg. 316) to the existing wireless tower or base
station;

b.

The collocation or modification would violate any applicable building code, electrical code,
structural code, fire code or any other law, regulation, rule or prior condition of approval
based on objective factors and reasonably related to public health and safety;

c.

The collocation or modification involves the replacement of the wireless tower or other
support structure; or

d.

47 U.S.C. Section 1455(a) does not apply to the collocation or modification for any lawful
reason.

2.

Any denial of a Section 6409(a) modification shall be without prejudice. Subject to subsection
G.3. below, the applicant may submit the same or substantially the same permit application,
together with all required fees and deposits, for either a WCF permit or a Section 6409(a)
modification permit.

3.

The town shall be entitled to recover the reasonable costs for its review of any Section 6409(a)
modification permit application, whether approved, deemed granted or denied without prejudice.
In the event that the city manager denies a Section 6409(a) permit, the town shall return any
unused deposit fees within sixty days after a written request from the applicant. If the fees in the
deposit account do not cover the reasonable cost for the town's review, an applicant shall not
be allowed to submit an application for the same or substantially the same change unless all
fees for the prior-denied permit application are paid in full.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the following provisions shall apply to small WCFs:
1.

The city manager shall approve an application if, on the basis of the application and other
materials or evidence provided in review thereof, it finds the following:

(i)

The facility is not detrimental to the public health, safety, and welfare;

(ii)
The facility complies with this chapter and all applicable design and development
standards;
(iii)

The facility meets applicable requirements and standards of state and federal law; and

(iv) [OTHERS– may be others depending on standards e.g. if setting a higher review standard
for new poles]

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.090 - Appeal to city council.
A.

Within fifteen calendar days following the date of the city manager's written decision on the WCF
application or within two business days for WCF applications for small WCFs or EFRs, any person or
entity may appeal the decision to the city council.
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B.

Where an appeal is timely filed, the city manager shall prepare a staff report regarding the original
decision and shall submit the report to the city council along with the written notice of appeal
submitted by the appellant.

C.

The appeal before the city council shall be a public hearing and shall be noticed as set forth in
Section 1.20.010.A. of this Code; provided, however, that the mailing list of persons to whom the
permit application is sent shall be governed by Section 15.32.060.B. or C. of this chapter instead of
the type A or type B notice mailing list described in Section 1.20.010 of this Code and provided
further that the appellant shall be deemed the person requesting the public hearing for purposes of
Section 1.20.010.A.3. of this Code. The appellant shall bear all costs for the appeal. In all other
cases not described herein, a type B notice of the appeal shall be mailed consistent with this section.

D.

The city council shall hear the appeal at the next regular city council meeting after allowing for
sufficient time for the city manager to prepare the written report. To prevent applicants from
withholding information or otherwise abusing the appeal process, the city council has the discretion
but is not required to hear additional evidence, and may decide the matter solely on the record that
was before the city manager.

E.

The city council may accept or reject, wholly or in part, or may modify, the decision or any
recommendations made by the city manager. If the decision of the city council regarding the WCF
appeal is to deny the WCF or conditionally approve the WCF, the city council shall direct the
manager to prepare written finding(s) referencing substantial evidence in the town's written
administrative record and such writing finding shall be provided to the city council for adoption. The
applicant and any appellant on the application shall receive a copy of the final written decision
approved by the city council.

F.

The city council may also remand the application to the building and planning director or public
works director for further consideration with such instructions as the city council deems appropriate.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.110 - Standard conditions.
All WCF permits, whether approved in accordance with this Code or deemed-approved or deemed
granted by the operation of law, shall be subject to the standard conditions of approval provided in the city
council resolution which may add, remove or modify any conditions of approval as necessary or
appropriate to protect and promote the public health, safety and welfare.

15.32.130 - Modification of a WCF permit.
A.

The town may modify a permit before its termination date where necessary to protect public health
and safety, or where the permit as issued is no longer enforceable in accordance with its terms.

B.

A permit holder may modify a permit by seeking either a Section 6409(a) modification or other
modification. Modifications other than Section 6409(a) modifications shall be treated the same as
requests for a new WCF.

C.

Requests for modifications will be reviewed in accordance with the provisions of the Code at the
time modification is sought, and not at the time the permit initially issued.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.140 - Revocation of a WCF permit.
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A.

A WCF permit may be revoked if permittee is not in compliance with permit conditions, if the permit
conditions are not enforceable, or for a failure to comply with any provision of the Code relating to
the permit, or relating to the WCF associated with the permit ("default event"). By way of example
and not limitation, a refusal to timely remove facilities located in the rights-of-way where required in
connection with a public works project would be a default event.

B.

The city manager may revoke a WCF permit only after:
1.

Written notice of the default event has been provided to the WCF permit holder;

2.

The WCF permit holder has been afforded a reasonable opportunity to cure and comply with its
permit, or demonstrate that no default event occurred.

C.

If the WCF permit holder fails to cure, the city council or the city council through a designee shall
conduct a noticed public hearing where the WCF permit holder shall be afforded an opportunity to
speak and be heard and to provide written material prior to the hearing. If the city council, after the
public hearing, finds that the WCF or the WCF permit holder has violated any law regulating the
WCF or has failed to comply with the requirements of this chapter, the WCF permit, any applicable
agreement or any condition of approval the city council may revoke the permit.

D.

Upon revocation, the city council may require the removal of the WCF or take any other legally
permissible action or combination of actions necessary to protect the health and welfare of the town.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.170 - Exemption for municipal facilities.
WCFs installed or operated at the direction of the town for the sole use of the town, regardless of
where located in the town, shall be exempt from this chapter, but as a matter of policy, shall be designed
and located consistent with the design requirements of this chapter.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.180 - Violations are infractions.
It is unlawful for any person to violate any provision or to fail to comply with any of the requirements
of this chapter. Any person, firm, partnership, or corporation violating any provision of this chapter or
failing to comply with any of its requirements will be deemed guilty of an infraction and upon conviction
thereof will be punished by fine not exceeding one thousand dollars. Each such person, firm, partnership,
or corporation will be deemed guilty of a separate offense for each and every day or any portion thereof
during which any violation of any of the provisions of this chapter is committed, continued or permitted by
such person, firm, partnership, or corporation, and will be deemed punishable therefor as provided in this
chapter.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.190 - Controlling provisions.
In the event of any inconsistency between the provisions of this chapter and any other provision of
the code, the more specific provision shall control. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, WCFs
shall be governed by the procedures set forth in this chapter and not by the procedures set forth in
Section 12.12 of this Code, except as provided in Section 15.32.070 F.1.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
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RESOLUTION NO. 19-__

RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE TOWN OF
HILLSBOROUGH ADOPTING COUNCIL POLICY NO. 19-__
ESTABLISHING LOCATION AND DESIGN STANDARDS FOR
WIRELESS COMMUNICATION FACILITIES AND OTHER
INFRASTRUCTURE DEPLOYMENTS
RECITALS
WHEREAS, pursuant to the California Constitution, Article XI, section 7; California
Government Code section 37100 and other applicable law, the Town Council may
make and enforce within its limits all local, police, sanitary and other ordinances,
resolutions and other regulations not in conflict with general laws.
WHEREAS, the Town traditionally regulates wireless communication facilities (“WCFs”),
both on private property and within the public rights-of-way, by regulations
contained in Hillsborough Municipal Code Chapter 15.32, which the city council of
the Town of Hillsborough (the “Town Council”) adopted by Ordinance No. 720
(Mar. 9, 2015) and amended by Ordinance No. 738 (Jul. 11, 2016).
WHEREAS, since the Town Council last amended Chapter 15.32, significant changes in
federal laws that affect local authority over WCFs and other related infrastructure
deployments have occurred, including, but not limited to, the following:
•

On August 2, 2018, the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”) adopted a
Third Report & Order and Declaratory Ruling in the rulemaking proceeding titled
Accelerating Wireline and Wireless Broadband Deployment by Removing Barriers
to Infrastructure Investment, 33 FCC Rcd. 7705 (rel. Aug. 3, 2018) (the “August
Order”), that formally prohibited express and de facto moratoria for all personal
wireless services, telecommunications services and their related facilities under 47
U.S.C. § 253(a) and directed the Wireless Telecommunications Bureau and
Wireline Competition Bureau to hear and resolve all complaints on an expedited
basis; and

•

On September 26, 2018, the FCC adopted a Declaratory Ruling and Third Report
and Order in the same rulemaking proceeding, --- FCC Rcd. ---, FCC 18-133 (rel.
Sep. 27, 2018) (the “September Order”), which, among many other things,
creates a new regulatory classification for small wireless facilities, alters existing
“shot clock” regulations to require local public agencies to do more in less time,
establishes a national standard for an effective prohibition that replaces the
existing “significant gap” test adopted by the United States Court of Appeals for
the Ninth Circuit and provides that a failure to act within the applicable timeframe
presumptively constitutes an effective prohibition.
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WHEREAS, in addition to the changes described above, local authority may be further
impacted by other pending legislative, judicial and regulatory proceedings,
including but not limited to:
•

The “STREAMLINE Small Cell Deployment Act” (S. 3157) proposed by Senator
John Thune that, among other things, would apply specifically to “small” WCFs and
require local governments to review applications based on objective standards,
shorten the shot clock timeframes, require all local undertakings to occur within the
shot clock timeframes and provide a “deemed granted” remedy for failure to act
within the applicable shot clock; and

•

Further orders and/or declaratory rulings by the FCC from the same rulemaking
proceeding as the August Order and September Order; and

•

Multiple petitions for reconsideration and judicial review filed by state and local
governments against the August Order and September Order, which could cause
the rules in either order to change or be invalidated.

WHEREAS, given the rapid and substantial changes in applicable law, the active and
effective federal prohibition on reasonable moratorium ordinances to allow local
public agencies to study these changes and develop appropriate responses and
the significant adverse consequences for noncompliance with these changes in
applicable law, the Town Council finds that aesthetic and operational regulations
adopted through a resolution that supplements Chapter 15.32 and that may be
quickly amended is a necessary and appropriate means to protect the public
health, safety and welfare from the potential harm caused by unregulated WCF
and other infrastructure deployments.
WHEREAS, on November __, 2018, December __, 2018 and January __, 2019 the Town
held community meetings, which were advertised in advance through [???] and at
which stakeholders could learn about wireless and other infrastructure deployment
issues, discuss potential local regulatory responses to the recent changes in
federal law and express their design and location preferences, practical and safety
concerns, policy views and the essential local values that make Hillsborough a
uniquely beautiful, rural residential community.
WHEREAS, Council Policy No. 19-__, attached hereto as Exhibit “A” and incorporated
herein by this reference, contains the “Design standards” from Chapter 15.32, as
amended to reflect the changes in law, respond to stakeholder feedback and
preserve the Town’s police powers to protect the public health, safety and welfare
to the maximum extent feasible.
WHEREAS, on January 14, 2019, the Town Council held a duly noticed public hearing to
consider an ordinance and urgency ordinance to amend Chapter 15.32 at which
the Town Council received, reviewed and considered the staff report, written and
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oral testimony from the public and other information in the record, introduced the
ordinance and adopted the urgency ordinance.
WHEREAS, on January 14, 2019, the Town Council held a duly noticed public hearing to
consider this Resolution and Council Policy No. 19-__ at which the Town Council
received, reviewed and considered the staff report, written and oral testimony from
the public and other information in the record.

NOW, THEREFORE, THE TOWN COUNCIL HEREBY FINDS, DETERMINES AND
RESOLVES AS FOLLOWS:

1.

Findings. The Town Council finds that: (a) the facts set forth in the recitals in this
Resolution are true and correct and incorporated by reference; (b) the recitals
constitute findings in this matter and, together with the staff report, other written
reports, public testimony and other information contained in the record, are an
adequate and appropriate evidentiary basis for the actions taken in this Resolution;
(c) the provisions in this Resolution and Council Policy No. 19-__ are consistent
with the General Plan, Municipal Code and applicable federal and state law; and
(d) neither this Resolution nor Council Policy No. 19-__ will be detrimental to the
public interest, health, safety, convenience or welfare.

2.

Council Policy No. 19-__. The Town Council approves and adopts Council Policy
No. 19-__.

3.

Environmental Review. Pursuant to California Environmental Quality Act
(“CEQA”) Guidelines § 15378 and California Public Resources Code § 21065, the
Town Council finds that this Resolution is not a “project” because its adoption is
not an activity that has the potential for a direct physical change or reasonably
foreseeable indirect physical change in the environment. Even if this Resolution
qualified as a “project” subject to CEQA, the Town Council finds that, pursuant to
CEQA Guidelines § 15061(b)(3), there is no possibility that this project will have a
significant impact on the physical environment. This Resolution merely restates
substantially the same standards as previously contained in Chapter 15.32 but in
a manner that complies with new federal regulations. This Resolution does not
directly or indirectly authorize or approve any actual changes in the physical
environment. Applications for any new WCF or change to an existing WCF would
be subject to additional environmental review on a case-by-case basis.
Accordingly, the Town Council finds that this Resolution is not subject to CEQA or,
in the alternative, is exempt from CEQA under the general rule.

4.

Severability. If any section, subsection, paragraph, sentence, clause, phrase or
term (each a “Provision”) in this Resolution or Council Policy No. 19-__, or any
Provision’s application to any person or circumstance, is held illegal, invalid or
unconstitutional by a court of competent jurisdiction, all other Provisions not held
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illegal, invalid or unconstitutional, or such Provision’s application to other persons
or circumstances, shall not be affected. The Town Council declares that it would
have passed this Resolution and Council Policy No. 19-__, and each Provision
therein, whether any one or more Provisions be declared illegal, invalid or
unconstitutional.
5.

Effective Date. This Resolution and Council Policy No. 19-__ will become
immediately effective upon adoption by the Town Council and will remain effective
until amended, superseded or repealed by a separate resolution adopted by the
Town Council.

6.

Publication. The City Clerk shall cause this Resolution and Council Policy No. 19__ to be published in electronic form on the Town’s website, in physical form for
public inspection at Town Hall and at least two other public places within the Town
and in any other manner required by law.
*

*

*

PASSED, APPROVED and ADOPTED on January 14, 2019.

_____________________________
Mayor
Shawn M. Christianson
ATTEST

_____________________________
City Clerk
Miyuki Yokoyama
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TOWN OF HILLSBOROUGH

Policy No. 19-__

TOWN COUNCIL POLICY

Adopted: January 14, 2019
Revised:

GENERAL SUBJECT: DESIGN STANDARDS FOR INFRASTRUCTURE
DEPLOYMENTS

[reserved]
General Provisions.
[reserved]
15.32.070 - Design standards.
A.

The purpose of this section is to identifyThis policy identifies preferences and
requirements for the location and design of WCFs, both on private property within
the public rights-of-way, to provide guidance to (1) prospective applicants as they
seek authorization to construct, install, operate, maintain, repair and collocate
WCFs in appropriate WCF locations within the town, and to provide guidance to(2)
the city manager in determining whether to grant, grant with conditions, or to deny
a WCF application. The Town desires to promote cleanly organized and
streamlined infrastructure deployments that utilize the smallest and least intrusive
means available to provide essential and beneficial utility services to the
community without harming its rural residential character. To that end, this policy
is guided by three core principles: First, community health and safety is a
paramount concern in all aspects of public right-of-way management and no WCF
or other infrastructure deployment shall be permitted in the Town’s right-of-way
unless it complies with all applicable health and safety regulations. Second, new
obstructions and enlargements of existing obstructions in the public rights-of-way
implicate both safety and aesthetic concerns and should be avoided to maximum
extent technically feasible and legally permissible. Third, new development should
enhance rather than detract from the community’s character and, when new or
enlarged obstructions cannot be avoided, the applicant must minimize the adverse
aesthetic impacts by placing, designing and finishing the equipment in a manner
that conceals and blends it with the surrounding environment.

B.

This sectionpolicy applies to all new WCFs and to all collocations and modifications
to existing WCFs, except collocations and modifications to existing WCFs that
qualify as a Section 6409(a) modification. Unless otherwise provided in this policy,
the preferences and requirements in this resolution shall apply equally to WCFs
on private property and within the public rights-of-way. To the extent that other
infrastructure deployments, including without limitation any deployments that
require approval pursuant to Chapter 12.12, involve the same or substantially
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similar structures, apparatus, equipment, fixtures, equipment or improvements, the
town official responsible to review and approve or deny requests for authorization
in connection with such other infrastructure deployment shall apply the preferences
and requirements in this resolution to the maximum extent permissible.
C.

The location for a WCF should take into consideration the following preference
order (with (1) being the highest preference)In addition to the ordered location
preferences listed in Hillsborough Municipal Code § 15.32.070.C, a WCF and any
other infrastructure deployment must comply with the following:
1.

Public property;A WCF or any other infrastructure deployment shall not be
permitted on any new, non-replacement wood poles.

2.

Existing utility poles (with poles without electric distribution lines being
favored over poles supporting electric distribution lines); or other support
structures or wireless towers where collocation has been pre-approved
(where the application is consistent with the pre-approval);Any antenna(s)
proposed to be installed on an existing wood utility pole must be installed
directly above the pole within a canister style shroud or radome, unless the
applicant demonstrates with objective, fact-based evidence that a topmounted antenna would be technically infeasible.

3.

Existing support structures or wireless towers on nonresidential private
property; andApplicants that propose to install a WCF on a new, nonreplacement pole must install a new streetlight substantially similar to the
Town’s standards and specifications but designed to accommodate
wireless antennas and accessory equipment. If there are no existing
streetlights in the immediate vicinity, the applicant may install a metal or
composite decorative pole capable of concealing all the accessory
equipment either within the pole or within an enclosure integrated into the
base of the pole. The centerline of the new pole shall be consistent with the
location of other existing poles or street trees relative to the edge of the
paved road. The pole height shall not exceed __ in overall height above
ground level adjacent to the base of the pole. The pole diameter shall not
exceed __ inches and any base enclosure shall not exceed __ inches from
the face of the pole where it connects to the base.

4.

New concealed WCF in the rights-of-way or on private property.No WCF,
other infrastructure deployment or any related equipment, appurtenance or
improvement shall be permitted in a location that interferes with or impedes
any: (a) worker access to any above-ground or underground infrastructure
for traffic control, streetlight or public transportation, including without
limitation any curb control sign, parking meter, vehicular traffic sign or
signal, pedestrian traffic sign or signal, barricade reflectors; (b) access to
any public transportation vehicles, shelters, street furniture or other
improvements at any public transportation stop; (c) worker access to above-
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ground or underground infrastructure owned or operated by any public or
private utility agency; (d) access to any fire hydrant or water valve; (e)
access to any doors, gates, sidewalk doors, passage doors, stoops or other
ingress and egress points to any building or other structure appurtenant to
the rights-of-way; (f) access to any fire escape; or (g) access to any
driveway or entryway to any private property that abuts the public rights-ofway.
5.

Equipment placed above ground, whether pole-mounted or groundmounted, shall be placed so as to avoid, to the extent technically feasible,
prominent visibility from the driveways, entryways and windows associated
with residential dwellings. Applicants are encouraged to consult with Town
staff in advance to evaluate potential visibility issues. As a general matter,
but not as a rule, locations as close to the common property line between
adjoining properties as possible will likely comply with this requirement.

D.

WCFs proposed on private property should be collocated with existing WCFs on
private property, if within one thousand five hundred feet of an existing visible WCF
on private property, unless the town determines that the particular design proposed
would not create excessive visual clutter or would otherwise create harms the town
may ameliorate or the applicant demonstrates by clear and convincing evidence
that collocation with any such existing WCF would be technically infeasible. WCFs
owithin the public rights-of-way should be collocated with existing WCFs within the
public rights-of-way, if within 750 feet of an existing WCF within the public rightsof-way, unless the town determines that the particular design proposed would not
create excessive visual clutter or would otherwise create harms the town may
ameliorate or the applicant demonstrates by clear and convincing evidence that
collocation with any such existing WCF would be technically infeasible.

E.

A WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public rights-of-way:
1.

Shall place all equipment (other than antennas) underground in any location
either within a designated underground utility district or in an area where
substantially all existing utilities within 1,500 feet from the site are already
located underground. All undergrounded accessory equipment must be
installed in an environmentally controlled vault that is load-rated to meet the
Town’s standards and specifications. Underground vaults located beneath
a sidewalk must be constructed with a slip-resistant cover. Vents for airflow
shall be flush-to-grade when placed within the sidewalk and may not exceed
two feet above grade when placed off the sidewalk. Applicants shall not be
permitted to install an underground vault in a location that would cause any
existing tree to be materially damaged or displaced.
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2.

Shall, with respect to its pole-mounted components, be located on an
existing or replacement streetlight or an existing utility pole serving another
utility; provided, however, that if no streetlight or utility pole exists within __
feet from the proposed site location and the applicant is authorized to
construct new pole in the public rights-of-way, the applicant may propose a
new, non-replacement pole consistent with the provisions in Section C.3.

3.

Shall not, with respect to its pole-mounted components, protrude from the
surface of the pole more than 18 inches.

234.

Shall be located in a concealed WCF within a shroud that has been painted
and textured to be consistent with other existing natural or manmade
features in the public rights-of-way near the location where the
WCFinfrastructure is to be located; or. All antennas and associated
mounting equipment, hardware, cables or other connecters must be
completely concealed within an opaque antenna shroud or radome. The
antenna shroud or radome must be painted a flat, non-reflective color to
match the underlying support structure. Shrouds or radomes must taper to
the pole or other support structure.

345.

Shall, with respect to its pole-mounted components, be located on a new
utility pole where other telephone distribution lines are aerial, if there are no
reasonable alternatives, and the applicant is authorized to construct new
utility polesconform to the following height restrictions: (a) for installations
on existing or replacement joint utility poles, the pole-mounted equipment
shall not exceed the minimum separation from electrical lines required by
applicable safety regulations, plus four feet; and (b) for all other installations
on structures in the public rights-of-way, four feet above the existing support
structure.

56.

Shall not be permitted with any individual antenna that exceeds three cubic
feet in volume or any antennas that cumulatively exceed six cubic feet in
volume. The volume calculation shall include the antenna, any radios
physically integrated with the antenna, any mounting hardware and any
shroud or radome.

67.

All accessory equipment installed above ground level shall not cumulatively
exceed: (a) nine cubic feet in volume if installed in a residential district; or
(b) 17 cubic feet in volume if installed in a non-residential district. The
volume calculation shall include any shroud, cabinet or other concealment
device used in connection with the accessory equipment. The volume
calculation shall not include any equipment or other improvements placed
underground.
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78.

To reduce clutter and deter vandalism, excess fiber optic or coaxial cables
shall not be spooled, coiled or otherwise stored on the pole outside
equipment cabinets or shrouds.

89.

Shall use flat-rate electric service or other method that obviates the need
for a separate above-grade electric meter. If flat-rate service is not available,
applicants may install a shrouded smart meter. The city manager shall not
approve a separate ground-mounted electric meter pedestal.

910.

Shall not permanently displace any landscaping or cause any street trees
to be trimmed, damaged or displaced. If any landscaping or street trees are
damaged or displaced, the applicant shall be responsible, at its sole cost
and expense, to plant and maintain replacement trees at the site for five
years or the duration of the permit term (whichever is longer). Likewise, new
infrastructure and/or associated equipment shall not prevent the planting or
replanting of a street tree in the future.

1011. Shall not encroach onto or over any private or other property outside the
public rights-of-way without the property owner’s express written consent.
12.

Shall not encroach onto or over the surface of the roadway within the public
rights-of-way.

12.

Shall not be approved on any existing structure if the additional equipment
would reduce the excess structural or wind loading capacity to levels
deemed unsafe by generally accepted engineering practices.

13.

Shall not be approved if any proposed attachments to a Town-owned pole
would encroach upon space reserved for the Town’s use or would interfere
with the Town’s ability to perform its municipal functions.

14.

Shall not be approved if the proposed attachments would alter any
streetlighting pattern; provided, however, that this provision shall not
prevent the Town from approving a new streetlight with illumination patterns
that are consistent with the General Plan, the Code, this policy and any
standards and specifications promulgated by the City Engineer.

15.

Shall not be placed within any sight distance triangles at any intersections.

16.

Shall be placed at least 15 feet away from any intersection, alleyway,
driveway or established pedestrian pathway to a residential structure
appurtenant to the public rights-of-way.

17.

Shall not be permitted to use any overhead lines that traverse the roadway,
whether the proposed infrastructure deployment is located within an
underground utility district or not.
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18.

F.

Shall not be permitted with permanent standby power generators; provided,
however, that the facility may include an Appleton socket or similar
connection for a temporary generator that may be permitted during
emergencies subject to any other applicable laws.

The pole-mounted components of a WCF or other infrastructure deployment on a
streetlight, traffic signal, utility pole or similar support structure shall, whether in or
outside ofon private property or within the public the rights-of-way:
1.

Comply with all applicable CPUC General Orders, including without
limitation General Order 95 and General Order 128, as theyeach may be
amended or replaced;

2.

Be consistent with the size and shape of pole-mounted equipment installed
by communications companies on utility poles near the WCF.

3.

Be installed flush to the pole to minimize the overall visual profile. If any
applicable health and safety regulations prohibit flush-mounted equipment,
the maximum separation permitted between the accessory equipment and
the pole shall be the minimum separation required by such regulations, but
in no event more than 4 inches from the pole. Any gap between polemounted equipment and the pole must be covered by opaque panels (or
“wings”) that are integrated into the equipment shroud and conceal the gap.

4.

Be placed and oriented to minimize the overall visual profile when viewed
from properties that abut the public rights-of-way. To that end, polemounted equipment may be installed behind street, traffic or other signs to
the extent that the installation complies with applicable public health and
safety regulations. If all orientations would be equally visible from abutting
properties as determined by the city manager, and no existing signage can
conceal the attachments, the default orientation will be away from the view
of oncoming traffic on the side of the street where the installation is
proposed.

5.

Not involve external conduits or risers. All cables, wires and other
connectors must be routed through conduits within the pole, and all conduit
attachments, cables, wires and other connectors must be concealed from
public view. To the extent that cables, wires and other connectors cannot
be routed through the pole, applicants shall route them through a single
external conduit or shroud that has been finished to match the underlying
support structure.

6.

Shall be centered on the pole and no wider than 1.5 times the diameter of
the pole.
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7.

G.

H.

Shall be mounted so that the lowest portion of the lowest attachment is no
less than eight feet above the established grade.

The ground-mounted components of a WCF or other infrastructure shall, whether
in or outside ofon private property or within the public the rights-of-way:
1.

To the extent the structures are utility boxes within the meaning of this
Code, be reviewed and subject to the same approvals as utility boxes
installed
byin
connection
with
other
communications
companiesinfrastructure deployments; and

2.

Shall be located flush to grade where necessary to avoid incommoding the
public, or creating a hazard;

3.

To the extent permitted above ground, shall otherwise be appropriately
screened,shrouded and painted and textured (or wrapped) to blend with the
streetscape and landscape around the site. Whenever possible, above
ground equipment components should be placed behind landscaped
features in the right-of-way and camouflaged to further conceal the
equipment and blend in with the surroundings, and non-reflective. Nonreflective paints shall be used on all painted surfaces.

4.

For both aesthetic and public safety purposes, eEquipment shrouds at the
base of a pole shall: (a) not exceed 24 inches wide on any side and 48
inches high; (b) be consistent with any standards and specifications by the
City Engineer for decorative pole bases or, if no such standards or
specifications exist, shall be designed to mimic the pole to which it is
attached; (c) not have any flat surface area on the top of the shroud greater
than two square inches to prevent objects from being placed on the shroud;
and (d) include a tapered or decorative transition between the top of the
base-mounted shroud and the pole.

Unless it is determined that there is no less intrusivemore preferred and technically
feasible alternative available to close a significant gap in the service provided by a
WCF; or it is determined that the town is legally required to approve an application,
the city manager may not approve an application for a WCF or other infrastructure
deployment support structure whose highest point would be more than thirty-five
feet above surrounding ground level except as follows:
1.

The support structure or wireless tower to which the WCF would be
attached is an existing support structure or wireless tower, was taller than
thirty-five feet above the immediate surrounding ground level on January 1,
2014, and the WCF extension will not be higher than ten feet above the
highest point of the support structure or wireless tower and attachments
thereto in existence on January 1, 2014;
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2.

The WCFsupport structure and all attachments thereto will be a concealed
WCF, whose height and design is consistent with the surrounding features
it mimics.

I.

Unless it is determined by the town that there is no less intrusivemore preferred
and technically feasible alternative available to close a significant gap in the
service provided by a WCF; or it is determined that the town is legally required to
approve an application, the city manager may not approve an application for a
WCF or other infrastructure deployment where the application proposes a design
that would require extensions from any support structure inconsistent in size with
the extensions otherwise permitted under the Code or this policy.[intentionally
omitted from this draft policy]

J.

A WCFWCFs and other infrastructure deployments shall be designed and located
to minimize the impact on the surrounding neighborhood, and to maintain the
character and appearance of the town, consistent with other provisions of the Code
and this policy. To that end, WCFs and other infrastructure deployments should:
1.

Employ the least intrusive design for the proposed location in terms of size,
mass, visual and physical impact, and effects on smallest and lowest profile
equipment, placed in the least conspicuous location when viewed from
properties from which the WCF is visible;

2.

Accommodate collocation or other future expansions or modifications to the
extent feasible and consistent with the other design requirements of this
chapterpolicy; and

3.

Be consistent with the general plan.

K.

Without limiting the foregoing, all portions of a WCF or other infrastructure
deployment affixed to a support structure shall be designed to blend in or be
screened from view in a manner consistent with the support structure'’s
architectural style, color and materials, when viewed from any part of the town.
WCFs and other infrastructure deployments shall be painted and textured or
otherwise camouflaged to match the color and texture of the support structure on
which they are mounted. Where the support structure is a building, the WCF,
including without limitation base station cabinets, remote transmitters and
receivers, and antenna amplifiers, shall be placed within the building or mounted
behind a parapet screened from public view unless that is not feasible. If the
directorcity manager determines that such in-building placement is not feasible,
the equipment shall be roof-mounted in an enclosure or otherwise screened from
public view as approved by the director.

L.

WCFs and other infrastructure deployments shall not be lighted except with the
authorization of the city manager. The city manager may permit lighting at the
lowest intensity necessary:
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1.

For proximity-triggered and/or timer-controlled security lighting;

2.

To comply with regulations for the illumination of the any flag attached to a
WCF or other infrastructure deployment; or

3.

Where such lighting is required by the city manager to protect public health
or welfare, or as part of the camouflage for a particular design.

M.

No advertising signage shall be displayed on any WCF or other infrastructure
except for government required signs shown in the WCF permit application.
Additionally, site identification, address, warning and similar information plates
may be permitted where approved by the city manager.

N.

The WCFAll infrastructure deployments shall comply with all requirements of the
Americans Withwith Disabilities Act of 1990 (“ADA”), as may be amended or
replaced, which includes without limitation maintaining a clear space at the landing
of any curb ramp.

O.

The WCFInfrastructure deployments shall not incommode the public (including
without limitation, persons with disabilities) in its use of the public rights-of-way or
any structure within or abutting the public rights-of-way, or any portion of the public
rights-of-way.

P.

All new wireless towers and base stations shall be concealed. The installation of
an uncamouflaged wireless tower or base station is prohibited.

Q.

Exposed cables and wiring (including without limitation jumpers and other short
connectors) are never permitted and must be shrouded. All cables and connectors
for telephone, data backhaul, primary electric and other similar utilities must be
routed underground in conduits large enough to accommodate future facilities. The
approval authority shall not approve new overhead utility lines or service drops
merely because compliance with the undergrounding requirements would increase
the project cost. For WCFs and other infrastructure deployments in the public
rights-of-way, undergrounded cables and wires must transition directly into the
pole base without any external doghouse. All cables, wires and connectors
between the underground conduits and the antennas and other accessory
equipment shall be routed through concealed from view within: (1) internal risers
or conduits if on a concrete, composite or similar pole; or (2) a cable shroud or
conduit mounted as flush to the pole as possible if on a wood pole or other pole
without internal cable space.

R.

The Town Council may, upon a recommendation from the city manager, designate
certain pre-approved designs consistent with these design standards. Such preapproved designs may use a specific manufacturer’s or vendor’s designs as an
illustrative example but shall not specifically require applicants to use any particular
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manufacturer or vendor so long as their proposal substantially conforms to the
physical dimensions and appearance in the pre-approved design. Such preapproved designs may be proposed the city manager by a particular service or
infrastructure provider but shall be available to all providers who propose a
conforming WCF or other infrastructure deployment. Pre-approved designs shall
be attached to this policy as exhibits that include, at a minimum, a general
description; physical dimensions for the support structure, antenna shroud and
accessory equipment shrouds; and photographs that depict required design
elements and/or features.
Conditions of approval.
All WCF permits issued for WCFs and other infrastructure deployments, whether
approved in accordance with this Code or deemed-approved or deemed granted by the
operation of law, shall be subject to the standard conditions of approval provided in this
section. The town council may add, remove or modify any conditions of approval as
necessary or appropriate to protect and promote the public health, safety and welfare.
15.32.100 - Compliance report.
A.

Compliance report.

1.

Within thirty days after installation of a WCF or other infrastructure deployment,
the applicant shall deliver to the city manager a written report that demonstrates
that its facility WCF as constructed and normally-operating fully complies with the
conditions of the permit, including height restrictions, and applicable safety codes,
including structural engineering codes. The demonstration shall be provided in
writing to the city manager containing all technical details to demonstrate such
compliance, and certified as true and accurate by qualified professional engineers,
or, in the case of height or size restrictions, by qualified surveyors. This report shall
be prepared by the applicant and reviewed by the town at the sole expense of the
applicant, which shall promptly reimburse the town for its review expenses. If the
facility involves an antenna subject to FCC regulations for RF exposure, tThe city
manager may requirecompliance report shall contain additional proofs of RF
emission compliance as part of the application process and on an ongoing basis
to the extent the town may do so consistent with federal law.
B.2.

If the initial report required by this section shows that the WCF or other
infrastructure deployment does not so comply, the permit shall be deemed
suspended, and all rights thereunder of no force and effect, until the
applicant demonstrates to the town's satisfaction that the WCF or other
infrastructure deployment is compliant. Applicant shall promptly reimburse
the town for its compliance review expenses.

C3.

If the initial report required by this section is not submitted within the time
required, the city manager or its selected and qualified professionals may,
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but is not required to, undertake such investigations as are necessary to
prepare the report described in paragraph A. Applicant shall within five days
after receiving written notice from the city manager that the town is
undertaking the review, shall deposit such additional funds with the city
manager to cover the estimated cost of the town obtaining the report. Once
said report is obtained by the town, the town shall then timely refund any
unexpended portion of the applicant'’s deposit. The report shall be provided
to the applicant. If the report shows that the applicant is non-compliant, the
town may suspend the permit until the applicant demonstrates to the town's
satisfaction that the WCF or other infrastructure deployment is compliant.
During the suspension period, the applicant shall be allowed to activate the
WCFany transmitting antenna(s) for short periods, not to exceed one
hundred twenty minutes during any twenty-four hour period, for the purpose
of testing and adjusting the antennassite to come into compliance.
D4.

If the WCF or other infrastructure deployment is not brought into compliance
promptly, the town may revoke the permit and require removal of the facility
and all related equipment and improvements to return the site to its original
condition before the installation or construction occurred WCF.

15.32.110 - Standard conditions.
All WCF permits, whether approved in accordance with this Code or deemedapproved or deemed granted by the operation of law, shall be subject to the
standard conditions of approval provided in this section. The town council may
add, remove or modify any conditions of approval as necessary or appropriate to
protect and promote the public health, safety and welfare.
AB.

Any validly-issued WCF permit granted hereunder shall be effective for a period of
exactly ten years from the date of issuance, except where a shorter term is
authorized by Cal. Gov. Code Section 65964(b) as may be amended or replaced.
Any renewal application must be tendered to the city manager between three
hundred sixty-five days and one hundred eighty days prior to the expiration of the
current WCF permit, and shall be accompanied by all required application
materials, fees and deposits for a new WCF application as then in effect.

BC.

As a condition of every permit issued pursuant to this chapterfor an infrastructure
deployment, the permit will automatically expire six (6) months from the approval
date (the “build-out period”) unless the permittee obtains all other permits and
approvals required to install, construct and/or operate the approved infrastructure
facility, which includes without limitation any permits or approvals required by the
any federal, state or local public agencies with jurisdiction over the subject
property, the infrastructure facility or its use. If this build-out period expires, the City
will not extend the build-out period but the permittee may resubmit a complete
application, including all application fees, for the same or substantially similar
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projectcity manager may establish a reasonable construction build-out period for a
WCF..
CD.

The WCF permit holder shall also comply with Chapter 12.04 and all other
requirements of this Code.

DE.

The WCF permit holder shall obtain and maintain all other applicable permits,
approvals, and agreements necessary to install and operate the WCFinfrastructure
facility in conformance with federal, state, and local laws, rules and regulations.
The permittee expressly acknowledges and agrees that this obligation is intended
to be broadly construed and that no other specific requirements in these conditions
are intended to reduce, relieve or otherwise lessen the permittee’s obligations to
maintain compliance with all laws. No failure or omission by the town to timely
notice, prompt or enforce compliance with any applicable provision in the
Hillsborough Municipal Code, this policy any permit, any permit condition or any
applicable law or regulation, shall be deemed to relieve, waive or lessen the
permittee’s obligation to comply in all respects with all applicable provisions in the
Hillsborough Municipal Code, this policy, any permit, any permit condition or any
applicable law or regulation.

EF.

The town or its agents may inspect permitted infrastructure facility(ies) and
property and may enter onto a site to inspect facilities upon reasonable notice to
the WCF permit holder. In case of an emergency or risk of imminent harm to
persons or property within the vicinity of permitted facilities, the town reserves the
right to enter upon the site of the WCFinfrastructure facility and to support, disable,
or remove those elements of the WCFinfrastructure facility posing an immediate
threat to public health and safety. The permittee, if present, may observe the
town’s officers, officials, staff, agents or other designees while any such inspection
or emergency access occurs.

FG.

The WCF permit holder shall maintain on file with the town and onsite at the
WCFinfrastructure facility contact information of all parties responsible for
maintenance of the WCFinfrastructure facility.

GH.

The WCF permit holder and, if applicable, the private property owner shall defend,
indemnify and hold harmless the town, its agents, officers, officials, and
employees:
(i)1.

From any and all damages, liabilities, injuries, losses, costs and expenses
and from any and all claims, demands, lawsuits, writs of mandamus, and
other actions or proceedings brought against the town or its agents, officers,
officials, or employees to challenge, attack, seek to modify, set aside, void
or annul the town's approval of the WCF permit; and

(ii)2.

From any and all damages, liabilities, injuries, losses, costs and expenses
and any and all claims, demands, lawsuits, or causes of action and other
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actions or proceedings of any kind or form, whether for personal injury,
death or property damage, arising out of or in connection with the activities
or performance of the WCF permit holder or, if applicable, the private
property owner or any of each one's agents, employees, licensees,
contractors, subcontractors, or independent contractors ((i) and (ii)
collectively are "actions"). Further, WCF permit holders shall be strictly
liable for interference caused by their WCFs with the town's
communications systems. The WCF permit holder shall be responsible for
costs of determining the source of the interference, all costs associated with
eliminating the interference, and all costs arising from third party claims
against the town attributable to the interference ("claims"). In the event the
town becomes aware of any such actions or claims the town shall promptly
notify the WCF permit holder and the private property owner and shall
reasonably cooperate in the defense. It is expressly agreed that the town
shall have the right to approve, which approval shall not be unreasonably
withheld, the legal counsel providing the town's defense, and the property
owner and/or WCF permit holder (as applicable) shall reimburse town for
any costs and expenses directly and necessarily incurred by the town in the
course of the defense.
HI.

A permit may be terminated if the town determines that the permit was granted
based on false, misleading or incomplete information; if a material provision of the
permit is no longer enforceable; or if the permit holder violates a condition of the
permit, or modifies the WCFinfrastructure facility or support structures without
permission.

IJ.

The WCF permit holder shall file with the town, and shall maintain in good standing
throughout the term of the WCF permit, a performance bond or other surety or
another form of security for the removal of the WCFinfrastructure facility in the
event that the use is abandoned or the permit expires, or is revoked, or is otherwise
terminated. The security shall be in the amount equal to one hundred fifteen
percent of the cost of physically removing the WCF and all related facilities and
equipment on the site. The WCF permit holder shall reimburse the town for staff
time associated with the processing and tracking of the bond, based on established
hourly rates. Reimbursement shall be paid when the security is posted.

JK.

The WCF permit holder shall make a good faith effort to minimize project-related
disruptions to adjacent properties. Site improvement and construction work,
including set-up, loading or unloading of materials or equipment, performed as part
of this project is subject to the provisions of Section 8.32.040. Emergency
maintenance and repairs are exempt from the restricted hours. Violation of this
condition may result in issuance of a stop work order or administrative citations.

KL.

In addition to all other standard conditions of approval required under this Section
15.32.120policy, and to all conditions of approval permitted under state and federal
law that the city manager may deem appropriate for a specific WCFinfrastructure
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deployment, all Section 6409(a) modifications, whether granted by the city
manager under the federal directive in 47 U.S.C. section 1455(a) or deemed
granted by the operation of law, shall automatically include all the conditions of
approval as follows:
1.

Grant, deemed grant or acceptance of a Section 6409(a) modification
permit shall not renew or extend the permit term for the underlying WCF;

2.

In the event that a court of competent jurisdiction invalidates or limits, in part
or in whole, 47 U.S.C. section 1455(a), such that such statute would not
mandate approval for the collocation or modification granted or deemed
granted under a Section 6409(a) modification permit, such permit shall
automatically expire twelve months from the date of that opinion;

3.

Grant, deemed grant or acceptance of Section 6409(a) modification permit
shall not waive and shall not be construed or deemed to waive the town's
standing in a court of competent jurisdiction to challenge 47 U.S.C. Section
1455(a) or any Section 6409(a) modification permit issued pursuant to 47
U.S.C. section 1455(a) or this Code.

LM.

The site and the facility, including but not limited to all landscaping, fencing and
related transmission equipment, must be maintained in a neat and, clean and safe
manner in accordance with all approved plans and conditions of approval. The
permittee shall keep the site area free from all litter and debris at all times.

MN.

All facilities utilizing antennas must comply with all standards and regulations
relating to RF exposure issued by the FCC or any other federal or state authority
authorized to issue such standards and regulations.

NO.

All graffiti on facilities must be removed at the sole expense of the permittee within
forty-eight hours after notification from the town.

15.32.120 - Operational regulations.
AP.

All WCFsinfrastructure facilities within the town shall be designed, maintained, and
shall be operated at all times to comply with the provisions of the Code, this chapter
policy and the following other requirements:
1.

Conditions in any permit or license issued by a local, state, or federal
agency, which has jurisdiction over the WCFinfrastructure facility;

2.

Rules, regulations, and standards of the state and federal governments and
the town, including without limitation the FCC, the CPUC; and the Code;

3.

Easements, covenants, conditions, and/or restrictions on or applicable to
the underlying real property;
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BQ.

4.

Rules, regulations, and standards of the town governing underground utility
districts;

5.

All other laws, codes, and regulations applicable to the infrastructure
facilitya WCF, including the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).

Without limiting the foregoing, all WCFsinfrastructure facilities shall be maintained
in good working condition and to the visual standards established at the time of
approval over the life of the WCF permit as may be extended. The
WCFinfrastructure facility and surrounding area shall remain free from trash,
debris, litter, graffiti, and other forms of vandalism. Any damage shall be repaired
as soon as is practicable, and in no instance more than ten calendar days from the
time of notification by the town or after discovery by the WCF permit holder. If
landscaping was required, the landscaping must be maintained by the permittee.

15.32.140 - Revocation of a WCF permit.
AR.

A WCF permit may be revoked if permittee is not in compliance with permit
conditions, if the permit conditions are not enforceable, or for a failure to comply
with any provision of the Code relating to the permit, or relating to the
WCFinfrastructure facility associated with the permit ("“default event"”). By way of
example and not limitation, a refusal to timely remove facilities located in the rightsof-way where required in connection with a public works project would be a default
event.
B1.

The city manager may revoke a WCF permit only after:

1.

Written(i) written notice of the default event has been provided to the WCF
permit holder; and

2.

The (ii) the WCF permit holder has been afforded a reasonable opportunity
to cure and comply with its permit, or demonstrate that no default event
occurred.

C2.

If the WCF permit holder fails to cure, the city council or the city council
through a designee shall conduct a noticed public hearing where the WCF
permit holder shall be afforded an opportunity to speak and be heard and
to provide written material prior to the hearing. If the city council, after the
public hearing, finds that the WCFinfrastructure facility or the WCF permit
holder has violated any law regulating the WCFinfrastructure facility or has
failed to comply with the requirements of this chapter, the WCF permit, any
applicable agreement or any condition of approval the city council may
revoke the permit.
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D3.

Upon revocation, the city council may require the removal of the WCF
infrastructure facility or take any other legally permissible action or
combination of actions necessary to protect the health and welfare of the
town.

15.32.150 - Abandonment, removal or relocation of facilities.
AS.

Any WCF permit holder who abandons or discontinues use of an infrastructure
facility WCF for a continuous period of ninety days shall so notify the city manager
by certified mail within thirty days after the ninety day period.
B1.

If the city manager believes a WCFan infrastructure facility has been
abandoned or discontinued for a continuous period of ninety days, the city
manager shall send a notice of abandonment or discontinuation to the WCF
permit holder stating why the town believes the WCFinfrastructure facility to
be abandoned or discontinued. Failure of the WCF permit holder to reply to
the city manager in writing within thirty days after receiving, rejecting, or
returning the town'’s certified letter shall entitle the city manager to make a
determination that the WCF infrastructure facility is, in fact, abandoned or
discontinued.

C2.

Upon declaration of the city manager that the WCinfrastructure facility F is
abandoned or discontinued, as to private property, the WCF permit holder
or owner of the affected real property shall have ninety days from the date
of the declaration or a further reasonable time as may be approved by the
city manager, within which to complete one of the following actions:

D3.

1i.

Reactivate use of the WCFinfrastructure facility;

2ii.

Transfer the rights to use the WCFinfrastructure facility to another
entity (who shall be subject to all the provisions of this chapter) and
the entity immediately commences use of the WCFinfrastructure
facility; or

3iii.

Remove the WCFinfrastructure facility and any supporting structures
installed solely in connection with the WCFinfrastructure facility, and
restore the site to be consistent with the then-existing surrounding
area.

If after the ninety day time period set forth in subsection C1. of this section
none of the required actions in subsections 2C.i1. through 2.iiiC.3. of this
section has occurred, the city council at a noticed public hearing may
declare that the WCFinfrastructure facility is deemed abandoned. The city
manager shall provide notice of such finding to the WCF permit holder and
to the telecom carrier last known to use the WCF infrastructure facility and,
if applicable, to the owner of the affected private real property, providing
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thirty days from the date of the notice within which to complete one of the
following actions:

GT.

1i.

Reactivate use of the WCFinfrastructure facility, subject to the terms
and conditions of the applicable WCF permit;

2ii.

Transfer the rights to use the WCFinfrastructure facility to another
operator (who shall be subject to all the provisions of the Codeis and
this policychapter); or

3iii.

Remove the WCFinfrastructure facility and any supporting structures
installed solely in connection with the WCFinfrastructure facility, and
restore the site to be consistent with the then-existing surrounding
area.

E4.

If there is no reactivation, transfer or removal as set forth in subsection D.
3 of this section, the town may thereafter remove the abandoned
WCFinfrastructure facility, repair any and all damages to the premises
caused by such removal, and otherwise restore the premises as is
appropriate to be in compliance with applicable codes. If the town removes
the WCFinfrastructure facility, the town may, but shall not be required to,
store the removed WCFinfrastructure facility or any part thereof, and may
use it, sell it or dispose of it in any manner deemed by the town to be
appropriate. The entity that abandoned the WCFinfrastructure facility, or its
successor in interest, and if on private property, the private property owner
shall be jointly liable for the entire cost of such removal, repair, restoration
and storage and shall remit payment to the town promptly after demand
therefor is made. In addition, the city council, at its option, may utilize any
financial security required in conjunction with granting the WCF permit to
recover such costs.

F5.

Until the cost of removal, repair, restoration and storage is paid in full, a lien
shall be placed on the WCFinfrastructure facility and any related personal
property and any private real property on which the WCF was located for
the full amount of the cost of removal, repair, restoration and storage. The
city clerk shall cause the lien to be recorded with the San Mateo County
recorder.

After adequate written notice to the WCF permit holder, the city council may require
the relocation, at the WCF permit holder'’s expense and according to the thenexisting standards for WCFsinfrastructure facilities, of any WCFinfrastructure
facility located in the rights-of-way, as necessary for maintenance or
reconfiguration of the town's rights-of-way or for other public projects, or take any
other action or combination of actions necessary to protect the health and welfare
of the town.
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H1.

If an existing utility pole that hosts a WCFinfrastructure facility must be
replaced, the WCF permit holder shall within thirty days after the installation
of the replacement pole either relocate its WCFinfrastructure facility in the
same configuration on the replacement pole, or remove the prior-existing
WCF infrastructure facility rather than relocate it, and notify the city manager
of the removal, and surrender its WCF permit for cancellation by the city
manager.

I2.

If the WCF permit holder fails to relocate or remove the WCFinfrastructure
facility as required by this subsection, the town may elect to treat the
WCFinfrastructure facility as a nuisance to be abated as set forth in Section
8.16.035 of this codethe Code.

15.32.160 - Transfer of an interest.
U.

A WCF permit holder shall not assign or transfer any interest in its permit(s) for
WCFsinfrastructure facility(ies) without advance written notice to the town. The
notice shall specify the identity of the assignee or transferee of the permit, as well
as the assignee or transferee's address, telephone number, name of primary
contact person(s), and other applicable contact information, such as an e-mail
address or facsimile number. The new assignee or transferee shall comply with all
of the WCF'spermit’s terms and conditions of approval, and shall submit to the
town a written acceptance of the WCF permit's terms and conditions and a written
assumption of the obligations thereafter accruing under such permit prior to the
date that such assignment or transfer is intended to take effect.

V.

Throughout the permit term, the permittee must maintain a complete and accurate
copy of the written administrative record, which includes without limitation the
permit application, the approved permit, the approved plans and photo simulations
incorporated into the approval, all conditions associated with this approval, any
ministerial permits or approvals issued in connection with this approval and any
records, memoranda, documents, papers and other correspondence entered into
the public record in connection with the permit (collectively, “records”). If the
permittee does not maintain such records as required in this condition, any
ambiguities or uncertainties that would be resolved by inspecting the missing
records will be construed against the permittee. The permittee shall protect all
records from damage from fires, floods and other hazards that may cause
deterioration. The permittee may keep records in an electronic format; provided,
however, that hard copies or electronic records kept in the town’s regular files will
control over any conflicts between such town-controlled copies or records and the
permittee’s electronic copies, and complete originals will control over all other
copies in any form. The requirements in this condition shall not be construed to
create any obligation to create or prepare any records not otherwise required to be
created or prepared by other applicable laws. Compliance with the requirements
in this condition shall not excuse the permittee from any other similar recordretention obligations under applicable law.
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W.

The permittee shall replace any landscape features damaged or displaced by the
construction, installation, operation, maintenance or other work performed by the
permittee or at the permittee’s direction on or about the site. If any trees are
damaged or displaced, the permittee shall hire and pay for a licensed arborist to
select, plant and maintain replacement landscaping in an appropriate location for
the species. Only International Society of Arboriculture certified workers under the
supervision of a licensed arborist shall be used to install the replacement tree(s).
Any replacement tree must be substantially the same size as the damaged tree.
The permittee shall, at all times, be responsible to maintain any replacement
landscape features.

X.

The permittee acknowledges and agrees that (i) the permittee’s request for
authorization to construct, install and/or operate the wireless facility will cause the
Town to incur costs and expenses; (ii) the permittee shall be responsible to
reimburse the City for all costs incurred in connection with the permit, which
includes without limitation costs related to application review, permit issuance, site
inspection and any other costs reasonably related to or caused by the request for
authorization to construct, install and/or operate the wireless facility; (iii) any
application fees required for the application may not cover all such reimbursable
costs and that the permittee shall have the obligation to reimburse City for all such
costs 10 days after a written demand for reimbursement and reasonable
documentation to support such costs; and (iv) the City shall have the right to
withhold any permits or other approvals in connection with the wireless facility until
and unless any outstanding costs have been reimbursed to the City by the
permittee.

Y.

Notwithstanding any term remaining on any WCF permit, if other utilities or
communications providers in the public rights-of-way underground their facilities in
the segment of the public rights-of-way where the permittee’s facility is located, the
permittee must also underground its equipment, except the antennas and any
approved electric meter, at approximately the same time. Accessory equipment
such as radios and computers that require an environmentally controlled
underground vault to function shall not be exempt from this condition. WCFs
installed on wood utility poles that will be removed pursuant to the undergrounding
program may be reinstalled on a streetlight that complies with the town’s standards
and specifications. Such undergrounding shall occur at the permittee’s sole cost
and expense except as may be reimbursed through tariffs approved by the state
public utilities commission for undergrounding costs.

Z.

If the commercial electric utility provider adopts or changes its rules obviating the
need for a separate or ground-mounted electric meter and enclosure, the permittee
on its own initiative and at its sole cost and expense shall remove the separate or
ground-mounted electric meter and enclosure. Prior to removing the electric meter,
the permittee shall apply for any encroachment and/or other ministerial permit(s)
required to perform the removal. Upon removal, the permittee shall restore the
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affected area to its original condition that existed prior to installation of the
equipment.
AA.

The permittee acknowledges that the Town, in its sole discretion and at any time,
may: (i) change any street grade, width or location; (ii) add, remove or otherwise
change any improvements in, on, under or along any street owned by the Town or
any other public agency, which includes without limitation any sewers, storm
drains, conduits, pipes, vaults, boxes, cabinets, poles and utility systems for gas,
water, electric or telecommunications; and/or (iii) perform any other work deemed
necessary, useful or desirable by the Town (collectively, “Town work”). The Town
reserves the rights to do any and all Town work without any admission on its part
that the Town would not have such rights without the express reservation in this
permit. If the Public Works Director determines that any Town work will require the
permittee’s facility located in the public rights-of-way to be rearranged and/or
relocated, the permittee shall, at its sole cost and expense, do or cause to be done
all things necessary to accomplish such rearrangement and/or relocation. If the
permittee fails or refuses to either permanently or temporarily rearrange and/or
relocate the permittee’s facility within a reasonable time after the Public Works
Director’s notice, the Town may (but will not be obligated to) cause the
rearrangement or relocation to be performed at the permittee’s sole cost and
expense. The Town may exercise its rights to rearrange or relocate the permittee’s
facility without prior notice to permittee when the Public Works Director determines
that the Town work is immediately necessary to protect public health or safety. The
permittee shall reimburse the Town for all costs and expenses in connection with
such work within 10 days after a written demand for reimbursement and
reasonable documentation to support such costs.
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Town of Hillsborough

Nov. 28 Wireless Community Meeting Report
Overview
The issue of wireless technology is not new in Hillsborough. Over the past year and a
half many community members have shared their comments, questions and concerns
related to the construction of additional
wireless facilities. Separate from this
process, the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) has also taken action that
impacts our community.
On September. 26, the FCC approved
new regulations that will go into effect on
January 14, 2019. The new rules are
intended to make it faster and easier for
wireless companies to get local approvals to
expand their networks especially in the
public right-of-way. Hillsborough is working
to update the Town’s own wireless policy
before the new federal rules go into effect.
On the evening of November 28, 2018, more
than 30 community members came together
in the Crocker Middle School multipurpose
room to learn more about the new FCC rules
Hillsborough Public Works Director, Paul Willis,
and address some concerns related to the
provides an overview of the Town’s wireless code
issue. The goals of this community
during the Nov. 28 community meeting.
conversation were twofold: firstly
educational, providing an opportunity for community members to learn about imminent
regulatory changes, and secondly to gather community member comments, questions,
ideas and concerns that can help to inform policy updates moving forward. The November
28 session was the first of a four-part series of community meetings related to the Town’s
wireless policy. The next meeting will be held on December 13, with the remaining
meetings held in early 2019. The November 28 session aimed to present information that
was accessible for those new to the topic of wireless facilities and those familiar with the
issue, allowing all residents to share their thoughts and opinions through dialogue with
other community members.
The November 28 session format featured two presentations, each followed by
facilitated table discussions. The first presentation focused on the FCC’s upcoming “small
cell” order. The discussion questions focused on concerns and questions around those
changes. The second presentation shared parts of the Town’s current code and guiding
principles for wireless facilities. The table discussion that followed invited participants to
react and share additional input about the guiding principles. Participant input was
captured by notes from the table facilitators, as well as individual input sheets. This
1

document highlights general themes and takeaways from the many valuable insights
shared by community participants. Several residents shared that this is a challenging issue.
Given the difficult nature of the topic and the short timeframe to act, the Town believes that
community participation is particularly important. Crafting new wireless legislation and
policy will require ideas and input from across the community.

Common Themes and Concerns
There appeared to be broad agreement overall with the five
sample guiding principles that were shared (see sidebar at
right). The general categories made sense to those newer to
the issue and were familiar to residents who have been
actively involved with wireless issues for some time. The way
these principles are expressed in updated wireless guidelines
will be informed by ongoing community input. The following
themes also emerged from the conversations:
ߦ Safety and potential risks associated with small cell
development are at the forefront of many people’s
minds.
Participants expressed a range of perspectives about
safety related to potential wireless development, including
concerns that inadequate coverage could negatively impact
public safety. A number of community members had many
questions about potential harms that could coincide with the
development of wireless facilities, including potential
exposure to radiofrency emissions, risks of equipment
creating fire hazards, degrading current infrastructure,
insurance liabilities and costs, and the potential impacts on
property values. Others saw the current lack of wireless
facilities, and the current lack of reliable wireless service in
some areas of the Town, as its own safety hazard, raising
concerns related to the lack of phone service availability
during an emergency, poor coverage near schools or on
roads, and communications platforms being unavailable to
first responders. These concerns illustrate that safety and
potential risks are of the utmost importance to community
members who were present. Participants would like the
Town to keep these concerns in mind moving forward.
ߦ Aesthetics are a key value in Hillsborough, with many
residents citing the Town’s visual environment and
character.

2

SAMPLE WIRELESS
GUIDING PRINCIPLES
The following principles
were shared on Nov. 28.
They reflect the values
and beliefs that have
guided the Town’s current
wireless standards, as well
as feedback received over
the past two years from
community members.
PRINCIPLE #1

Minimize potential
adverse impacts on the
community
PRINCIPLE #2

Limit wireless site visibility
and impacts to Town
aesthetics
PRINCIPLE #3

Promote sufficient cell
coverage for emergency
needs
PRINCIPLE #4

Ensure that Town
standards reflect local
values while conforming
to state and federal law
PRINCIPLE #5

Continue to engage the
community through this
process

Hillsborough is a beautiful community.
Many residents expressed a desire to
“If we don’t come to our own solution
maintain elements of this beauty while
one will be coming to us”
considering potential wireless deployments.
—Hillsborough resident
Aesthetic concerns related to Hillsborough’s
scenic landscapes and views were present
in every table conversation. This is consistent with prior community input about
Hillsborough’s rural character and the integral role it plays in the community’s identity.
Related to aesthetics were conversations about the design of wireless facilities, questions
about where facilities might be located and questions about how these locations are
determined.
ߦ Cell service throughout the Town can be improved and there is an opportunity to
capitalize on this challenge.
Many participants expressed their dissatisfaction with the current cell service
available throughout different parts of Hillsborough. This sentiment was shared in four of
the five table conversations. Frustrations with cell service were expressed in several
directions: toward specific providers, that there is not currently adequate coverage, that
some neighborhoods have substantially worse coverage than others, and that both call and
data service is of low quality. This lack of service is a large challenge for many of the
residents who participated in the meeting.
ߦ Additional community engagement and input are needed as this process moves
forward.
Several participants asked for more opportunities for input and expressed their
desire to see additional community
members aware and involved. While
We should use the knowledge and
expressing appreciation for the effort on
experience
that is readily available in
November 28, some called for additional
the community
outreach in future sessions to increase
attendance. Although a few dissenting
—Hillsborough resident
opinions were expressed, it was also noted
at numerous points that this situation
creates a unique opportunity for the residents of Hillsborough to come together and
celebrate the values that unite the community, while collaborating on potential solutions.
ߦ What options do the Town and community have moving forward?
There is still a lack of clarity for many community members related to the
development of wireless facilities. Some of this is due to the highly technical aspects of the
issue, for instance, what can be installed underground, which specific types of facilities will
be proposed at what locations, and what is the lifespan for some of these facilities, to name
a few. Confusion also comes from information that is still unfolding, such as pending court
challenges to the FCC’s order, and the changing nature of communication technology.

3

While the Town’s current ordinance and municipal code have clear guidelines in
place, new federal rules are requiring that changes be made. Engaging the community will
be an ongoing effort that involves soliciting input and feedback from residents throughout
the process. Hearing what is most important to community members and how they would
like to see wireless needs addressed are essential feedback for the Town as it develops
shared understanding of its options.

Next Steps
o Another community meeting will be held on Thursday, December 13, 2018, from 6
p.m. to 8 p.m. at the North Hillsborough School (545 Eucalyptus Ave.). During this
meeting, presenters will share what was learned on November 28 and spend more time
focusing on developing the Town’s aesthetic standards for wireless deployments.
o As Hillsborough works together to develop a new wireless policy, the Town wants to
hear from as many community members as possible. Please encourage your friends and
neighbors to attend on December 13.
o To learn more and stay up to date with announcements and relevant information,
please visit the Town’s Wireless Updates Page. While there, you can also download
copies of the November 28 meeting materials, such as the PowerPoint presentation and
background handout.
o If you have a question or concern that you would like to make sure we address, please
email William Li at wli@hillsborough.net.

For updates and more information, visit hillsborough.net/482/Wireless
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Town of Hillsborough

December 13, 2018 Wireless Community Meeting Report
Overview
On December 13, 2018, the Town of
Hillsborough hosted a second
community meeting about the Town’s
policies ffor wir
wireless
eless communication
f
facilities.
At the irst meeting on November
was
28, information
f
w
as shared about the
new Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) wireless regulations
slated to take effect
f on January 14, 2019
and what kinds of changes the Town’s
wireless
existing code and policies ffor wir
eless
Participants
ffacilities. P
articipants indicated
concurrence with the Town’s ive overall guiding principles for
f its wireless
wireless policies (see the
November 28, 2018 Wireless Community Meeting Reportt for
for the ive
ive principles). During
and after this meeting, community members shared questions, ideas and concerns to help
how
inform
f
how the Town updates speci ic aspects of its wireless policies and design standards
what
in response to the new FCC order.
r This community input helped shape w
hat kinds of
were
information
f
and questions w
ere the focus
f
ffor
or the subsequent meeting.
The December 13th con
convening
vening drew more than 80 participants including a mix of
residents who have been very engaged in the issue of wireless ffacilities and others w
ho are
who
newer to the topic. The goals of the meeting were to review themes and common concerns
from the November 28 meeting and then gather community input on aesthetic and design
options that could be integrated into revised standards. The session also informed
f
wireless
residents of the Town’s sequence of next steps ffor updating its wir
eless policies.
exchange
The session ffeatured
featured two presentations, followed
follo
f
wed by information
f
exchange and input at
FCC’s
stations. The irst presentation focused
f
on the F
CC’s “small cell” order,
r how
how the Town is
th
responding and the key themes that emerged from the November 28 community meeting.
The second presentation explained how local governments can regulate placement and
aesthetics of wireless ffacilities, the constr
constraints
aints on local authority,
y and hig
highlighted
hlighted the types
of input that the Town is seeking regarding wireless design and aesthetics.
Following the presentations, participants were invited to visit information
f
and
ffeedback stations and interact
interact with Town staff and attorneys about a range of issues related
Three
about what
to wireless ffacilities. Thr
ee stations provided background information
f
what small
aree regulated at the various levels of government, and the
cells are, how wireless ffacilities ar
Three
timing and legal aspects of the FCC’s recent order.
r Thr
ee input stations sought feedback
f
preferences
wireless
about prefer
f ences ffor locations of wir
eless ffacilities, types of poles, camou lage and
mountingg options
p
for
f antennas
antennas and supporting
pp
g equipment,
q p
, and areas of the Town in which
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cell coverage may need improvement.
improvement Participants had several ways to share comments and
questions including illing out feedback
f
forms,
forms, dot voting
voting on preferences,
prefer
f ences, and writing their
comments on lip charts and/or butcher paper on tables. This approach allowed
participants to view and react to each others’ comments, questions, and preferences
prefer
f ences during
the meeting and for
f community members tto
o notice areas of agreement and differing
f
perspectives.

Common Themes and Concerns
The ffollowing
following major themes emerged from all of the differ
different
f ent
types of input provided by participants. While many of these themes
were similar to those identi ied at the November 28th meeting, the
fformat of the December 13th meeting allowed
allowed ffor mor
moree in-depth
exploration of options and concerns.

➢ Residents expressed a strong desire to minimize the aesthetic
impact of wireless facilities.
Community members value the scenic, tree-lined character of
Hillsborough and are concerned about the potential for
f new wireless
facilities
f
to visually disrupt
this character.
r In addition,
some commenters were
concerned that wireless
facilities
f
near homes could
reduce property values.
Residents overwhelmingly
supported minimizing the
visual impact of wireless
facilities
f
by making them
small and low-pro ile, and
using camou laging options
and by putting equipment
underground
to
the
maximum extent possible. However,
r views were mixed on what
types of designs would best achieve this., A wide range of options
were discussed such as using existing poles, disguising facilities
f
as
faux
trees or foliage
within
f
f
and installing small wireless facilities
f
decorative poles and lamp posts, among others.
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➢ The location preferences in the Town’s
current wireless code provide a good starting
point as wireless policies are updated.
Community members learned and
preferences
commented on the location prefer
f ences in the
Town’s current wireless code. Most commenters
preferred
agreed that undergrounding was the preferr
f ed
would be
approach but to the extent facilities
f
aboveground the preferences
prefer
f ences in the existing code should be follo
ffollowed
wed such that wireless will
be placed irst on Town-owned public property,
y second on existing utility poles, and last
new poles in rights-of-way or on private property.
y Some residents also supported the idea
of installing more stand alone streetlights so that wireless facilities
f
can be mounted on
them instead of on existing PG&E power poles.
➢ Concerns about safety and potential risks of wireless facilities influence preferences
about locations.
Participants expressed a range of concerns about safety
f
related to wireless facilities,
f
including potential exposure to radiofrequency emissions, risks of equipment creating ire
and the
hazards, the ability of existing older utility poles to support wireless facilities,
f
potential for
f equipment to impede pedestrian and vehicle access. These concerns were
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expressed in conjunction with comments about ensuring that wireless equipment is not
placed near homes and schools to avoid any potential risks to residents and children.
➢ Cell service throughout the Town can be improved and is a safety concern.
Similar to the November 28th meeting, many participants expressed their
dissatisfaction
f
with current cell service in portions of Hillsborough. Participants at the
location station had the opportunity to indicate whether and which areas of Town that
would bene it most from cell service improvement. Several commenters noted that
coverage is inadequate at the school sites in Hillsborough. The lack of service was described
as a major safety
f
concern for
f many meeting participants because they cannot communicate
in the event of an emergency.
lifestyle
y From an everyday lifesty
f
le perspective, some residents said
that they saw a bene it in the gaps in coverage as it encourages people to be off their
phones when driving in Town. Alternately,
y newer residents said that they would like to have
GPS, especially at night.
➢ Community members desire accurate, up-to-date information and continued
engagement as this process moves forward.
Several participants noted that the process for
f updating the Town’s wireless policies is
moving quickly and that they would like to continue to be informed
and involved. Others
f
stated that they would like to see more voices represented in the conversation to better
re lect diverse perspectives. While many participants expressed appreciation for
f the
information
f
provided on December 13th, others expressed concern that the technology is
changing quickly and that they would like to see more up-to-date information
f
on designs
and mounting options. Comments and questions indicate that there is a lack of clarity
around whether wireless facilities
f
will be added to support 5G or other technologies (3G,
differ
4G, etc.) and whether ffacility types will diff
fer depending on the technology.
technology.
y

Next Steps
o Over the next few
weeks, Hillsborough staff and consultants will be working on the
f
development of updated wireless policies including draft design and aesthetic
standards for
f wireless facilities
f
that re lect the input received from the community to
date. The Wireless Communication Advisory Committee will provide input on the
proposed wireless policies at their upcoming meeting on January 3rd. The City Council
will consider these draft standards at a study session on January 7th and a subsequent
Council Meeting on January 14th.
o The Town anticipates hosting two additional community meetings in February and
March 2019 to review the updated wireless policies and to seek additional input from
the community.
y
o The Town is developing a Frequently Asked Questions resource based on community
input to date. To get this information
f
and stay up to date with announcements, please
visit the Town’s Wireless Updates Page. While there, you can view and download copies
of the November 28th and December 13th meeting materials, including the PowerPoint
presentations and background handouts.
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o If you have questions
questions, concerns or suggestions about this topic
topic, please email William Li
at wli@hillsborough.net.
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W illiam Li
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jennifer Budge <jwbudge@gmail.com>
Monday, November 26, 2018 2:49 PM
William Li
cel l service

William,
I unfortunate ly won't be able to attend the meeting this Wednesday about cell phone service in Hillsborough.
I bought my house 5 years ago and made sure it had good cell service before buying it. For about 3 years the service
from AT&T was perfect.
No problems or difficulties whatsoever. For the last year or more, the service has become completely unreliable. Texts
that don't go through, losing calls, people complaining about the quality of the call are now standard. All of this seems
linked to the timeframe that the town pushed back against additional towers.
I share everyone's concerns about the mobile carriers being able to randomly put towers around the town and adjacent
to houses - both for health and home value purposes.
It would be helpful to have additional towers if they can be put in relatively safe spots and not near a residence if the
owner has concerns.
Given that my service went from exemplary to seriously problematic, it seems that At & T has toyed with our service. I
don't know if the town has a means of determining what changes AT&T might have made.
Thank you for your efforts on behalf of the town.
Jenny Budge

2182 Parkside Ave.
Hillsborough
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William Li
Alexis Amezcua <amezcua@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 6, 20 18 12:05 PM
William Li
Max Shevyakov
Fwd: Hillsborough Mobile Coverage

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Hello!
Just wanted to express my support for this initiative. We absolutely need better cell coverage in Hillsborough,
for our safety, our professional lives, and of course our personal lives. Please let us know how else my
husband, Max Shevyakov (copied), and I can get involved.
Alexis Amezcua
l l 24 Barroilhet A venue

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Tai Simon <talsimon77@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Dec 6, 2018 at 11 :50 AM
Subject: Hillsborough Mobile Coverage
To: Tal Simon <talsimon77@gmail.com>
Cc: Curtis <CurtisR@raffdds.com>

Dear Friends,
Please read the infonnative e-mail below from the Raffs (Thank you Stacey and Curtis!) on the
renewed effo1t to improve the lackluster mobile coverage in Hillsboro ugh driven by new FCC
regulation. I agree with the view that this is an important initiative to get behind for the sake of
safety in our town and schools.
The opposing viewpoint is laid out at https://www.nocelltowersnearhomcs.com/. As you can see
in the attached small cell image, modem cell sites look very different than the photos shown on
the "Save Hillsborough" website. Also worth noting that one of our residents leading the effort
for increased cellular coverage is a retired radiologist.
If you agree with this view, please send an e-mail to wli@hillsborough.net in show of support. 1
also plan to attend the next meeting next week and hope to see others there.
Please spread the word and feel free to pass on this message.
Regards,
Tai

---------- Forwarded message---------From: Curtis <CmiisR@raffdds.com>
Date: Tuesday, December 4, 2018
Subject: Hillsborough Mobile Coverage
To: stacey.raff@gmail.com

Dear Friends,

You most likely are aware of the drama that has surrounded improving the wireless grid in
Hillsborough the past few years. Recently the FCC announced new regulations that will make it
more difficult for cities to frivolously block carriers from installing 'cell sites'. While I don't
feel the wireless companies should have free reign, I do feel that we need to work with them to
come up with an aesthetic solution that will solve the issue. Dependence on cellular technology
is now, not the fuh1re. I am in favor of these regulations p1imaiily for public safety.

•

•
•

The mobile network is the primary way to receive disaster notifications (think Paradise,
CA)
If you or a loved-one has a medical emergency or accident, you may have no way to
contact EMS, especially if you are on the streets of Hillsborough.
Doctors & first-responders receive emergency notices entirely through mobile phones.

The FCC regulations pertain to 5g "small cell" and can be so unobtrusive I was shocked - I
attached one of the more discrete photos. We were also shown small ones on speed signs. The
regulations also have height and size limits. Though Hillsborough will likely have to create
policies that favor the less-obtrusive s ites, we do not want citizens going crazy, putting up
similar roadblocks that have led catTiers to hnn their backs to us.

Hillsborough h ad a roundtable discussion last Wednesday at Crocker which we
attended. Though I felt the pros and cons were quite clear, there is already a ton of
misinformation flying around on HT. I need to state there is no science behind the argument of
radiation health risks behind these sites, and anyone who believes so needs to check their
sources. If they continue to worry about the radiation from sites, they need to get rid of their
mobile phone, microwave, home wi-fi, and numerous other devices first.

Hillsborough 's wireless page: https://www.hillsborough.net/482/Wireless
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The final meeting for residents to discuss this (Stacey & I will be there): Dec 13 @ 6:00 at North
School's MPR.

[ highly encourage you and your friends to email Hillsborough (w li@hillsborough.net) with your
thoughts and to try to attend that December meeting. Like most, we skipped the meetings of the
past and heard that the only people that spoke were angry NIMBYs. Those that were in favor of
improving mobile coverage were scared to speak or did not attend. Hillsborough needs to know
that the 'anti's' are a vocal minority. Don't forget to put your name and property address on
your emails.

Though I stay away from the HT nonsense, you have our pennission to forward my email to
friends.

Stacey & Curtis Raff

Max
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William Li
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Max Shevyakov <maxorama@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 6, 2018 12:06 PM
William Li
I support putting up cell phone towers

Hi Will,
My name is Max Shevyakov and I li ve at 1124 Barroilhet Ave and I support putting up new cell phone towers
to improve cell phone signal in Hillsborough.

Thanks,
Max

l

William Li
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Joe Pfeister <Joe@pfeister.com>
Thursday, December 6, 2018 1:07 PM
William Li
Hillsborough Mobile Coverage

Please let it be known that I feel strongly that Hillsborough improve their cellular coverage.
Joe Pfeister
2095 Ralston Ave, Hillsborough, CA 94010

William Li
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Melissa Farris <Melissa@mosserco.com>
Thursday, December 6, 2018 3:35 PM
William Li
Jim Farris
Please give us cell coverage!

Hello town of Hillsborough:
I'm so happy that we are revisiting this no cell tower nonsense. I want you to know that it is NOT TRUE that we don't
want cell towers. We WANT them. I need to be able to get in touch with my children if plans change. I need them to be
able to reach out to me if necessary. Currently there is NO coverage at North or Crocker. The cell phone is how we
communicate every day. It is a necessary part of our modern lives. We live in one of the wealthiest suburbs and yet we
don't have something so basic as cel l phone coverage? We were shocked to see this was an issue when we moved here.
Our vote is to allow cell towers!
Thanks,
Melissa and Jim Farris
2141 Forest view ave
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William Li
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Ryan Clark < rclark@gencap.com >
Thursday, December 6, 2018 5:20 PM
William Li
Caroline Gaffney
Wireless in Hillsborough

Hi William,
Thank you for arranging the community meeting regarding potential w ireless towers in Hillsborough. Unfortunately I
have a board dinner in the city so won't be able to attend. I did want to voice my strong support for increasing wireless
cell coverage in Hillsborough. I live in a house that does not get any cell phone reception (20 Rockridge Road). We have
installed cell phone enhancement boosters, but to no success. We don't have a landline. WE rely on our wifi network
for cel l coverage. If there were a power outage, we would lose any cell or communication activity with the rest of the
world.
Not having cell coverage in today's era is similar to refusing to w ire electricity to homes. Yes, those power poles and
wires don't look attractive, but we live in an era of electricity, so we have them. Likewise, cell towers may look
unattractive, but we live in an area that relies on wireless for all communication. As a matter of public safety, I can't
believe we don't have cell coverage (on a property that pays more than $40k of property tax a year). I would be happy
to put a tower on my property and I would appreciate the signal strength.
All the best,
J. Ryan Clark
President and Managing Director
Genstar Capital
Four Embarcadero Center, Suite 1900
San Francisco, CA 94111
(415) 834-2360

D iscla imer
The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for use by the recipient and
others authorized to receive it. IF you are not t he recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or
taking action In relation of the contents of t his Information is strictly prohlbitecl ancl may be unlawful.
This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived .
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William Li
From:

Se nt:
To:

Subject:

Gil Simon <gil@somaequity.com>
Thursday, December 6, 2018 9:34 PM
William Li
Hillsborough cell towers

Hi William - I have been recently made aware of the opportunity to improve our cell coverage in Hillsborough. I would
like to strongly voice our family's support.
We live on a 1 acre property on the corner of Fallen Leaf and Uplands (101 Fallen Leaf Dr). When I have to take phone
calls, ram relegated to a corner of our upstairs bedroom to minimize my chances of dropping a call. When we have
guests over, they are very likely to not have use of their phone.
In this era, it is inconceivable that we have such poor wireless coverage in 2018. I understand the fears about aesthetics,
but given the low density in Hillsborough, believe that those fears are largely overstated, particularly as base station
technology has improved.
Lastly, I am disappointed by the fear-mongering I have observed from the vocal minority in town. It seems highly
misinformed and unscientific. I hope that we collectively take t his opportunity to improve our standard of living in this
connected era.
Respectfully,
Gil Simon
Founder & CIO SoMa Equity Partners

The information in this email, including any attachments, is confidential and is intended only for the addressee. Any
transmission or distribution of this email without the sender's consent is strictly prohibited. If you received this email in
error, please notify us immediately, forward it to us at ops@somaequity.com<mailto:ops@somaeguity.com>, delete it,
and do not use it or take any action in reliance on it. Electronic communications are not secure and accordingly the
sender makes no representation about the accuracy or completeness of t he information in this email and does not
accept legal responsibility for its contents, including any errors or omissions in it that arise as a result of its transmission.
This email does not constitute investment advice or any solicitation or offer to buy or sell any securities. SoMa Equity
Partners may monitor and review all emails sent to or from this address and store such emails in accordance with
regulatory requirements.
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William Li
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Tai Simon <tal@somaequity.com>
Thursday, December 6, 2018 11 :01 PM
W illiam Li
Cellular Coverage/Public Safety in Hillsborough

Dear William,

I have recently been made aware of an FCC regulation that is again bringing the opportunity to improve the
cellular coverage in our town. I would like to voice our family's strong support for the build out, and would
volunteer to put a small cell site on my property if necessary.

We live on 2326 Oakdale Road. We have no cellular coverage at our home with any canier - we have tried
them all. This fo rces us to make calls tlu·ough our WiFi router which is spotty, unreliable, and necessitates
electricity/cable service. However, after having to drive to Burlingame to make cellular calls when we had
power and cable outages, I was forced to put in a land line at the cost of $850/year. This is a tax (beyond my
significant property tax I pay to our town), an inconvenience, and most importantly a serious safetv concern
for our family. I can only imagine how doctors who are on call or public safety workers feel - our doctor
fiiends cannot come to our house when they are on call.

Even more troubling is that we send our tlu·ee children (5, 7, and 10 years of age) to North School where there is
poor cellular coverage. We also plan to send them to Crocker which has poor cellular coverage. We drive our
children through the streets of our town - which have poor cellular coverage. There have already been several
occasions when there were issues in our family that required urgency when my wife, myself, or our caretaker
could not be reached on school property. lt is scary to think about what would happen in a real emergency.

I am also very concerned by the fear mongering I have observed from a very vocal minority in town. I believe
that the town should do a better infonning its residents on the issues at hand - be it aesthetics or health issues.

Cellular coverage in this clay and age is a basic utility that is req uired for the good and safetv of our
residents. The recent tragedy in Paradise, CA comes to mind when emergency calls were made to residents
that should have been evacuating during the fires but could not be reached. Please do not let this happen in our
town.

Thank you for your time.

Tai Simon
Partner, SoMa Equity Partners

The lnformnlion in lhrs ema,I mclucJ1ng any all~chments. Is conf1denti<1I and Is intended only for the addressee Any transmIss1on or d,strrbut,on of this email without

William Li
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sue Mendell <suemendell@gmail.com >
Saturday, December 8, 2018 11 :34 AM
William Li
Cell Towers

Please note that my husband, W. Gregory Mendell and I are adamantly against the installation of cell towers in
Hillsborough neighborhoods near any homes. Aside from their unattractive looks we question the safety for our
fam ilies. Sincerely, Susan L. Mendell, 880 Longview Road

William Li
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Paul Longhenry <paullonghenry@gmail.com>
Saturday, December 8, 2018 3:41 PM
William Li
rhodalonghenry@gmail.com
Fwd: Hillsborough Mobile Coverage

To whom it may concern - my wife Rhoda Longhenry and I are very supportive of additional mobile tower
installations in Hillsborollgh. We have no coverage at our home most of the time... a really unacceptable safety
situation in 2018.
Thanks, Paul
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Tai Simon <talsimon77@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Dec 6, 2018, 11 :50 AM
Subject: Hillsborough Mobile Coverage
To: Tal Simon <talsimon77@gmail.com>
Cc: Curtis <CurtisR@raffdcls.com>

Dear Friends,
Please read the infonnative e-mail below from the Raffs (Thank you Stacey and Curtis!) on the renewed effort
to improve the lackluster mobile coverage in Hillsborough driven by new FCC regulation. I agree with the
view that this is an important initiative to get behind for the sake of safety in our town and schools.
The opposing viewpoint is laid out at https://www.nocelltowersnearhomes.com/. As you can see in the attached
small cell image, modem cell sites look very different than the photos shown on the "Save Hillsborough"
website. Also worth noting that one of our residents leading the effort for increased cellular coverage is a retired
radiologist.
If you agree with this view, please send an e-mail to wli@hillsborough.net in show of support. I also plan to
attend the next meeting next week and hope to see others there.

Please spread the word and feel free to pass on this message.
Regards,
Tai

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Curtis <CurtisR@raffdds.com>
Date: Tuesday, December 4, 2018
Subject: Hillsborough Mobile Coverage
To: stacey.raff@gmail.com
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William Li
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Susan case <susancase1@icloud.com>
Tuesday, December 11, 2018 5:33 AM
W illiam Li
Concerns for Dec 13

Dear Mr Li,
I am writing today to ask you to update your slide show the Town presented on Nov 28. It was rather
misleading showing cell towers on street lights when in reality there are few street lights in Hillsborough. The
pictures I am sending you are what cell towers look like on old telephone poles.
This is precisely what Crown Castle proposed to do to many of us homeowners just last year. They showed us
mock up stylized "drawings"
of metal radios stacked on a telephone pole that was not leaning with guide wires but the reality are the pictures
below.
Residents have millions and millions of dollars invested in this community. Let residents see what telecom has
in store for us.
This is all the more reason for residents to become involved and find the correct solution to move us
forward. Stand up for our Towns aesthetics ordinance. I hope you will be fair and post these pictures as part of
your presentation on Dec 13.
Thank you
Susan Case
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William Li
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Elizabeth Cullinan
Sunday, December 9, 201812:51 PM
'wcooley'; Scott Castillo; Debbie Schecter; Susan Clark
Paul Willis; John Mullins; Kathy Leroux; William Li; 'Gail Karish'; Jonathan L. Kramer Esq.
(kramer@telecomlawfirm.com); Lory Kendirjian; 'Tripp May. Esq.'
FW: Hillsborough Mobile Coverage

From: Cheryl Enright [mailto:cheryl@californiacandy.com]
Sent: Sunday, December 09, 201812:38 PM
To : Elizabeth Cullinan <ECullinan@HILLSBOROUGH.NET>
Subject: Fwd: Hillsborough Mobile Coverage

Cliery1
Cheryl Enright

650-333-1357
From: Stacey Raff <stacey.raff@gmail.com>
Subject: Fwd: Hillsborough Mobile Coverage
Date: December 4, 2018 at 12:52:49 PM PST
To: Curtis <curtisr@raffdds.com>

Hi All,
Hope this message finds you well. Please see the note below from Curtis and me regarding
mobile coverage and cell sites. Despite some of the talk on HT, the last meeting did have folks
that were level-headed and wanted a solution. From a public safety standpoint, we need to have
better coverage. Last year our SUV broke down with my au pair and girls. They tried to reach
us, but we couldn't understand them because of the mobile coverage. Thank goodness it was
daylight and it was not a medical emergency.
Thanks,
Stacey
---------- Forwarded message--------From: Curtis <CurtisR@raffdds.com>
Date: Tue, Dec 4, 2018 at 11 :21 AM
Subject: Hillsborough Mobile Coverage
To: <stacey.raff@gmail.com>

Dear Friends,

You most likely are aware of the drama that has surrounded improving the wireless grid in
Hillsborough the past few years. Recently the FCC announced new regulations that will make it
more difficult for cities to frivolously block catTiers from installing 'cell sites'. While I don't
feel the wireless companies should have free reign, I do feel that we need to work with them to
come up with an aesthetic solution that will solve the issue. Dependence on cellular technology

William Li
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Tatiana Dorow-Mochary <tati.dorow@mac.com>
Wednesday, December 12, 2018 10:34 AM
William Li
Matt Mochary
Cell phone tower metting
image1 .png; ATT00002.txt

Hi thereThank you for working with us, Hillsborough residents, and for your willingness to hear our views.
I am a Brookvake road resident and would like to express one point regarding the "need" for the cell phone towers in
town so residents with no current coverage can make and receive emergency calls.
Any cellphone user who has wireless internet at home (I assume dose to 100%) can enable their phone to make and
receive calls using their wireless internet. Their phones will work just as if there was a cellphone tower giving them
access to phone service.
Here are the steps to enable this function:

1. Go to Settings > Phone > Wi-Fi Calling and make sure
that Wi-Fi Calling is on.
2. Restart your iPhone.
3. Connect to a different Wi-Fi network. Not all Wi-Fi
networks work with Wi-Fi Calling.
4. Turn Wi-Fi Calling off and then on again.
5. Go to Settings > General > Reset and tap Reset
Network Settings.

William Li
From:
Se nt:
To:
Subject:

Ben Werther <ben@werther.org>
Wednesday, December 12, 2018 12:00 PM
William Li
SG in Hillsborough is a good thing

Hi guys,
We live at 1030 BaIToilhet and I'm the CEO of a software startup company. I want to strongly echo Curtis and
Tal's comments here -- we need to get beyond the fear mongering and embrace this issue with a thoughtful
approach that ensure we have a modern and reliable level of high-bandwidth cell phone coverage across the
town. The NIMBY mindset played out would ultimately hurt the competitiveness and safety of our town (and
I'd argue impact property values more than having discreet modem cell-phone equipment near anyones
property).
Of course this should be done responsibly and with clear guidelines. But I'd argue that the goal is to move
forward in positive partnership with the cell phone companies, rather than seeking to block progress. Small-cell
deployment needs a higher number of smaller transmitters, but that shouldn't be something to be afraid of -- it is
just a different topology that allows higher-frequency but lower-power signal over shorter ranges. This
infrastrncture is going to be essential for new apps and services that most of us are going to be wanting to use
around town in the coming few years.
Thanks,
Ben
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Tai Simon <ta1simon77@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Dec 12, 2018 at 10:10 AM
Subject: Fwd: Thursday's Meeting
To: Tal Simon <talsimon77@gmail.com>
Cc: Curtis <CurtisR@raffdds.com>

Dear Friends,

J wanted to pass along this helpful follow up email from the Raffs that I would encourage you to read. The
meeting is tomorrow 6PM at North School MPR.

If you have an opinion on the issue you would like to express, and have not done so already, please send an email to wli@ hillsborough.net. Please let me know and l would be happy to forward along the e-mail I sent in.
Regards,
Tal
---------- Forwarded message--------From: Curtis <Curtis R@raffdds.com>
Date: Wed, Dec 12, 20 18 at 7 :34 AM

William Li
From:

Se nt:
To:

Subject:

Kameron Rezai <kameron.rezai@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 12, 2018 4:24 PM
W illiam Li
wireless cells

William-I'm a resident of Hillsborough, living at 906 Tournament Dr.
While I cannot make tomoJTow's meeting, I wanted to write you personally to say how important I believe it is
that we ADD additional cell sites.
Firstly, it is a public hazard to have such poor cell reception in many areas of our town. For example, my son
attends South school and there's little to no reception there. Should there be an emergency, or even for basic
functioning of contacting the school, we are in poor shape as a community without better cell coverage
Second, realiable, fast and ubiquitous cellular coverage is, at this point, a basic utility that our government must
ensure we have. I feel strongly that a vocal minority who may be opposed for health or aesthetics reasons
should not overwhelm the city's obligations to its entire citizen base.
So, please have it be known that I strongly support expanded celI site coverage in Hillsborough. Thank you and
please let me know if there are any questions.
-Kameron Rezai
906 Tournament Dr, Hillsborough, CA 94010
847-770-3833
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William Li
GraceandPaul <g raceandpaul@gmail.com >
Thursday, December 13, 20 18 1:35 PM
W illiam Li
W ireless meeting

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hello, I am not able to attend tonight's meeting in person but would like to voice my support
for improved wireless coverage in Hillsborough.

Why we need coverage

•

Emergency notifications from authorities (fires are the #1 concern).

•

Ability to reach out for help in a medical emergency or if stranded. Also a huge concern.

• General communication when around Hillsborough, especially for our children. I am
frequently unable to communicate with my disabled son's staff team when on No1ih campus to
find out where he is at pickup times or various occasions when he has a change in routine and
we all must communicate urgently.
•

Ride-sharing services routinely get lost in Hillsborough after losing signal.

We should have as discreet and natural looking options as possible and I understand there are many such
options available now.
Regarding concerns,

• Radiation exposure - there is no data to confirm it is at harmful levels but we should monitor the science
and data to revisit this concern periodically.
•

Decreased property values - there is no evidence this would result.
•
We are in favor of reasonable guidelines, directing mobile sites to existing
poles/structures, and as out of site as much as possible. But we also understand that will not
always be possible and some new poles/sites will likely be needed.

1

Thank you for hearing us out.

Grace Leung
580 Hillsborough Blvd
Hillsborough CA 94010
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William Li
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subje ct:

Elizabeth Cullinan
Friday, December 14, 2018 11:45 AM
Gail Karish; 'Tripp May, Esq.'
Paul Willis; John Mullins; Kathy Leroux; William Li
FW: Follow-up from 12/13/2018 Wireless Communications Facilities Meeting

From: Duncan Beardsley [mai lto:duncan@dbeardsley.net]
Sent: Friday, December 14, 2018 11:33 AM
To: Elizabeth Cullinan <ECullinan@HILLSBOROUGH.NET>
Subject: RE: Follow-up from 12/13/2018 Wireless Communications Facilities Meeting

Thanks.
I noticed in the presentation last evening that the timeline for Council action is the January 14 Council meeting.
Yet the Summary on the website https://www.hillsborough.net/OocumentCenterNiew/3450/Summary-of-FCCorder-and-guestions?bidid= indicates that the FCC Order is in effect on 12/13/18 and implies that unless the
town's policy is in place prior that it cannot be used.
The PowerPoint from the November 13 meeting lists the implementation date as the 14th

If it is implemented on the 13 th or 14th will the council's policy approved on the 14th be too late.
Duncan

William Li
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Paul Willis
Tuesday, December 18, 2018 8:52 PM
Duncan Beardsley
William Li
Re: Wireless comment

Sent via mobile phone

On Dec 18, 2018, at 7:47 PM, Duncan Beardsley <duncan@dbeardsley.net> wrote:

Paul:
Adding to your request for input. ..
In the discussion last week there was reference to underground utilities. Am I correct that "underground"
is not an option when discussing the 5G wireless
Issue? By definition there will be towers even in those places within Hillsborough where the other
utilities are underground. Specifically the 1800 block of Floribunda.
In those areas particularly I hope the aesthetic discussion can specify that the location of towers not be in
sightlines from the homes. Where possible, attention will be paid to putting a tower in a location that
would not block the views from the homes. More likely they would be places at a point common to the
property lines of the homes.
Thanks,
Duncan
Duncan Beardsley
1898 Floribunda Ave.

William Li
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Christian Sepulveda <csepulv@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 18, 2018 11:09 PM
William Li
Hillsborough Cell Sites and FCC

Unfortunately I missed the December 13th meeting.
I've heard the town is looking for feedback for residents, but it isn't clear what kind of feedback.

I am most interested in how the town can pursue a plan that would maintain the concerns of our residents, such
as aesthetics, locations, number of cells, etc.
Please let me know how I might find out more, or if there is any information I can provide.
Thanks
Chris

William Li
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Elizabeth Cullinan
Monday, December 31, 2018 7:04 AM
Gail.Karish@bbklaw.com; Tripp May, Esq.; Paul Willis; William Cooley; Scott Castillo;
Debbie Schechter; Susan Clark
Kathy Leroux; William Li
FW: Cell phone towers

From: Frank K Kappler Ii [fkk2kpr@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, December 26, 2018 6:04 PM
To: Elizabeth Cullinan
Subject: Cell phone towers

Hi, Elizabeth:
RE the proposed cell phone towers... and as we discussed at the recent meeting ... and instead of
filling out the official Community Input Form ...
With very few exceptions, no one wants these cell towers in Hillsborough. Judging from what I read,
the future of wireless communication will probably be satellite driven, meaning cell phone towers will
be unnecessary and obsolete. Unfortunately, until the industry matures to that level, it appears
Hillsborough residents are going to be forced to be subjected to unsightly towers, ones that pose
possible health hazards (lots of people are VERY worried about this) and perhaps most importantly
for all, ones that will result in a more-than-likely diminution of residential property values. Not a good
scenario for a community that was founded on the dream of a bucolic, no-sidewalks-here, tree-llined,
strictly single-family residential, non-commercial environment. That's why local residents created
Hillsborough in the first place, to prevent having their lovely area swallowed up and changed into
something unwanted by the more citified neighbors of San Mateo and Burlingame. That vision, and
good schools, is why most people have moved here ever since. The best thing that could beautify
Hillsborough would be the removal of ALL towers and overhead lines - look at what that did to Ocean
Avenue in Carmel - not the addition of more. Let's wait.
Question #1: Are some locations preferable to others?
Yes, and at the risk of sounding sarcastic, but I would genuinely prefer a location such as the high
hills on the west side of 280.
Question #2: How do you feel about the Town's current location preferences?
Again, a location where the tower would be virtually invisible, camouflaged, hidden
from residential views.
Question #3: Are there locations in the Town that would benefit from enhanced wireless
coverage? If so, where?
There are probably many. Again, refer to comments above. A more mature industry will undoubtedly
provide greater, better coverage without installing unsightly towers.

In sum, I wish there was a viable alternative, some way to push back against unwanted, overbearing
FCC edicts. Progress inevitably comes with a price, and this one cou ld be very costly. It is a
development that runs counter to what Hillsborough has always been about and that is demoralizing
for its residents.
On that note, I wish you a happy, healthy new year.
Frank Kappler
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William Li
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Elizabeth Cullinan
Monday, December 31, 2018 4:11 PM
'Gail Karish'; Tripp May, Esq.
John Mullins; Paul W illis; Kathy Leroux; William Li
FW: Redline of Municipal Code for Wireless Communications
Chapter_ 15.32_WIRELESS_COMMUNICATIONS_FACILITIES - John Lavrich
20181207.doc; ATT00001.htm; Ordinance Update Presentation 20181207.pptx;
ATT00002.htm

Begin forwarded message:

From: "John Lavrich" <jjlavrich@gmail.com>
To: "Paul Willis" <PWillis@H ILLSBOROUGH.NET>
Cc: "Kathy Leroux" <KLeroux@HILLSBOROUGH.NET>
Subject: RE: Redline of Municipal Code for Wireless Communications
Hi Paul,
I have cleaned up my draft "strawman" attached. It was a beast to edit!! I tried to be as comprehensive
as possible to facilitate the work you and your team have ahead of you . I used "track changes" and
"comments" to explain my thoughts. Please feel free to reach out to me if you have any question
about the proposed edits, or my motivation for some of them (which might not be clear).
Also as I mentioned in the preface, I put together a short PPT for a few members Hillsborough Families
Against Cell Towers group to communicate my process and discuss some design objectives. I have
attached a copy of it for reference.
I can be reached by email or phone at 408-406-5131 if you have questions.
Thanks for soliciting my feedback. I hope it helps your editing process and ultimately helps the Town &
commun ity preserve its rural character and charm.
John

From: John Lavrich (mailto:jjlavrich@gma il.com)
Sent: Thursday, December 6, 2018 11:57 PM
To: 'Paul Willis' <PWillis @HILLSBOROUGH .NET>
Subject: RE: Redline of Municipal Code for Wireless Communications
Pau l,
I have I good working draft of the document about 80% complete. (It's not an easy document to
update) I have had a change in a project at work which has thrown off my schedule so I won' t have the
draft to you until end of day tomorrow.
I have put a lot of thought into this "strawman" draft and I want make sure I get it into your hands in
enough time for it to be useful to you and your team.
Thanks,
John
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our ordinance need to be applied to all utilities. After much analysis i t will be difficult to write code that

applies to all utilities. including power, water and sewer. Perhaps our most defensible position is to
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begins to operate as a Telecom. or Telecom infrastructure provider by offering PLN (Power Line
Networking). Great care should be taken to document this distinction.
The edits were performed in accordance with the guiding principles as published in the recent meeting
at Crocker Middle School as wel l as the fol lowing "Key Principals":
Keep cell towers away from homes and schools
max distance between transmitters and the public
Translates to "up and away"
Maintain rural character of the town
Blend into the background the best they can
Set acceptable size. height and color standards
Limit excessive clutter and visual blight
Streamlined designs
Where possible avoid "farms" or clusters of towers
Underground. underground. underground....
Acceptable Designs
The updates to the design section standards was done to accommodate a set of acceptable designs. (see
PowerPoint slides) Some of the input for these designs came from several participants of Hillsborough
Families against cell towers. It should be noted that the design standards as drafted are deliberately
restrictive to limit deployments to these designs._ . •Lo_os.~n.i'!lt~h.~.~!?.'!d.'!r~~.t C?.?.c~c;,r:nn;,,o~.~te other ... · ·-······ Formatted: underline
designs should be done carefully so as not to permit un-intended deployments. More public Input
should be sought to broaden and document the acceptable design standards. I suggest this be done In
future revisions after the 1/14 deadline.
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1) It should be noted that the town must also limit the height of utility poles t o match the 35' for
new utility poles and limit the replacement to existing pole hei ghts.
2)

Per FCC order it is my understanding we can't li mit t he size of the radome (antenna enclosures)
other than limit it to 3 cubic feet max

3)

Per FCC order it is my understanding we can't limit the n umber of radomes that are co-located
on a given structure.
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Sections:

Footnotes:
--- (3) -·Editor's note- Ord. No. 720. § 1, adopted March 9. 2015, amended chapter 15.32 in its entirety to read
as herein set ou t. Former chapter 15.32, §§ 15.32.010- 15.32.190, pertained to similar subject matter.
See the Code Comparative Table for complete derivation.
15.32.010 - Purpose, intent, and application.
A.

The purpose of this chapter is to reasonably regulate, to the extent permitted under California and
federal law, the installations, operations, collocations, modifications, replacements and removals of
various Telecommunication wireless soFRmunioaliens fasililies ('WGF&!t-iAlnfrastructure Facilities
(TIF). (Including: wired. wireless (WCF). satellite and all supporting infrastructure) - I lhe town
recognizing the benefits of wired. wireless and satellite access to the Internet and other
communication infrastructure wireless soml'TltlfliGat-ieFlS-while reasonably respecting other important
town needs, including the protection of public health, safety, and welfare, aesthetics,--aAEI local
values and the rural character ..

B.

The overarching intent of this chapter is to make telewireless-communications reasonably available
while preserving the essential rural character of the town. This will be realized by:

C.

D.

1.

Minimizing the visual and physical effects of TIFWGN; through appropriate design, sit ing,
screening techniques and location standards;

2.

Encouraging the installation of TIF ~s at locations w here other such facilities already exist;
and

3.

Encouraging the installation of such facilities where and in a manner such that potential adverse
impacts to the town are minimized.

To allow the town to better preserve the established rural character of the town, it is the intent to limit
the duration of TIFWGF permits, in most cases, to terms of ten years, and to reevaluate existing
TIFWGFs at the end of each term.
It is not the purpose or intent of this chapter to:

1.

Prohibit or to have the effect of prohibiting w ireless, wired. or satellite communications services;
or

2.

Unreasonably discriminate among
telecommunications services; or

3.

Regulate the placement, construction or modification of TIFW-bi;s on the basis of the
environmental effects of radio frequency ("RF") emissions where it is demonstrated that the
I!WbF does or w ill comply with the applicable FCC regulations; or

providers

of

functionally

equivalent

wifO!ess

-•·····i

Comment [SA1]: Note the change in scope

4.

Prohibit or effectively prohibit collocations or modifications that the town must approve under
state or federal law.

E.

The provisions in this chapter shall apply to all permit applications to install, operate or change,
including, without limitation, to collocate, modify, replace or remove, any new or existing wiF&less
telecommunication infrastructure (including tower or base station) within the town. This chapter does
not apply to TIFWG!=-s owned by or exclusively operated for government agencies, amateur radio
stations, satellite dish or other television antennas or other OTARD Antennas, or towers as defined
and governed by Chapter 15.36, except to the extent that such towers may be used to support
WCFs.

F.

Nothing in this chapter is intended to allow the town to preempt any state or federal law or regulation
applicable to TIF ~.

G.

The provisions of this chapter are in addition to, and do not replace, any obligations a TIFWGF
permit holder may have under any franchises, licenses, or other permits issued by the town.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § I, 7-11-2016)
15.32.020 - Definitions.
For the purposes of this chapter, certain terms shall have meanings as follows:
"Section 6409(a)" means Section 6409(a) of the Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of
2012, codified as 47 U.S.C. section 1455(a), as may be amended or interpreted in judicial or
administrative decisions.
"Antenna" means a device used to transmit and/or receive radio or electromagnetic waves such as
but not limited to panel antennas, reflecting discs, panels, microwave dishes, whip antennas, directional
and non-directional antennas consisting of one or more elements, multiple antenna configurations, or
other similar devices and configurations.
"Antenna array" shall mean two or more antennas having active elements extending in one or more
directions. and directional antennas mounted upon and rotated through a vertical mast or tower
interconnecting the beam and antenna support, all of which elements are deemed to be part of the
antenna.
''Base station" means the same as defined by the FCC in 47 C.F.R. § 1.40001(b)(1), as may be
amended, which defines that term as follows:
"A structure or equipment at a fixed location that enables [FCC]-licensed or authorized wireless
communications between user equipment and a communications network. The term does not encompass
a tower as defined in [47 C.F.R. § 1.40001(b)(9)] or any equipment associated with a tower."
(i)

The term includes, but is not limited to, equipment associated with wireless communications
services such as private, broadcast, and public safety services, as well as unlicensed wireless
services and fixed wireless services such as microwave backhaul.

(ii)

The term includes, but is not limited to, radio transceivers, antennas, coaxial or fiber-optic
cable, regular and backup power supplies, and comparable equipment, regardless of
technological configuration (including distributed antenna systems and small-cell networks).

(iii)

The term includes any structure other than a tower that, at the time the relevant application is
filed with the state or local government under this section, supports or houses equipment
described in paragraphs (b)( 1)(i) through (ii) of this section that has been reviewed and
approved under the applicable zoning or siting process, or under another state or local
regulatory review process, even if the structure was not built for the sole or primary purpose of
providing such support.

(iv)

The term does not include any structure that, at the time the relevant application is filed with
the state or local government under this section, does not support or house equipment
described in paragraphs (b )( 1)(i)-(ii) of this section.

As an illustration and not a limitation, the FCC's definition refers to any structure that actually
supports wireless equipment even though it was not originally intended for that purpose. Examples
include, but are not limited to, wireless facilities mounted on buildings, utility poles and transmission
towers, light standards or traffic signals. A structure without wireless equipment replaced with a new one
designed to bear the additional weight from wireless equipment constitutes a base station.
"Building and planning director" means the Town of Hillsborough's director of the building and
planning department or his or her designee.
"Camouflaged or concealed WCF" means a wireless communications facility that (i) is integrated as
an architectural feature of an existing structure such as (but not limited to) a cupola, or (ii) is integrated in
an outdoor fixture such as (but not limited to) a flagpole; or (iii) uses a design which mimics and is
consistent with nearby natural, or architectural features, or is incorporated into or replaces existing
permitted facilities (including but not limited to stop signs or other traffic signs or freestanding light
standards) so that the presence of the WCF is not readily apparent.
"City council" means the city council of the Town of Hillsborough, California.
"City manager" shall mean the city manager of the Town of Hillsborough, California , or his or her
designee.
"Code" means the Hillsborough Municipal Code.
"Collocation" means the same as defined by the FCC in 47 C.F.R. § 1.40001(b)(2), as may be
amended, which defines that term as "(t]he mounting or installation of transmission equipment on an
eligible support structure for the purpose of transmitting and/or receiving radio frequency signals for
communications purposes." As an illustration and not a limitation, the FCC's definition means to add
transmission equipment to an existing facility and does not necessarily refer to two or more different
facility operators in the same location.
"CPUC" means the California Public Utilities Commission.
"Distributed antenna system" or "DAS," means a network of one or more antennas and related fiber
optic nodes typically mounted to streetlight poles, or utility poles, which provide access and signal transfer
for wireless service providers. A DAS also includes the equipment location, sometimes called a "hub" or
"hotel" where the DAS network is interconnected with one or more wireless service provider's facilities to
provide the signal transfer services.
"FCC" means the Federal Communications Commission.
"Lattice tower" means an open framework structure used to support one or more antennas, typically
with three or four support legs.
"Minor WCF" means a new WCF of a type or in an area approved by the city council for streamlined
processing (a) where granting the application would not violate any of the terms or conditions of an
existing permit and (b) where:
1.

Granting the application would not create a safety hazard, whether from wind loading, stress on
the support structure or wireless tower, or in any other manner;

2.

Granting the application would not intrude upon or additionally burden any environmentally
sensitive area, or incommode the public in its use of any rights-of-way;

3.

The application would not alter the visible size of any structure or outdoor fixture to which the
transmission equipment is attached;

4.

The application would not result in any visible transmission equipment from any publicly
accessible spaces; and

5.

The application would not result in an alteration of a structure or support structure otherwise
inconsistent with the Code.

"Monopole" means a single freestanding pole used to act as or support an externally mounted
antenna or antenna arrays.
"OTARD antennas" means antennas covered by the "over-the-air reception devices" rule in 47
C.F.R. sections 1.4000 et seq. as may be amended or replaced from time to time.
"Outdoor fixture" has the same meaning as "outdoor fixture" under Section 12.12.010 of this Code.
"Power Line Networking (PLN) Power-line communication {PLC)" carries data on a conductor that is~---···i Formatted: Normal
also used simultaneously for AC electric power transmission or electric power distribution to consumers.
~ - - - - - - - - -- - - - ~
It is also known as power-line carrier, power-line digital subscriber line (PDSL). mains communication,
power-line telecommunications, or power-line networking {PLN). A wide range of power-line
communication technologies are needed for different applications, ranging from home automation to
Internet access which is often called broadband over power lines {BPL)
"Public property" means property owned or under the control of the town and specifically excludes
the town's rights-of-way. By way of example and not limitation, public property includes structures and
outdoor fixtures owned by the town.
"Public works director" means the director of public works of the town or his or her designee.
"Radome" means a visually-opaque, radio frequency transparent enclosure which may contain
transmission equipment.
"Rights-of-way" refers to public streets and rights-of-way, as those terms are defined in Section
1.04.010(K) and Section 17.08.220 of this Code.
"Section 6409(a) modification" means a collocation or modification of transmission equipment at an
existing wireless tower or base station that does not result in a substantial change in the physical
dimensions of the existing wireless tower or base station. For the purposes of a Section 6409(a)
modification, the term "substantial change" means:
1.

2.

For wireless towers outside the public right-of-way, a substantial change occurs when:
a.

The proposed collocation or modification increases the overall height more than ten
percent or the height of one additional antenna array not to exceed twenty feet (whichever
is greater); or

b.

The proposed collocation or modification increases the width more than twenty feet from
the edge of the wireless tower or the width of the wireless tower at the level of the
appurtenance (whichever is greater); or

c.

The proposed collocation or modification involves the installation of more than the standard
number of equipment cabinets for the technology involved, not to exceed four; or

d.

The proposed collocation or modification involves excavation ou tside the current
boundaries of the leased or owned property surrounding the wireless tower, including any
access or utility easements currently related to the site

For wireless towers within the public right-of-way and for all base stations, a substantial change
occurs when:
a.

The proposed collocation or modification increases the overall height more than ten
percent or ten feet {whichever is greater); or

b.

the proposed collocation or modification increases the width more than six feet from the
edge of the wireless tower or base station; or

3.

c.

The proposed collocation or modification involves the installation of more than the standard
number of equipment cabinets for the technology involved, not to exceed four; or

d.

The proposed collocation or modification involves the installation of any new equipment
cabinets on the ground when there are no existing ground-mounted equipment cabinets; or

e.

The proposed collocation or modification involves the installation of any new groundmounted equipment cabinets that are ten percent larger in height or volume than any
existing ground-mounted equipment cabinets; or

f.

The proposed collocation or modification involves excavation outside the area in proximity
to the structure and other transmission equipment already deployed on the ground.

For all proposed collocations and modifications, a substantial change occurs when:
a.

The proposed collocation or modification involves more than the standard number of new
equipment cabinets for the technology involved, but not to exceed four equipment cabinets;

b.

The proposed collocation or modification would defeat the concealment elements of the
support structure; or

c.

The proposed collocation or modification violates a prior condition of approval, provided
however that the collocation need not comply with any prior condition of approval that is
inconsistent with the thresholds for a substantial change described in this section.

The thresholds and conditions for a "substantial change" described in this section are disjunctive- the
violation of any individual threshold or condition results in a substantial change. The height and width
thresholds for a substantial change described in this section are cumulative for each individual wireless
tower or base station. The cumulative limit is measured from the physical dimensions of the original
structure for base stations and all sites in the public rights-of-way, and from the smallest physical
dimensions that existed on or after February 22, 2012, for wireless towers on private property.
"Structure" has the same meaning as "structure" under Section 17.08.270 of this Code but for
purposes of this chapter does not include utility poles or towers as defined in Chapter 15.36.
"Support equipment" means the physical, electrical and/or electronic equipment included within a
wireless communications facility used to house, power, and/or process signals from or to the antenna or
antennas but specifically excluding the base station.
"Support structure(s)" means a structure, outdoor fixture, tower as defined in Chapter 15.36, or utility
pole capable of safely supporting a WCF, but does not necessarily include a wireless tower or base
station.

.

'trelecommunication Infrastructure Facility /TIFl" -j [NOTE: Use any term you want but my thought
......·.···.•.•..•
was this covers all wired. wireless. and satellite telecommunications equipment and supporting
Infrastructure, WCF, dishes. cables. antenna. utility poles etc.. basically all the stuff that
telecommunication utilities would use to deliver networking and communication service to our community.
The TIF needs to explicitly exclude water. sewer. gas. and the transmission of power. However it should
include PG&E Infrastructure if they begin to operate as a Telecommunications utility by either:
hosting/installing telecommunication equipment on their poles. or if they provide or deliver Power Line
Networking (PLN) services. [he definition of TIF needs specifically include their equipment used for
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"Transmission equipment" means the same as defined by the FCC in 47 C.F.R. § 1.40001(b)(8), as
may be amended, which defines that terms as "[e)quipment that facilitates transmission for any [FCC)licensed or authorized wireless communication service, including, but not limited to, radio transceivers,
antennas, coaxial or fiber-optic cable, and regular and backup power supply. The term includes
equipment associated with wireless communications services included, but not limited to, private,

Comment
[SA2]: This is a critical construct
to
define. You
can name It anything you want,
but It's important we cover all Infrastructure
for telecom utilities In this ordinance.
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broadcast, and public safety services, as well as unlicensed wireless services and fixed wireless services
such as microwave backhaul."
"Unipole" means a uniform or tapered width metalic pole with one or more antennas and associated
equipment and cables contained within the interior of the pole, and with a radome at the top of the pole
being the same width as the pole.
"Utility pole" means a steel or wood pole or structure located in the rights-of-way and dedicated to
use by multiple utilities and providers of communications franchised by the state or town.
'Whip antenna" means an omni-directional antenna.
'Wireless" means any FCC licensed or authorized communication service transmitted over
frequencies in the electromagnetic spectrum.
'Wireless communications facility" or "WCF" means a facility used to "provide personal wireless
services" as defined at 47 U.S.C. section 332(c)(7)(C): or wireless information services provided to the
public or to such classes of users as to be effectively available directly to the public via licensed or
unlicensed frequencies: or wireless utility monitoring and control services: or any other FCC licensed or
authorized service. A WCF does not include a facility entirely enclosed within a permitted building outside
of the rights-of-way where the installation does not require a modification of the exterior of the building:
nor does it include a device attached to a building, used for serving that building only and that is
otherwise permitted under other provisions of the Code. A WCF consists of an antenna or antennas,
including, but not limited to, directional, omni-directional and parabolic antennas, base station, support
equipment, and (if applicable) a wireless tower. It does not include the support structure to which the
WCF or its components is attached. The term does not include mobile transmitting devices used by
wireless service subscribers, such as vehicle or hand held radios/telephones and their associated
transmitting antennas, nor does it include other facilities specifically excluded from the coverage of this
chapter.
'Wireless tower" means the same as defined by the FCC in 47 C.F.R. § 1.40001(b)(9), as may be
amended, which defines that terms as "[a]ny structure built for the sole or primary purpose of supporting
[FCC]-licensed or authorized antennas and their associated facilities, including structures that are
constructed for wireless communications services including, but not limited to, private, broadcast, and
public safety services, as well as unlicensed wireless services and fixed wireless services such as
microwave backhaul, and the associated site." Examples include, but are not limited to, unipole.
monopoles, mono-trees and lattice towers. This does not include structures that were installed to replace
or collocate upon existing power poles, light poles, energy transmission towers, or buildings. A support
structure which is modified or replaced to allow for the installation of transmission equipment retains its
prior use as its primary use, and the wireless use is only a secondary use thereof, even if the
transmission equipment is the only attachment to the support structure.

(Ord. No. 720, § I, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 723, §§ 1, 2, 4-13-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-20 16)
15.32.030 - Permitted use.
Subject to compliance with this chapter and other applicable provisions of this Code and other law,
TIFWGJ:s are a permitted use in the residence district ("RD") which includes the rights-of-way.

(Ord. No. 720, § I, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § l, 7-11-2016)
15.32.040 • Permit required; estimated deposits; pre-application meetings.

A.

A TIFWGJ: may not be installed, collocated or modified without a permit, except as provided herein.
Complete removal of a WCF does not require a permit under this chapter, but removal must be
performed in strict compliance with this chapter.

B.

A permit shall not be issued:

C.

1.

Unless the applicant shows that it has the necessary permission to place the I!.E_~as
proposed on private property or public property that it proposes to occupy (including the
authority to make modifications to any support structure or wireless tower associated with the
installation or modification); and

2.

In the case of a TIFWGP in the rights-of-way unless the applicant holds a franchise, license or
similar authorization from the town or the state that entitles it to occupy the rights-of-way to
install or modify a TIFWGF.

A permit shall not be effective and shall not authorize installation, collocation or modification of any
TIFWGP or installation or modification of a support structure, utility pole or wireless tower unless the
conditions of this paragraph are satisfied. A penmit may be revoked prior to its effective date.
1.

Applicant must obtain all other required permits, authorizations, approvals or declarations that
may be required for installation or modification of the TIFWGP: or for installation or modification
of the support structure under federal, state or local law, including but not limited to building
permits, CEQA declarations, or FCC approvals. A TIFWGF permit is not in lieu of any other
permit required under the Code, except as specifically provided herein, nor is It a franchise,
license or other authorization to occupy the rights-of-way, or a license, lease or agreement
authorizing occupancy of any other private or public property. It does not create a vested right in
occupying any particular location, and a permittee may be required to move and remove
facilities at its expense consistent with other provisions of applicable law.

2.

Applicant must provide proof to the town that it has obtained all insurance and/or security
required by the Code, and must pay any fees owed to the town.

3. The TIF applicant must provide the following proof issuance at the time of permit issuance and+ ·
annually thereafter for the lifespan of the TIF until it i s decommissioned and the Infrastructure Is

···f
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removed :
(i) General liability insurance in the amount ofi

$$.................... ···································-······

(ii) Workman's compensation

Comment [SA4]: Not sure what amount..
Should it be based on the value of the TIF?
Should it be based on exposure to damages to
surrounding property during construction?

(iii) Fire and hazard insurance in the amount of~~· ····· ··· ···········································•·-······ Comment [SAS]: Should this be based on

D.

A permit issued in error, based on incomplete or false information submitted by an applicant or that
conflicts with the provisions of this chapter is not valid.

E.

The applicant shall submit an application as specified in Section 15.32.050 together with a deposit,
estimated by the city manager, to cover the town's application processing costs.

F.

Where the tendered deposit has been consumed in the processing of the application, the city
manager may require the applicant to promptly tender additional deposit(s).

G.

The applicant shall also deposit with the town the amount estimated to pay for any compliance
report required under Section 15.32.100 of this chapter.

H.

If required by the city manager tile applicant shall deposit with the town funds sufficient to reimburse
the town for third-party review of an application, and any supplemental deposit required by the city
manager for the completion of the th ird-party review of the application and/or the third-party reviewer
providing testimony before the town regarding the application.

I.

Upon the approval, denial, or termination of the application any unexpended portion of the deposits
shall be returned to the applicant. If the deposits did not cover the town's costs, the town will charge
the applicant therefore, and in the event of an approval of the TIFWGi;; the town shall not issue the
permit until such charge is fully paid.

J.

Two pre-application meetings with town staff are recommended for TIFWGPs. The first meeting
should take place at the earliest stage of site location research and should include a service area

the cost of the TIF, cost of the underlying
utility pole/structure, can we require this
cover 10% of the value of all homes adjacent
to the TIF?

map and description of the type of TIF ~ sought. The second meeting should take place after the
site is selected and should include a preliminary site plan and visual impact drawings. These
meetings are voluntary.

(Ord. No. 720, § I, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § I, 7-1 1-2016)
15.32.050 - Application required; contents of permit application.

I

A.

In all cases an applicant for a TIF~ permit shall utilize the ~orm of application l~~~':ll~~~L~Y..t~~-----···
town. The city manager is authorized to prepare forms of application, and may develop forms of
application that distinguish between different types of installations and modifications in order to
streamline processing of applications, and to comply with legal requirements. The city manager may
also from time to time require additional application materials and/or information in any publiclystated format.

B.

An applicant shall tender a TIF~ permit application and any revisions thereto by appointment
only. Applicants may submit one application per appointment but may schedule successive
appointments for multiple applications whenever feasible as determined by the town. The town shall
ensure that applicant's appointments are scheduled no later than five business days following the
applicant's request.

C.

Pending development of the form of application by the city manager, applicants may apply for a
TIFW-GF- permit by submitting the following information:
1.

The name and contact information of the entity or entities that will own, and be responsible for
the installation and maintenance of the TIF ~ and any support structure installed as part of
the Installation of the TIF ~;

2.

A written narrative that states whether and why applicant believes that the TIFWG,C; is subject to
the provisions of 47 U.S.C. section 332(c)(7), and if so, who the entity is that will be providing
personal wireless services:

3.

A written narrative that states whether and why the applicant believes that the I!WGF is subject
to 47 U.S.C. section 1455(a) or Cal. Gov. Code section 65850.6. A complete written narrative
analysis will state the applicable standard and all the facts that allow the city to conclude the
standard has been met; bare conclusions not factually supported do not constitute a complete
written analysis. As part of the this written statement the applicant must also include:
(i)

Whether and why the support structure qualifies as an existing tower or existing base
station; and

(ii)

Whether and why the proposed collocation or modification does not cause a substantial
change in height, width, excavation, equipment cabinets, concealment or permit
compliance;

4.

For any application for a Section 6409(a) modification, evidence that the applicant holds all
current licenses and registrations from the FCC and any other applicable regulatory bodies
where such license(s) or registration(s) are necessary to provide wireless services utilizing the
proposed wireless facility. For any prior conditional approval(s) associated with the wireless
facility, the applicant must submit copies of all conditions of approval and attach copies of the
approved site plan(s) that correspond with each approval. Alternatively, a written justifica tion
that sets forth reasons why prior regu latory approvals were not required for the wireless facility
at the time it was constructed or modified:

5.

Scaled site plans and elevations, including structural safety information, and clearly identifying
the components and location of the proposed TIFW-GF- (including any utility boxes within the
meaning of Chapter 12.12 of this Code), the support structure, if any, that will be utilized,
specifications that show the height, width, depth and weight for all proposed equipment, any
existing wireless facilities with all existing transmission equipment and other improvements, the

Comment [SA6]: This form wlll need to be
updated to cover a more broad range of
telecommunication infrastructure facilities
(TIF). I think this is where you should also call
out the requirement for "story poles• as part
of the application requirement.

proposed facility with all proposed transmission equipment and other improvements and the
legal boundaries of the leased or owned area which the facility is occupying and any associated
access or utility easements. The site plans must also include photographs and photo
simulations that show the proposed facility in context of the site from reasonable line-of-sight
locations from public streets or other adjacent viewpoints, together with a map that shows the
photo location of each view angle. At least one photo simulation must clearly show the impact of
the proposed modification on the concealment elements of the support structure, if any;
6.

A written and technically accurate and reliable narrative explaining the nature of the permit
sought (new installation, modification of existing installation, minor I[WGF, Section 6409(a)
modification or other modification); the authorizations requ ired for the installation, collocation or
modification, and steps that applicant has taken to comply with the Code;

7.

For new installations, collocations or modifications other than minor 1NCFs or Section 6409(a)
modifica tions, the purpose and need for the I[WGF or for the modification of the I[WGF,
whether applicant contends that the I[WGF or modification of the I[WGF is required to close a
significant gap in service coverage or to serve customers as part of a new development of
residential or city property;

8.

/F or new installations, collocations or modifications other than minor I[WGFs or Section 6409(a)
modifications, signal coverage maps if applicant contends that the I[WGF or modification of the
WCF is required to close a significant gap in service coverage or to serve customers as part of
a new development of residential or city property; L........ ........ ... ············ ··················-······ Comment [SA7]: This section probably
should be obsoleted.
For new installations, collocations or modifications other than minor I[WGFs or Section 6409(a)
modifications, the alternatives considered with a map that identifies existing wireless
communication facilities within a two mile radius of the proposed location of the new wireless
communication facility, and an explanation of why collocation on these existing facilities, if any,
is not feasible. This explanation must include such technical information and other factual
justifications as are necessary to document the reasons why collocation is not a viable option.
The applicant must provide a list of all existing structures considered as alternatives to the
proposed location, together with a general description of the site design considered at each
location. The applicant must also provide a written explanation for why the alternatives
considered were unacceptable or infeasible, unavailable, or not as aesthetically desirable as the
proposed location. This explanation must include such technical information and other factual
justification as are necessary to document the reasons why each alternative is unacceptable,
infeasible, unavailable, or not as aesthetically desirable as the proposed location. If an existing
wireless communication facility is listed among the alternatives, the applicant must specifically
address why the modification of such wireless communication facility is not a viable option. The
written explanation must also state the radio frequency coverage and capacity needs and
objectives of the applicant, and must include maps of existing coverage and predicted new
coverage with the proposed facility;

9.

10.

Documentation of all current and proposed radio frequency emissions from the I[WCF shall be
provided on the form found in Appendix A of the FCC publication, "A Local Government
Official's Guide to Transmitting Antenna RF Emission Safety: Rules, Procedures, and Practical
Guidance" dated June 2, 2000 (the "Guidance"), or on a form that contains all of the same
information as in Appendix A of the Guidance, or on a form or in a manner promulgated by the
FCC;

11 .

Information regarding the ownership of the property and support structure or wireless tower on
which the I!WGF will be located, showing applicant has authorization from the owner(s) of the
property and/or support structure or wireless tower to pursue the I!WGF application;

12.

Any CEQA-related determinations with respect to the proposed collocation, modification or
installation;

13.

For installations in the rights-of-way, written evidence of a franchise , license or similar
authorization from the town or the state that entitles the applicant to occupy the rights-of-way;
and

14.

Any other information or materials that the city manager may from time-to-lime require in any
publicly stated format.

D.

Where a I!WGF is part of a network of I!WGFs that will be installed contemporaneously or
sequentially, such as a distributed antenna system or DAS, or hub and spoke network, the
applications for each of the facilities in the proposed network shall be submitted simultaneously. jf
deployed in "phases" each phase or, if required, TIF in the phase will require separate permit. All
planned phases of a multi-phase TIF deployment must be disclosed on each permit.

E.

To promote efficient review and timely decisions, an application will be automatically deemed
withdrawn when an applicant fails to tender a substantive response within sixty days after the town
deems the application incomplete as set forth in a written notice to the applicant. The city manager
may in the city manager's discretion grant a written extension for up to an additional thirty days upon
a written request for an extension received prior to the sixtieth day. The city manager may grant
further written extensions only for good cause, which includes circumstances outside the applicant's
reasonable control.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.060 - Review of permit application; noticing.

A.

The city manager shall review all_I!-WGF permit applications for completeness and compliance with
the provisions of this chapter and other applicable laws and regulations. Generally, the city manager
will designate the public works director to be lead reviewer for applications for placement and/or
modification of TIF~s in the rights-of-way, and will designate the building and planning director to
be lead reviewer for applications for placement and/or modification of I!WGFs on private property
and public property.

I B.

Once the I!WGF permit application has been deemed complete, a type A notice (as described in
Chapter 1.20 of this Code) of the I!·WGF shall be provided by the town to all owners of real property
any part of which is located within five hundred feet of the real property, or if the WCF is to be
located in the town's rights-of-way within five hundred feet of the proposed WCF location.

I C.

Notwithstanding the above, for a minor TIFWGJ;, a Section 6409(a) modification, or for modifications
of facilities in the rights-of-way, a type B notice (as described in Chapter 1.20 of this Code) shall be
provided to all owners of real property any part of wh ich is located adjacent to the real property upon
which the WCF is located, or if the WCF is to be located in the town's rights-of-way to owners of real
property any part of which is located adjacent to the WCF location.

I

No mef6-less than ~lhi,:ty days before the applicable timeframe for review expires (ninety days for
collocations and one hundred fifty days for all other applications), the applicant must provide notice
to all persons entitled to notice in accordance with Code section 15.32.060, as modified in this
subsection D. The provisions in this subsection do not apply to Section 6409(a) modifications.

D.

1.

The notice must contain the following statement: "California Government Code section 65964.1
may deem the application approved in §30 days unless the Town approves or disapproves the
application, or the Town and applicant reach a mutual tolling agreement."

2.

In addition to all persons entitled to notice in accordance with this Code section 15.32.060, the
applicant must deliver written notice to the city manager, which contains the same statement
required in subsection D.1., above, and a mailing list for public notices sent out under this
subsection (B). The applicant may tender such notice in person or by certified United States
mail.

3.

If sent by US mail, the notice must be post-marked 60 days prior to the date of review expiry.
(Note: Metered mail without a postmark proving the date of mailing Is not permitted}

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7- 11-2016)

15.32.070 - Design standards.
A.

The purpose of this section is to identify preferences and requirements for the location and design of
I!WGFs, to provide guidance to prospective applicants as they seek appropriate I!WGF locations
within the town, and to provide guidance to the city manager in determining whether to grant, grant
with cond itions, or to deny a IJWGF application.

B.

This section applies to all TIFs including new I!WGFs and to all collocations and modifications to
existinq, towers. utility poles. unipoles. monopoles, networking equipment, support infrastructure and
WCFs, except collocations and modifications to existing WCFs that qualify as a Section 6409(a)
modification.

C.

The location for new a-TIFs must be positioned the greatest distance away from homes and schools
while still being able to deliver on the telecom objectives of the deployments. Location selection
~
should take into consideration the following preference order (with (1) being the highest
preference)_:

----··-f~-------------~
list0

4-.

Formatted:

_1._Public property;

l2.

Existing utility poles (with poles without electric distribution lines being favored over poles
supporting electric distribution lines): or other support structures or wireless towers where
collocation has been pre-approved (where the application is consistent with the pre-approval);

~ -

Existing support structures or wireless towers on nonresidential private property; and

¥ .

New concealed TIFJNGF: in the rights-of-way or on private property.

D.

To prevent visual clutter. - new TIF~s should be collocated with existing TIF~s. if within one
thousand five hundred feet of an existing visible I!WGF, unless the town determines that the
particular design proposed would not create excessive visual clutter or would otherwise create harms
the town may ameliorate, or if the 1.500 feet distance prohibits the TIF from achieving its
telecommunication objectives of the deployment. Any exceptions to this density rule needs to be
documented in the application and substantiated by the applicant.

E.

A I!WGF located in the rights-of-way:
1.

Shall, with respect to its pole-mounted components. be located on an existing utility pole serving
another utility;

J?. ,__Sf:lall_be _loGated . iA _a _GOAGealed_ 1NG~A6isteAt-witf:l. otf:ler _ellisting_ Aatura1. Elf-ff!af!FAaGe _. . --·· Formatted: Highlight
features iA tf:le rigf:lts of way Rear tf:le lesatioA wf:lero-U:le WCF is to be located; or1
····-·····-·--····--·· ··· >-----.;;......;..______---<
Comment [SAS]: Delete?
lJ.

Shall. with respect to its pole-mounted components, be located on a new utility pole where
other telephone distribution lines are aerial, if there are no reasonable alternatives for colocation
on an existing pole, and the applicant is authorized to construct new utility poles.

3.

New utility poles for TIF deployments will be constructed based on the following priority:
i metallic uni ole alnted in colors as defined in the section
and Colors

roved Camoufla

e-···-··

{ii} metallic monopole painted in colors as defined in the section xxx "Approved
Camouflage and Colors"
(iii) wooden monopole,

F.

The pole-mounted components of a I!WGF on a utility pole shall whether in or outside of the rightsof-way:
1.

Comply with CPUC General Order 95 and General Order 128 as they may be amended or
replaced;

Formatted: Indent First line: 0.4"
Comment (SA9): This section needs to be

documented with specific pantone colors that
are approved by the Town. I suggest 3 colors
be defined: green, brown, tan and that the
color choice for these 3 depends on the color
of the sutroundings.
Comment [SA10): Unipole is preferred to

conceal Interconnecting wires

2.

3.
Comment [SA11]: Currently 3cf we should
probably call our reference to that order.
Comment [SA12): If permissible we should
set a limit of 1 antenna enclosures per pole
that conforms to the FFC order on size (note
multiple antenna can be concealed In the
same canister enclosure)

antenna
4.

Comment [SA 13]: Maybe this belongs in
the definition section

No pol e mounted arms or extension brackets larger than 6" are permitted. unless the TIF is
application is for modification to wiring on an existing utility pole where other
telecommun ication distribution lines are aerial and the existing arm wi ll be leveraged.

Comment [SA14): This section needs to be
documented with specific pantone colors that
are approved by the Town. I suggest 3 colors
be defined: green, brown, tan and that the
color choke for these 3 depends on the color
of the surroundings.

.2,__Be-eeflsisteRt-with ll=le si2'e and shape or pole mounteE!-eEjulpment installed by communications
companies on ulilily poles near ll=le WGFNo pole or surface mounted support equipment is
permitted. All support equipment (networking. transmitters. transformers and distribution
planes} must be undergrounded.
6.

No exposed wiring or surface mounted conduit shall be permitted unless the TIF is on a wooden
pole. All wires and conduit must be concea led within the core of metal monopole(s}/unipole(s).
If the TIF is on a wooden pole all surface mount wires must be in conduit and painted to match
the color of the pole.

7.

If for some reason the prohibition of pole / surface mounted support equipment is deemed
unlawful under FCC ordinance. all pole mounted equipment and associated enclosures (other
than antenna) may be no more than 1" wider than the supporting pole as measured from the
narrowest oint at the hei ht of the e u i ment. This e ui ment shall be ainted in colors as
defined in the section xx "A roved Camoufla e and Colors .
. . . . . . - ...- . . . -.,\~
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Comment [SA 15]: This section needs to be

documented with specific pantone colors that
are approved by the Town. I suggest 3 colors
be defined: green, brown, tan and that the
color choice for these 3 depends on the color
of the surroundings.

The ground-mounted and underground components of a.I!.E-WGJ; shall, whether in or outside of the
rights-of-way:

1.

No above grade, ground-mounted telecommunication, transmission lines. or support equipment
is permitted unless {like an externa l antenna) above grade installation is required for the
technology to work and there is no alternative technical solution available in the industry at the
time of permitting which w ill operate underground.

',

Formatted: Highlight
Comment [SA 16): "Utility boxes" needs to

2.

All T IF support equipment t+o the extent the structures are !utility boxes ~ ithin the meaning of ____ ,,.
be updated lo include networking,
this Code, be reviewed and subject to the same approvals as utility boxes installed by other
transmitters, computer equipment and all
communications companies; a nd
other equipment supporting the
telecommunications deployment.
~ . All T IF support equipment shale be undergrounded and sShall be located flush to grade where
necessary to avoid incommoding the public, or creating a hazard; The covers or access doors
Comment [SA 17): This section needs to be
to the under round e ui ment shall be ainted in colors as defined in the section xx "A roved
documented with specific pantone colors that
Camoufla e and Colors
are approved by the Town. I suggest 3 colors
~ .

H.

To the extent permitted aboveground, shall otherwise be appropriately screened, landscaped
and camouflaged to blend in with the surroundings, and AOA-l'&AoGtive-paiAts-6AaH-i)e
usedpainted in colors as defined in the section ~xx "Approved Camouflage and Colors'j,__ _________ _

Ynless-it-t&aeler,mineE!-tl'lat,..tflefO-is-oo-less-intflffiiY&-altefflati.>Je.-aV.ailable lo close a significant 9aj:>-in
the-seFViee-prov-iee~~e-temiinee--#laHl:le-1&wFl-is-le93clly required lo approve an
applicalion,Heiqht - Ithe city manager may not approve an application for a I!WGF w1'1ese-which
does not conform to the following regulations on height:

be defined: green, brown, tan and that the
color choice for these 3 depends on the color
of the surroundings.
Comment [SA 18): This section needs to be
documented with specific pantone colors that
are approved by the Town. I suggest 3 colors
be defined: green, brown, tan and that the
color choice for these 3 depends on the color
of the surroundings.

1.

Overall TIF Height Maximums:

Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.3", Hanging:

(i) The TIF support structure. pole or tower highest point including any proposed radome+-__ _
wetilG-be-mef&-tl:laA-thifty five feet abeve surrounding ground le·,el 0)(Gept as follows: as
·measured from the base of the structure may be no taller than 35'. This height is a
maximum including any antenna if required.

0.3"
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illL~The support structure......PQ.!g or Wff'8l&s&-tower to which the TIF equipmentWGF~ ------f Formatted: Indent First line: 0.4"
would be attached is an existing support structure or wireless tower, was taller than thirty-five
feet above the immediate surrounding ground level on January 1, 2014, and the TIF
equipmentw.Gf: will not be higher than ten feet above the highest point of the support structure
or wireless tower and attachments thereto in existence on January 1, 2014;
2.

[IF Height Minimums/_________________ ..... ... .. ···-· -··---------- ------------------------------------------

Comment [SA19]: This section on

(i) No antenna capable of transmission me be positioned lower than 25' from the ground"',
at Its lowest point. This height is measured from the highest grade elevation within a 1O' radius '
of the base of the supporting structure.

1) keeping the towers away from homes and

minimums was drafted with the 2 key goals of
2) reducing the visual blight. The
specifications on how to measure these
minimums (highest point In 10' radius) ls
intended to reduce the chances of a resident
in a up-slope setting from having a tower,
antenna, or Infrastructure right outside their
window. At the same time it keeps the
equipment out of the line of site from
pedestrians. The fear is that someone could
have a transmitter or equipment on 10' speed
limit sign right outside their window.

(ii} If non-transmitting surface mount support equipment is deemed permissible by this
ordinance or FCC order. the pole mounted support equipment conforming to section ' F ma'{ be .
positioned no lower than 20' at their lowest point. This height is measured from the highest •,
grade elevation w ithin a 1 O' radius of the base of the supporting structure. The WCF will-ae-a
ooooealeEl-W-GF,-whese-fle½}ht and decigA-+S-Gensistent with tho suFrounding features it mimics.

I.

J.

I K.

L.

Unless it is determined by the town that there is no less intrusive alternative awiilable--tG--GIGse-a
signilieant-ga~n-lh&sep,,jce-pf&\liEl~~to achieve the telecommunication goals of the TIF;
or it is determined that the town is legally required to approve an application, the city manager may
not approve an application for a TIFW-Gf'. where the application proposes a design that would require
extensions from any support structure inconsistent in size w ith the extensions otherwise permitted
under the Code.

.....

Formatted: Indent: First line: 0.4"
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y\ I!WCF

shall be designed and located to minimize the impact on the surrounding neighborhood,
and to maintain the character and appearance of the town, consistent with other provisions of the
Code. To that end, I!WCFs should:
1.

Employ the least intrusive design for the proposed location in terms of size, mass, visual and
physical impact, and effects on properties from which the I!WCF is visible;

2.

Accommodate collocation consistent with the other design requirements of this chapter; and

3.

Be consistent with the general plan. I_____________________________ __ ___ ________

_________ _____ __

Without limiting the foregoing. all portions of a I!WCF affixed to a support structure shall be
designed to blend in or be screened from view in a manner consistent with the support structure's
architectural style, color and materials, when viewed from any part of the town. TIWCFs shall be
painted in colors as defined in the section ~xx "Approved Camouflage and Colorsfand_textured_or ____ ••
otherwise camouflaged~ to matsh the colof-aml-..textwre of the support slruGture on which they are
mounted. Where the support structure is a building, thElJ.!-WCF,_includin_g_without _limitation _base _
station cabinets, remote transmitters and receivers, and antenna amplifiers, shall be placed w ithin ·
the building or mounted behind a parapet screened from public view unless that is not feasible. If the
director determines that such in-building placement is not feasible, the equipment shall be roofmounted in an enclosure or otherwise screened from public view as approved by the director.
TIFWGFs shall not be lighted except with the authorization of the city manager. The city manager
may permit lighting at the lowest intensity necessary:
1.

For proximity-triggered and/or timer-controlled security lighting;

2.

To comply with regulations for the illumination of the any flag attached to a I!WCF; or

3.

Where such lighting is required by the city manager to protect public health or welfare, or as part
of the camouflage for a particular design.

Comment [SA20]: While this may no longer
be defensible under the new FCC order I
believe it demonstrates the intent of this
ordinance and still has merit.
Comment [SA21]: This section needs to be

documented with specific pantone colors that
are approved by the Town. I suggest 3 colors
be defined: green, brown, tan and that the
color choice for these 3 depends on the color
of the surroundings.
Formatted: Not Highlight

M.

No advertising signage shall be displayed on any WCF except for government required signs shown
in the TIFWG-i;: permit application._ Additionally site identificationJQ, address, warning and similar
information plates may be permitted where required and approved by the city manager.

N.

The I!WGF shall comply with all requirements of the Americans With Disabilities Act of 1990
("ADA") as may be amended or replaced.

O.

The TIFWGF shall not incommode the public (including without limitation, persons with disabilities) in
its use of any structure, or any portion of the rights-of-way.

P.

ALL /\II wirnless towers and base---&tati0flS-Sl:laUTransmission wiring and interconnect cabling new
TIFs must be trenched and placed underground. This is in accordance w ith the Town's general plan
and underground utility districting. The following exceptions apply:

1. When a telecom utility is modifying existing telecommunication transmission wires already strung+·-····i Formatted: Indent First line: O"
between existing utility poles.

2.
W hen replacing existing utility poles which support existing telecommunication transmission
wires

Q. Plumb standards:

+···•··i

Formatted: Normal

1. Installation ofTIF that require a new tower/pole. require that the pole be set and plumb+/-

(state acceptable bubble tolerances)
2) Installation of a TIF on an existing tower/pole is only permitted on an existing pole that is plumb
within a tolerance of+/- (state acceptable bubble tolerance). If the subject tower/pole does not meet
these standards the pole must be brought back into plumb within a tolerance of+/- (state acceptable
tolerance) as a part of the TIF permit.
R. Safety requirements for deploying a TIF on a new or existing pole. tower or structure the TIF
applicant must:
1. Assess the structural integrity of the new or existing pole. tower. structure. The applicant
must provide engineering calculations, drawings and specifications demonstrating that the load is safe
to be added. I
2. The applicant must provide wind shear ca lculations for the entire pole/tower/structure
including the new TIF components to demonstrate that it complies with current local and state code for
wind shear (reference code here?)
3. Any TIF components must be properly grounded to protect against both electric fault and
lightning strike.
4. If installed on a wooded utility or flammable structure the TIF components must be properly
insulated
5. To ensure the maximum public safety all equipment and components of the TIF must be UL

6. Due to the Town's proximity to active faults all TIF support structures must adhere to all state
and local sei smic codes.

- -·•··· [ Formatted: Indent First line: o.s·

~ncealed. The inslollatien-of an uncamouflaged wiroless-tGWef--Or base slalien is 13rohibite4
[15.32.075 "Approved Camouflage and Colors'j ___

. ········ ------- -----·-·-·
···---·· - ---- · --··--
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·\:~~-:

A. The following colors are approved by the TOWN for painting and camouflage of TIF.
1. TIFs & conduit attached to wooden utility pole [befine a Brown with Pantone Color Defined ________..
as well as finishes (flat/glos)ll

Comment [SA22]: This is a key section the
AORB should probably draft the color

standards
Formatted: Normal
Formatted: Highlight

2. TIFs & Conduit on Metallic Monopoles/ Unipols (.Qefine a Brown & Green with P_antone Colo~ __ ..-·· { Formatted: Highlight
Defined as well as finish [flat/gloss) ). Selection of approved color options should be based on the
closest match to the surroundings.

3. Access doors for underground TIFs (Define a Brown. Green and Grev with Pantone Colon
Def ined as well as finish (flat/gloss) ). Selection of approved color options should be based on the
closest match to the surroundings.

3. The Town reserves the right to update the approve color standards.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No, 738, ~ 1, 7-1 1-2016)
jlS.32.080 - Approval or disapproval of an application,[_ ______________________ .
A.

B,

C.

The city manager may approve or conditionally approve an application only after:

1.

The application is deemed complete;

2.

Fifteen days has elapsed from the postmark date required under Section 15.32.060.B, or C. of
this chapter (if applicable): and

3.

Any action required under Section 2.12.070 has been taken.

The city manager may disapprove an application in any of the following instances:
1.

The applicant has not shown that the application conforms to the requirements of this chapter;
or

2.

The applicant has failed to submit any additional information requested by the city manager by
the due date specified by the city manager; or

3.

The applicant has not provided to the town all of the required information required by this
chapter to permit the city manager to approve, approve with cond itions, or deny the application
taking into account legal deadlines affecting the town's consideration of the application.

It is the applicant's burden to show that a permit should be granted. In reviewing an application, the
city manager may consider the !!WGF as proposed, and as it may be modified as a matter of right
should the application be granted. In determining whether to grant, deny or condition an application,
the city manager may consider the following and such other matters as the city manager may be
entitled or required to consider as a matter of law:
1.

Except as to Section 6409(a) modifications, whether the I!WGF and support structure additions
and modifications proposed are consistent with the general plan and will not adversely affect the
policies and goals set forth therein or alter the rural character of the community:

Comment [SA23]: This needs to be updated
to match the requirements of the FCC order

I

2.

Except as to minor I!WGFs, Section 6409(a) modifications or where the town is prohibited from
considering it by law, whether the applicant has shown that the proposed I!WGF is necessary
to close a significant gap in coverage and has further shown that its proposal is the least
intrusive means of closing that significant gap;

3.

Except as to Section 6409(a) modifications, whether the I!WGF and support structure
modifications and additions proposed, comply with the design standards herein, and other
applicable provisions of the Code;

4.

Whether the I!WGF and support structure modifications and additions proposed comply with
applicable safety codes and laws (including without limitation the ADA);

5.

Except as to Section 6409(a) modifications, whether the llWGF and support structure
modifications and additions interfere with the public's use of rights-of-way, or create undue risks
to persons or property;

6.

Whether the applicant has made the required affirmation regarding compliance with the FCC's
RF regulations, as the same may be amended;

7.

Whether the applicant is authorized to file the application;

8.

Whether the applicant has or will have necessary local, state or federal regulatory approvals
required in connection with the I!WGF (including but not limited to necessary CEQA approvals,
if any; and approvals for utility box design under this Code, or for structures on private property
under Section 2.12); and

9.

Except as to Section 6409(a) modifications, whether alternative designs or locations would be
more consistent with the general plan and otherwise minimize the impact of the I!WGF and
support structure modifications and additions required.

D.

If the city manager determines that an application should be approved, denied, or should be
conditionally approved, he or she shall make written findings referencing substantial evidence in the
town's written administrative record in support of the action. The applicant and each person
submitting comments on the application shall receive a copy of the town's written decision and
findings with respect to the decision. Such copy shall also plainly state the process and deadline for
filing an appeal to the city council. Unless timely appealed, the decision will be final except as
provided in Sections 15.32.040.C. and 15.32.080.E. herein.

E.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter to the contrary, the city manager may
recommend to the city council that, notwithstanding the evidence supporting denial, an application be
approved if he or she makes a finding that the applicant has demonstrated that the refusal to grant
such an exception and approve the application would prohibit or have the effect of prohibiting the
provision of personal wireless services within the meaning of 47 U.S.C. section 332(c)(7), or finds
that the town authority to deny the application is otherwise preempted or prohibited by state or
federal law. If a recommendation is made under this provision, the recommendation will be promptly
submitted to the city council for final determination.

F.

A I!WGF located on private property shall also be subject to the provisions of Chapter 2.12 of this
code to the extent that it involves a modification to a support structure which is also subject to review
under the provisions of Chapter 2.12.

G.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the following provisions shall apply to Section 6409(a) modifications:
1.

Pursuant to 47 U.S.C. Section 1455(a), the city manager may not deny a Section 6409(a)
modification except when:
a.

The collocation or modification would result in a substantial change (see "Section 6409(a)
modification," defined in Section 15.32.020, pg. 316) to the existing wireless tower or base
station;

b.

The collocation or modification would violate any applicable building code, electrical code,
structural code, fire code or any other law, regulation, rule or prior condition of approval
based on objective factors and reasonably related to public health and safety;

c.

The collocation or modification involves the replacement of the wireless tower or other
support structure; or

d.

47 U.S.C. Section 1455(a) does not apply to the collocation or modification for any lawful
reason.

2.

Any denial of a Section 6409(a) modification shall be without prejudice. Subject to subsection
G.3. below, the applicant may submit the same or substantially the same permit application,
together with all required fees and deposits, for either a I ! ~F permit or a Section 6409(a)
modification permit.

3.

The town shall be entitled to recover the reasonable costs for its review of any Section 6409(a)
modification permit application, whether approved, deemed granted or denied without prej udice.
In the event that the city manager denies a Section 6409(a) permit, the town shall return any
unused deposit fees within sixty days after a written request from the applicant. If the fees in the
deposit account do not cover the reasonable cost for the town's review, an applicant shall not
be allowed to submit an application for the same or substantially the same change unless all
fees for the prior-denied permit application are paid in full.

(Ord. No. 720, § L, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § I, 7-11 -2016)
15.32.090 - Appeal to city council.
A.

Within fifteen calendar days following the date of the city manager's written decision on the I ! ~F
application, any person or entity may appeal the decision to the city council.

B.

Where an appeal is timely filed, the city manager shall prepare a staff report regarding the original
decision and shall submit the report to the city council along with the written notice of appeal
submitted by the appellant, and shall make the written record available to the city council.

C.

The appeal before the city council shall be a public hearing and shall be noticed as set forth in
Section 1.20.01O.A. of this Code; provided, however, that the mailing list of persons to whom the
permit application is sent shall be governed by Section 15.32.060.B. or C. of this chapter instead of
the type A or type B notice mailing list described in Section 1.20.010 of this Code and provided
further that the appellant shall be deemed the person requesting the public hearing for purposes of
Section 1.20.01 O.A.3. of this Code. The appellant shall bear all costs for the appeal. In all other
cases not described herein, a type B notice of the appeal shall be mailed consistent with this section.

D.

The city council shall hear the appeal at the next regular city council meeting after allowing for
sufficient time for the city manager to prepare the written report and compile the written record. To
prevent applicants from withholding information or otherwise abusing the appeal process, the city
council has the discretion but is not required to hear additional evidence, and may decide the matter
solely on the record that was before the city manager.

E.

The city council may accept or reject, wholly or in part, or may modify, the decision or any
recommendations made by the city manager. If the decision of the city council regarding the I ! ~F
appeal is to deny the IJWGF or conditionally approve the I ! ~F. the city council shall direct the
manager to prepare written finding(s) referencing substantial evidence in the town's written
administrative record and such writing find ing shall be provided to the city council for adoption. The
applicant and any appellant on the application shall receive a copy of the final written decision
approved by the city council.

F.

The city council may also remand the application to the building and planning director or public
works director for further consideration with such instructions as the city council deems appropriate.

(Ord. No. 720, § I, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § I, 7-11-2016)
15.32.100 - Compliance report.

Within thirty days after installation of a I!WGF, the applicant shall deliver to the city manager a
written report that demonstrates that its I!WGF as constructed and normally-operating fully complies
with the cond itions of the permit, including height restrictions, and applicable safety codes, including
structural engineering codes. The demonstration shall be provided in writing to the city manager
containing all technical details to demonstrate such compliance, and certified as true and accurate by
qualified professional engineers, or, in the case of height or size restrictions, by qualified surveyors.
This report shall be prepared by the applicant and reviewed by the town at the sole expense of the
applicant, which shall promptly reimburse the town for its review expenses. In the case where the
TIF includes an RF transmitter. t+he city manager may re11uirerequires additional proofs of RF
emission compliance as part of the application process and on an ongoing basis annually to the
extent the Itown may do so consistent with federal law. This RF emission compliance shale be in the
form of a 3;d party rer2ort containing actual field measured RF transmission data including _.. -··· { Formatted: Superscript
documenting all signal frequencies. intensity and the location the test equipment was positioned in
relation to the transmitter.

B.

If the initial report required by this section shows that the I!WGF does not so comply, the permit
shall be deemed suspended, and all rights thereunder of no force and effect, until the applicant
demonstrates to the town's satisfaction that the I!W.GF is compliant. Applicant shall promptly
reimburse the town for its compliance review expenses.

C.

If the initial report required by this section is not submitted within the time required, the city manager
or its selected and qualified professionals may, but is not required to, undertake such investigations
as are necessary to prepare the report described in paragraph A. Applicant shall within five days
after receiving written notice from the city manager that the town is undertaking the review, shall
deposit such additional funds with the city manager to cover the estimated cost of the town obtaining
the report. Once said report is obtained by the town, the town shall then timely refund any
unexpended portion of the applicant's deposit. The report shall be provided to the applicant. If the
report shows that the applicant is non-compliant, the town may suspend the permit until the applicant
demonstrates to the town's satisfaction that the I!WGF is compliant. During the suspension period,
the applicant shall be allowed to activate the I!WGF for short periods, not to exceed one hundred
twenty minutes during any twenty-four hour period for the purpose of testing and adjusting the site to
come into compliance.

D.

If the I!WGF is not brought into compliance promptly, the town may revoke the permit and require
removal of the I!WGF.

E.

If the T IF contains a transmitter and plans on changing the frequency or intensity of the RF
transmission, ii must file such request with the Town to be recorded along side the TIF registration
and contact information.

F.

The Town reserves the right to perform its own RF compliance test at any time. This RF emission
rd
compliance shale be in the form of a 3 party report containing actual field measured RF
transmission data including documenting all signal frequencies, intensity and the location the test
equipment was positioned in relation to the transmitter. This report will be provided to the TIF owner
and may be used by the Town to determine compliance.

1
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(Ord. No. 720, § I, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.110 · Standard cond itions.
All I!WGF permits, whether approved In accordance with this Code or deemed-approved or deemed
granted by the operation of law, shall be subject to the standard cond itions of approval provided in this
section. The town council may add, remove or modify any conditions of approval as necessary or
appropriate to protect and promote the public health, safety and welfare.

A.

Any validly-issued I!WGF permit granted hereunder shall be effective for a period of exactly ten
years from the date of issuance, except where a shorter term is authorized by Cal. Gov. Code
Section 65964(b) as may be amended or replaced. Any renewal application must be tendered
to the city manager between three hundred sixty-five days and one hundred eighty days prior to
the expiration of the current I!WGF permit, and shall be accompanied by all required application
materials, fees and deposits for a new I!WGF application as then in effect.

B.

As a condition of every permit issued pursuant to this chapter, the city manager may establish a
reasonable construction build-out period for a I!WGF.

C.

The I!WGF permit holder shall also comply w ith Chapter 12.04 and all other requirements of
this Code.

D.

The I!WGF permit holder shall obtain and maintain all other applicable permits, approvals, and
agreements necessary to install and operate the I!WGF in conformance with federal, state, and
local laws, rules and regulations.

E.

The town may inspect permitted facilities and property and may enter onto a site to inspect
facilities upon reasonable notice to the I!WGF permit holder. In case of an emergency or risk of
imminent harm to persons or property within the vicinity of permitted facilities, the town reserves
the right to enter upon the site of the I!WGF and to support, disable, or remove those elements
of the I!WGF posing an immediate threat to public health and safety.

F.

The TIF~ permit holder shall maintain on file w ith the town and onsite at the I!WGF contact
information of all parties responsible for maintenance of the_..WI!GF. This includes contacts for.
owner. operator. energy contact. and maintainers (ex: for graffiti and vandalism)

G.

The I!WGF permit holder and, if applicable, the private property owner shall defend, indemnify
and hold harmless the town, its agents, officers, officials, and employees:
(i)

From any and all damages, liabilities, injuries, losses, costs and expenses and from any
and all claims, demands, lawsuits, writs of mandamus, and other actions or proceedings
brought against the town or its agents, officers, officials, or employees to challenge, attack,
seek to modify, set aside, void or annul the town's approval of the I!WGF permit; and

(ii)

From any and all damages, liabilities, injuries, losses, costs and expenses and any and all
claims, demands, lawsuits, or causes of action and other actions or proceedings of any
kind or form, whether for personal injury, death or property damage, arising out of or in
connection w ith the activities or performance of the I!WGF permit holder or, if applicable,
the private property owner or any of each one's agents, employees, licensees, ccntractors,
subcontractors, or independent contractors ((i) and (ii) collectively are "actions"). Further,
I!WGF permit holders shall be strictly liable for interference caused by their I!WGFs with
the town's communications systems. The WCF permit holder shall be responsible for costs
of determining the source of the interference, all costs associated w ith eliminating the
interference, and all costs arising from third party claims against the town attributable to the
interference ("claims"). In the event the town becomes aware of any such actions or claims
the town shall promptly notify the I!WGF permit holder and the private property owner and
shall reasonably cooperate in the defense. It is expressly agreed that the town shall have
the right to approve, which approval shall not be unreasonably w ithheld, the legal counsel
providing the town's defense, and the property owner and/or I!WGF permit holder (as
applicable) shall reimburse town for any costs and expenses directly and necessarily
incurred by the town in the course of the defense.

H.

A permit may be terminated if the town determines that the permit was granted based on false,
misleading or incomplete information; if a material provision of the permit is no longer
enforceable; or if the permit holder violates a condition of the permit, or modifies the I!WGF or
support structures w ithout permission.

I.

The I!WGF permit holder shall file with the town, and shall maintain in good standing throughout
the term of the WCF permit, a performance bond or other surety or another form of security for
the removal of the I!WGF in the event that the use is abandoned or the permit expires, or is

revoked, or is otherwise terminated. The security shall be in the amount equal to one hundred
fifteen percent of the cost of physically removing the 1[WGF and all related facilities and
equipment on the site. The 1[WGF permit holder shall reimburse the town for staff time
associated with the processing and tracking of the bond, based on established hourly rates.
Reimbursement shall be paid when the security is posted.

J.

The 1[W-GF permit holder shall make a good faith effort to minimize project-related disruptions
to adjacent properties. Site improvement and construction work, including set-up, loading or
unloading of materials or equipment, performed as part of this project is subject to the
provisions of Section 8.32.040. Emergency maintenance and repairs are exempt from the
restricted hours. Violation of this condition may result in issuance of a stop work order or
administrative citations.

K.

In addition to all other standard conditions of approval required under this Section 15.32.120,
and to all conditions of approval permitted under state and federal law that the city manager
may deem appropriate for a specific 1[WGF, all Section 6409(a) modifications, whether granted
by the city manager under the federal directive in 47 U.S.C. section 1455(a) or deemed granted
by the operation of law, shall automatically include all the conditions of approval as follows:
1.

Grant, deemed grant or acceptance of a Section 6409(a) modification permit shall not
renew or extend the permit term for the underlying I!WGF;

2.

In the event that a court of competent jurisdiction invalidates or limits, in part or in whole,
47 U.S.C. section 1455(a), such that such statute would not mandate approval for the
collocation or modification granted or deemed granted under a Section 6409(a)
modification permit, such permit shall automatically expire twelve months from the date of
that opinion;

3.

Grant, deemed grant or acceptance of Section 6409(a) modification permit shall not waive
and shall not be construed or deemed to waive the town's standing in a court of competent
jurisdiction to challenge 47 U.S.C. Section 1455(a) or any Section 6409(a) modification
permit issued pursuant lo 47 U.S.C. section 1455(a) or this Code.

L.

The site and the facility, including but not limited to all landscaping, fencing and related
transmission equipment, must be maintained in a neat and clean manner in accordance with all
approved plans and conditions of approval.

M.

All facilities must comply with all standards and regulations relating to RF exposure issued by
the FCC or any other federal or state authority authorized to issue such standards and
regulations.

N.

All graffiti on facilities must be removed at the sole expense of the permittee within forty-eight
hours after notification from the town.

Q. Repainting:

+ --

---f Formatted: Indent: First line: 0.3"

1. Should the Town decide to change the col or of a TIF, the TIF owner/ operat or shall provide a

method at the Town's cost to repaint the TIF to the new standards

2. In the event of vandalism. corrosion. rust. or general weathering resulting In an unsightly
condition. the owner of the TIF will re-paint the TIF to conform to the approved "Approved
Camouflage and Colors" standards 30-days after notification from the Town.

+----·- [Formatted: Normal
(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)

15.32.120 - Operational regulations.
A.

B.

All IlWGFs within the town shall be designed, maintained, and shall be operated at all times to
comply with the provisions of this chapter and the following other requirements:
1.

Conditions in any permit or license issued by a local, state, or federal agency, which has
jurisdiction over the I!WGF;

2.

Rules, regulations, and standards of the state and federal governments and the town, including
without limitation the FCC, the CPUC; and the Code;

3.

Easements, covenants, conditions, and/or restrictions on or applicable to the underlying real
property;

4.

Rules, regulations, and standards of the town governing underground utility districts;

5.

All other laws, codes, and regulations applicable to a I!WGF, including the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).

Without limiting the foregoing, all I!WGFs shall be maintained in good working condition and to the
visual standards established at the time of approval over the life of the I!WGF permit. The IJWGF
and surrounding area shall remain free from trash, debris, litter, graffiti, and other forms of
vandalism. Any damage shall be repaired as soon as is practicable, and in no instance more than
ten calendar days from the time of notification by the town or after discovery by the IJWGF permit
holder. If landscaping was required, the landscaping must be maintained by the permittee.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § I, 7-11-2016)
15.32.130 - Modification of a I!WfF permit.

A.

The town may modify a permit before its termination date where necessary to protect public health
and safety, or where the permit as issued is no longer enforceable in accordance with its terms.

B.

A permit holder may modify a permit by seeking either a Section 6409(a} modification or other
modification. Modifications other than Section 6409(a) modifications shall be treated the same as
requests for a new WCF.

C.

Requests for modifications will be reviewed in accordance with the provisions of the Code at the
time modification is sought, and not at the time the permit initially issued.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-1 1-2016)
15.32.140- Revocation of a I!WfF permit.

A.

A I!WGF permit may be revoked if permittee is not in compliance with permit conditions, if the permit
conditions are not enforceable, or for a fa ilure to comply with any provision of the Code relating to
the permit, or relating to the I!WGF associated with the permit ("default event"). By way of example
and not limitation, a refusal to timely remove facilities located in the rights-of-way where required in
connection with a public works project would be a default event.

B.

The city manager may revoke a I!WGF permit only after:
1.

Written notice of the default event has been provided to the IJWGF permit holder;

2.

The I!WGF permit holder has been afforded a reasonable opportunity to cure and comply with
its permit, or demonstrate that no default event occurred.

If the IJWGF permit holder fails to cure, the city council or the city council through a designee shall
conduct a noticed public hearing where the I!WGF permit holder shall be afforded an opportunity to
speak and be heard and to provide written material prior to the hearing. If the city council, after the

public hearing, finds that the I!WGF or the I!WGF permit holder has violated any law regulating the
I!WGF or has failed to comply with the requirements of this chapter, the I!WGF permit, any
applicable agreement or any condition of approval the city council may revoke the permit.

I

D.

Upon revocation, the city council may require the removal of the I!WGF or take any other legally
permissible action or combination of actions necessary to protect the health and welfare of the town.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § I, 7- 11-2016)
15.32.150 - Abandonment , removal or relocation of facilities.

A.

Any llWGF permit holder who abandons or discontinues use of a I!WGF for a continuous period of
ninety days shall so notify the city manager by certified mail within thirty days after the ninety day
period.

B.

If the city manager believes a I!WGF has been abandoned or discontinued for a continuous period
of ninety days, the city manager shall send a notice of abandonment or discontinuation to the llWGF
permit holder stating why the town believes the I!WGF to be abandoned or discontinued. Failure of
the IJWGF permit holder to reply to the city manager in writing within thirty days after receiving,
rejecting, or returning the town's certified letter shall entitle the city manager to make a determination
that the I!WGF is, in fact, abandoned or discontinued.

C.

Upon declaration of the city manager that the I!WGF is abandoned or discontinued, as to private
property, the I!WGF permit holder or owner of the affected real property shall have ninety days from
the date of the declaration or a further reasonable time as may be approved by the city manager,
within which to complete one of the following actions:

D.

E.

1.

Reactivate use of the I!WGF;

2.

Transfer the rights to use the I!WGF to another entity (who shall be subject to all the provisions
of th is chapter) and the entity immediately commences use of the I!WGF; or

3.

Remove the I!WGF and any supporting structures installed solely in connection with the
I!WGF, and restore the site to be consistent with the then-existing surround ing area.

If after the ninety day time period set forth in subsection C. of this section none of the required
actions in subsections C.1. through C.3. of this section has occurred, the city council at a noticed
public hearing may declare that the I!WGF is deemed abandoned. The city manager shall provide
notice of such find ing to the I!WGF permit holder and to the telecom carrier last known to use the
I!W.GF and, if applicable, to the owner of the affected private real property, providing thirty days from
the date of the notice within which to complete one of the following actions:
1.

Reactivate use of the I!WGF, subject to the terms and conditions of the applicable WCF permit;

2.

Transfer the rights to use the IWGF to another operator (who shall be subject to all the
provisions of this chapter); or

3.

Remove the TIFwg and any supporting structures installed solely in connection with the
I!WGF, and restore the site to be consistent with the then-existing surrounding area.

If there is no reactivation, transfer or removal as set forth in subsection D. of this section, the town
may thereafter remove the abandoned I!WGF, repair any and all damages to the premises caused
by such removal, and otherwise restore the premises as is appropriate to be in compliance with
applicable codes. If the town removes the I!WGF, the town may, but shall not be required to, store
the removed I!WGF or any part thereof, and may use it, sell it or dispose of it in any manner deemed
by the town to be appropriate. The entity that abandoned the I!WGF, or its successor in interest, and
if on private property, the private property owner shall be jointly liable for the entire cost of such
removal, repair, restoration and storage and shall remit payment to the town promptly after demand
therefor is made. In addition, the city council, at its option, may utilize any financial security required
in conjunction with granting the llWGF permit to recover such costs.

F.

Until the cost of removal, repair, restoration and storage is paid in full, a lien shall be placed on the
WCF and any related personal property and any private real property on which the I!WGF was
located for the full amount of the cost of remova l, repair, restoration and storage. The city clerk shall
cause the lien to be recorded with the San Mateo County recorder.
After adequate written notice to the IJWGF permit holder, the city council may require the relocation,
at the I!WGF permit holder's expense and according to the then-existing standards for I!WGFs, of
any I!WGF located in the rights-of-way, as necessary for maintenance or reconfiguration of the
town's rights-of-way or for other public projects, or take any other action or combination of actions
necessary to protect the health and welfare of the town.

H.

If an existing utility pole that hosts a IJWGF must be replaced, the IJWGF permit holder shall within
thirty days after the installation of the replacement pole either relocate its I!WGF in the same
configuration on the replacement pole, or remove the prior-existing I!WGF rather than relocate it,
and notify the city manager of the removal, and surrender its IJ,WGF permit for cancellation by the
city manager.
If the I!WGF permit holder fails to relocate or remove the IJWGF as required by this subsection, the
town may elect to treat the I!WGF as a nuisance to be abated as set forth in Section 8.16.035 of this
code.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § I, 7-11-2016)
15.32.160- Transfer of an interest.
A I!WGF permit holder shall not assign or transfer any interest in its permits for IJW-GFs without
advance written notice to the town. The notice shall specify the identity of the assignee or transferee of
the permit, as well as the assignee or transferee's address, telephone number, name of primary contact
person(s), and other applicable contact information, such as an e-mail address or facsimile number. The
new assignee or transferee shall comply with all of the I!WGF's terms and conditions of approval, and
shall submit to the town a written acceptance of the I!WGF permit's terms and conditions and a written
assumption of the obligations thereafter accruing under such permit prior to the date that such
assignment or transfer is intended to take effect.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-20 15; Ord. No. 738, § I, 7-1 1-2016)
15.32.170 - Exemption for municipal facilities.
I!WGFs installed or operated at the direction of the town for the sole use of the town, regardless of
where located in the town, shall be exempt from this chapter, but as a matter of policy, shall be designed
and located consistent with the design requirements of this chapter.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § I, 7-11-2016)
15.32.180 - Violations are infractions.
It is unlawful for any person to violate any provision or to fail to comply with any of the requirements
of this chapter. Any person, firm, partnership, or corporation violating any provision of this chapter or
failing to comply with any of its requirements will be deemed guilty of an infraction and upon conviction
thereof will be punished by fine not exceeding one thousand dollars. Each such person, firm, partnership,
or corporation will be deemed guilty of a separate offense for each and every day or any portion thereof
during which any violation of any of the provisions of this chapter is committed, continued or permitted by
such person, firm, partnership, or corporation, and will be deemed punishable therefor as provided in this
chapter.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.190 - Controlling provi sions.
In the event of any inconsistency between the provisions of this chapter and any other provision of
the code, the more specific provision shall control. W ithout limiting the generality of the foregoing,
TIF~s shall be governed by the procedures set forth in this chapter and not by the procedures set
forth in Section 12.12 of this Code, except as provided in Section 15.32.070 F.1.

(Ord. No. 720, § I, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § I, 7-11-2016)
Chapter 15.36 - TOWERS, AERIALS, ANTENNAE, W INDMILLS AND SOLAR PANELS~
Sections:

Footnotes:

--- (4) --Prior history: Ords. 395 and 610.
15.36.010- Permit- Requ ired.
A.

Every person or entity desiring to place, erect, construct or maintain, or cause to be placed, erected,
constructed or maintained in the town: (1) any radio tower, television tower, wireless tower or other
tower or aerial designed to transmit or receive radio or television or similar signals; (2) any satellite
dish antenna greater than one meter in diameter; (3) any generating windmill; or (4) any solar panel
(the above items (1) through (4) collectively referred to as 'Towers" in the plural and "Tower" in the
singular) shall first obtain approval of the Architecture and Design Review Board under Title 2 and
next obtain a building permit as provided in this chapter.

B.

The provisions of subsection A. of this section shall not apply to wireless communications facilities
regulated in Section 15.32 of this code.

(Ord. 618 § 7(part), 2001)
(Ord. No. 713, § 2, 4-7-20 14)
15.36.020 - Permit-Application.
An application for a building permit under this chapter shall be made on a form provided for such
purpose by the building department and shall include a site plan and all relevant technica l information and
specifications (including, but not limited to, wind load calculations and foundation calculations) necessary
to determine whether the tower will be dangerous, hazardous or detrimental to the public health.

(Ord. 6 18 § 7 (part), 200 1)
15.36.030 - Restrictions.

A.

No tower shall exceed thirty feet in height, except for a solar panel to be installed on a roof that
meets the height limitation for the roof. For purposes of the height limitation for towers, all parts.
portions and materials compromising the towers, including, without limitation, supporting buildings,
supporting structures, foundations and the full tower shall be considered in determining the tower's
height.

B.

Towers (other than television aerials) shall be placed only on appropriate in-ground foundations
specifically designed for such use.

C.

Satellite dish antennae (of all sizes) and solar panels shall meet the setback requirements of Title
17.

(Ord. 618 § 7 (pa1i), 2001)
15.36.040 - Small satellite antennae.
Notwithstanding anything in this code to the contrary, any satellite antenna that is one meter or less
in diameter may be installed in town without review by the architecture and design review board and
without obtaining a building permit.

(Ord. 6 18 § 7 (part), 2001)
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Current Ordinance
• Very good- compared to most municipalities
• Applies only on WCFs

Ordinance Update
John lavrich

• Defensible in pre-FCC order world
• Largely subjective requirement

Ord inance Updat es

How to decide what to w rit e

• Needs to be defensible post FCC order

• Pick an acceptable design (or set o f designs)

• (but also have languilge to protect the town if the order Is stayed)

• Needs to apply to "All Utilities"
• n ,e FCC does not define Utllltlt!s
• Suggest covering "AU Telecomrnunlcation Utlllties"' Sine~ the FCC only has Jurisdiction
on telcos (not power, water, sewer)

• Needs to be objective
• Specific, verlffabre criteria

• Should be strict enough to
• Allow a n.urow range of WCf deployments that meet our aesthetic. requirements
• Allow other telcos (Cable, phone, sate-I lite) to still conduct business

• Revers engineer requirements so those designs conform to the
ordinance, and other (non-desirable) variati ons w ill not.
• Generalize where needed to allow other Telecommunication Utili ties
to continue to operat e, maintain and deploy infrastructure
• Removed code elements that no longer apply or that could be
considered subjective.
• Provide prot ection t o people through smart restrictions
• Ex: max/ min

• how to measure minimums heighu for up slopes

1
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My Design Objectives/ Criteria

Examples of accept able wood monopol
designs
No

• Keep cell towers away from homes and schools
• mal( distance between transmitters and the public

• Translates to '"up and away1'

• Maintain rural character of the town
• Blend into the background th@ bMt they can
• Set accl!ptable size and cotor :rtandards

• Limit excessive clutter and visual blight
• Streamlined designs
• W he re possible avoid "farms" or clusters of towers

• Underground, underground, underground ...

Examples of acceptable Metal Unipole
designs
No

'"

Examples of accept able colocation on existing
ut ility pole designs

'"

No

J
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Examples of acceptable support equ ipment
designs

'"

..

,

No

No

d-
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William Li
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ansari, Ray J < RayJ.Ansari@efleets.com>
Monday, December 31, 2018 5:08 PM
Wil liam Li
Happy New Year!

I just wanted to voice my opinion regarding cell phone tower coverage in the town of Hillsborough. I have been a
resident of Hillsborough since 2015, and I would have to admit that day coverage and cell phone reception is extremely
poor. This poses a saf ety concern for me and my family as we have had Wi-Fi outages and or land line does not work.
I understand there are a number of Hillsborough residents that are angry about getting cell towers built in Town.
I would like for you to know that myself and a number of my neighbors are in favor of having cell phone reception as it's
a matter of safety versus aesthetics.
Reza Ansari
966 Baileyana road
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